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Summary

Background:
Previous bereavement-related literature indicated that around one out of ten (9.8%) bereaved
individuals could suffer from a more severe and protracted grief, entitled Persistent Complex
Bereavement Disorder (PCBD) in the DSM-V, or Prolonged Grief Disorder (PGD) in ICD-11. To
precisely differentiate the prolonged grievers from the normal grievers, a minimum six months
is required, and to offer psychotherapeutic intervention to normal grievers indifferently could
instead hamper their natural coping mechanism. The fact conflicts with the fact that the
severely maladapted grievers might need psychotherapeutic support in a more timely manner,
and might even benefit from earlier intervention. This dilemma indicates that there is a need for
a screening method in the first six months of bereavement.
Objective:
Based on the above discussion, the objective of the thesis is to develop a screening method for
prolonged grief disorder that is empirically tested and can be embedded in an internet-based
application.
Approach:
A mixed approach is adopted to fulfil the research objective. The research is divided into three
phases with Phase 1 concentrating on exploring the design opportunities, Phase 2 developing
an internet-based data gathering system to collect questionnaires data for building predictive
models, and Phase 3 building the regression model and implementing the model into the
internet-based screening app.

Results:
From the qualitative study in Phase 1, building an internet-based screening method that can
contribute to empowering the decision-making in bereavement was chosen to be further
conceptualized into an app. In Phase 2, an internet-based data gathering system entitled Grief
Inquiries Following Tragedy (GIFT) was proposed as a preliminary prototype and a research
instrument for gathering data to empirically validate the screening method. The five protocol
analysis sessions exhibited insights of improvement regarding the functionality, language and
user interface on GIFT. These insights were implemented before deploying GIFT for a larger
scale online data gathering. With the data gathered from 611 participants, three predictive
models were fitted and compared based on cross-validating their predictability in successfully
identifying prolonged grievers in Phase 3. Model 2 that was fitted based on socio-demographic
factors and PGD risk factors demonstrated the highest predictability (successfully identify 40%
of prolonged grievers on the unselected cases) among the three, and was selected for further
implementation on the final deliverable app, Empowered to Grieve (EtG).
Conclusion:
The predictive formula based on Model 2 is implemented in the predictive algorithm of EtG
(accessible through the following URL: https://www.designempowerment.com). The major
screening function of EtG is to calculate the predicted probability of developing PGD and
provide feedback based on the predicted outcome to the users. It is expected that the bereaved
users could evaluate their risk of developing PGD within the first six months of bereavement,
and this interaction with EtG would empower their decision-making in whether they will
benefit from clinical interventions.

Method:
Phase 1 implements a qualitative study to explore the design opportunities of technology
in supporting the bereaved. In Phase 2 we designed a data gathering system that targets on
gathering data that measure bereavement risk factors and insights into user experiences on
using self-screening application in the bereavement context. In Phase 3 three models were
built and one selected to be implemented in the final deliverable, an internet-based screening
application.
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It means that this thesis will start by identifying the potential research opportunities posited
by bereavement-related studies and attempt to explore how technology can play a role in
motivating a solution.

1.1 Problem Definition and Research Opportunities

Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1.1 The context of the research

As individuals’ work and social activities increasingly mediated by technology, individuals’
everyday experiences become more and more intertwined with the interaction experiences
with technology. In the bereavement context, death and mourning are perceived as more public,
digital and even collective [1]. It demonstrates that interacting with technology not only mediates
our activates, but also nudges new patterns of thinking and responses to various experiences in
our end of life and bereavement experiences. Following Massimi’s conceptualization of a more
“thanatosensitive” technology (thanato is referring to thanatology, the scientific study of death
and the practices associated with it), exploring how technology could contribute to supporting
and attending the needs of the bereaved is now becoming a subject of several Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) researchers [2, 3].
Psychology is known to be a forerunner in identifying the needs in the bereavement
process, defining the normal and maladapting responses to the loss of a loved one [4-6] and
developing the effective interventions to treat the chronical grievers [7-10]. In the HCI field,
the insights derived from bereaved users’ interaction with technology also unfolds plenty of
interesting directions for further research and development. The examples include the digital
legacy [11-14], collective and online memorialization [15-18], and the continuous bonds
with the deceased on the internet [19-21]. However, from the HCI field, little attention is
placed in the clinical aspects of bereavement, in which the researchers from psychology are
mainly interested in and the effect of bereavement supporting programs mostly warranted.
Understandings from the user sides open a gate to re-designing different dying and mourning
experiences but could fall short in addressing the needs to assist the severely bereaved
individuals, which will be the major incentive of this thesis.
This thesis is driven by the desire to explore how HCI and psychology researchers can work
hand in hand to address the needs of empowering and supporting the chronically bereaved.

2

Bereaving the death of a loved one is a spiritual journey that is often accompanied by emotional
distress, life-changing choices, and effortful cognitive reconstruction [22-25]. A survey conducted
by Holmes and Rahe (1997) places the death of a loved one at the top of the stressful life events
inventory (with the death of a spouse as the most stressful life event) [26]. Furthermore, losing
a loved one is never a rare event. Most of the individuals, by the time they reach colleges, will
experience at least one loss experience (60% loss of a friend and 81.3% loss within their extended
family) [27], which reflects the prevalence and ubiquities of loss and grief experiences.
On the other hand, the continuous evolution of bereavement studies and the introduction
of positive psychology introduces a multidimensional perspective on the bereavement
experiences [28-31]. By acknowledging the opportunities of the enhanced meaning of life and
resilience [32-36], researchers unveiled a different perspective of bereavement which is more
related to post-traumatic growth and meaning reconstruction [37-44]. Psychologists further
challenged the necessity to perform grief counseling to the bereaved individuals who are under
a natural bereavement course [45-47]. Also, a majority (up to 90%) of bereaved individuals
could successfully ameliorate the post-loss sadness and anguish, and, within around two years,
gradually accommodate the impact into their ongoing life and continue living a productive life
[28].
While most of the bereaved manage to cope with their grief resiliently, previous studies
indicated that a group of the bereaved could experience a protracted or complicated syndrome
referred to as Persistent Complex Bereavement Disorder (abbreviated to PCBD for convenience
in the later paragraphs) in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM-V) [48], or Prolonged Grief Disorder (abbreviated to PGD in the later paragraphs,
used interchangeably with PCBD to refer to the maladaptation of grief) [49] or Complicated
Grief (abbreviated to CG in the later paragraphs) [4, 50] in a variety of bereavement-related
studies (for a comparison and review of three related terms, see Maciejewski et al., 2016).
To clarify, this thesis mainly adopts PCBD and PGD as the same diagnostic entity for postloss syndromal grief reaction [6]. The prevalence of PGD among the bereaved population is
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around 9.8%, suggesting that one out of ten bereaved adults could develop PGD [51]. PGD is
associated with work and social malfunctioning, heightened risk of severe medical conditions,
and frequent suicidal ideation [49]. Individuals who developed PGD could also suffer from
post-loss depressive symptoms or Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) [52, 53]. Burgeoning
studies are focusing on this particular group of individuals who need and will benefit from
psychological intervention.

1.1.2 Problem definition
Problem: lack of a warranted mechanism to distinguish bereaved individuals who are susceptible to
develop PGD in the early phase (particularly within the first six months) of bereavement.
Given the significant impact PGD exhibits on an individual’s physical and mental health,
it could not be confirmed until up to six months after the loss [49]. DSM-V indicates that
the diagnosis of PGD should not be issued before 12 months after the death of a loved one
[48]. Previous reviews questioned the effect of offering psychotherapeutic intervention to the
grievers who do not suffer from syndromal grief symptoms could not be justified and could
even disrupt the natural grief mechanism [45-47]. On the other hand, the amount of time
required to confirm a PGD and to offer target treatment for PGD grievers is discrepant with
the fact that the psychotherapeutic or other available support may be highly needed in a much
more timely fashion. Furthermore, identifying grievers who are vulnerable to PGD allows the
individuals or clinicians to work on it and to possibly prevent it in the early stage.
Figure 1.1 demonstrates the common patterns of bereavement processes. Six months is
an important point when the level of grief between normal grievers and syndromal grievers
start to deviate to a certain degree that differentiates the two groups. Before six months, these
two groups of grievers both could experience a higher level of grief and emotional distress
that are very identical to severe grief patterns [36, 54]. Therefore, six months is the minimum
requirement for clearly diagnosing PGD without misinterpreting high level of grief as a
symptom of chronical grief. The significant difference between normal grievers and chronical
grievers is that despite the high level of grief in the first six months, normal grievers could
gradually come to terms of their sadness, and their grief level will decrease as they move into
acceptance of the losses; chronical grievers could be “stuck” in the process and remain at a high
level of grief, which could severely exacerbate their interests of resuming normal social and life
pattern [49].
Studies that target on supporting the bereaved during this period (before PGD could be
diagnosed) or on preventing PGD at an early stage remained scarce, and there is a pressing
need to support vulnerable individuals at the first six months of their bereavement period (for
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Figure 1.1 The four most common patterns of bereavement process
(adapted from G.A. Bonanno, “Loss, Trauma, and Human Resilience: Have We Underestimated the Human Capacity to Thrive After Extremely Adverse Events?” American Psychologist 59:20-28)[36]

a review, see Wittouck et al., 2011). The benefit of supporting the individuals who are prone
to develop PGD in the long run can be viewed from two perspectives. From the perspective of
prevention, although it is less discussed in the bereavement-related literature, grief counselors
or health service providers can target on preventing the development of PGD in the early phase
before the grief gets “complicated.” From the perspective of treatment, more sophisticated
interventions or targeting treatments can be more actively engaged in the bereavement journey
and collectively fumble a way through the storm with the grievers.

1.1.3 Research opportunities
Technology is gaining a proliferated influence on our bereavement-related activities and grief
coping experiences, which grievers frequently utilize to support their coping needs before
referring to psychological interventions [55-58]. The bereaved turn to the online bereavement
forum for emotional support and anonymous experiences sharing (Massimi has published a
paper describing his explorative design of an online bereavement support forum, see Massimi,
2013) [59, 60]. Social network users are frequently posting reminiscing photos or messages to the
deceased loved one and maintaining continuous bonds with the deceased through such conduct.
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A deceased loved one’s profile can be turned into a memorial page on Facebook [15, 16, 18-20,
61-63]. Funeral companies begin to stream memorials or funerals online [64, 65]. Psychologists
are offering grief interventions or advice through email or personal page [7, 8, 66, 67]. These
examples demonstrate the potential of technology to support the bereavement-related activities.
However, despite some preliminary findings in the recent psychological and (HCI)
studies, the implementation of technology to support preventing the development of PGD
remain scarce. This evidence posits a research opportunity to identify the potential design
opportunities to implement technology to support preventing the development of PGD
promptly.

1.2 Research Questions
Based on the problem definition, the overarching research question is “How can technology
contribute to empowering the bereaved internet users in the first six months of bereavement?”
The research question is divided into three sub-questions that define the major phases of the
study.
Phase 1: What is the role technology plays to attend the needs of the bereaved internet
users in the process of coping with loss?
Phase 2: How to gather the data from the bereaved internet users to support the design of
the screening method?
Phase 3: How to design an Internet-based screening method that empowers the bereaved to
make clinically-related decisions in the first six months of bereavement?

1.3 Research Objectives
The overarching goal of this research project is “to design an Internet-based Product-Service
System (PSS) for screening the prolonged and intense grief in the first six months of bereavement.”
According to the research questions, three research objectives of the thesis is defined into the
following three building blocks:
(1) to investigate the technology design opportunities to attend the needs of the bereaved
internet users
(2) to design an Internet-based data gathering system that can be implemented in
collecting the data for developing the screening method.

an internet-based PSS

1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis is composed of seven chapters that aim to investigate how to design an Internet-based
screening method for PGD in the first six months of bereavement. In this chapter, we briefly
define the research questions and objectives that will ground our future studies design in the
following steps. Chapter 2 accounts for a literature review on bereavement theories based on
psychology literature and reviews and defines the prolonged and intense form of grief that this
research is targeting on.
To provide a social and technological context in which the internet-based PSS would be
used, Chapter 3 reports an explorative study that maps the context and activities in which
the technology could contribute during the bereavement process both from literature and
a qualitative study. The result of this study reveals what coping-oriented activities can be
conducted by the bereaved internet users, and how some of the activities are mediated
by technology. We further compare the results with the literature to discuss the potential
contributions of this study.
From the previous understanding of psychological literature, there is a lack of screening
methods for distinguishing grievers that may benefit from the clinical intervention before their
susceptibility to prolonged and intense grief could be confirmed, which requires a minimum
six months to be identified [49]. Chapter 4 presents the development of an internet-based
PSS, Grief Inquiries Following Tragedy (GIFT), to gather data and user experiences from
the bereaved internet users, followed by deploying the PSS to build the predictive model for
implementing on the final screening method, Empowered to Grieve (EtG), in Chapter 5. We
conclude this book with the discussion and reflection of study results (Chapter 6) and future
research opportunities (Chapter 7).

1.4.1 Publications and prior work
Portions of the thesis have been published previously at academic conferences as abstract, poster
and papers.
•

The Phase 1 study has been presented at the Futures of End of Life as a poster, and
published in the conference proceeding of Dying and Death ’17 [68].

•

The Phase 2 study has been published at the DesForm 2017 proceeding [69].

(3) to build a screening method of PGD that is empirically tested and can be embedded in
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crucial for coping with grief. Individuals who fail to complete the grief work and let go of the
emotional bonds with the deceased are considered pathological. Despite its lack of clarity and
validity, Freud’s acknowledgment of actively working through grief (mourning) has exhibited a
major influence on many following grief theories.
Bowlby’s attachment theory and the four stages of grief

Chapter 2 Literature review

The goal of this thesis is to design technology that can empower the bereaved internet users in
the first six months of bereavement, especially for the bereaved who are prone to experience
prolonged and intense grief. In Chapter 2, we proceed with an overview of the bereavement
theories from psychology and identify the difference between the normal grief and the PGD, the
maladaptive reaction following the death of a loved one.

2.1 An Overview of the Bereavement Theories
A variety of bereavement theories were developed in the past century to comprehend the process
of bereavement and facilitate the necessary knowledge to attend the needs of the bereaved. It is
important to note that some theories have a major impact in defining the pathological form of
grief and have speculated the potential approach to develop interventions for PGD. This section
will review some representative bereavement theories that contribute to set a cornerstone for
clearly defining PGD and developing interventions for it.

2.1.1 The grief work hypothesis and the traditional approach of understanding grief
Freud’s grief work hypothesis
The earliest initiative to form a bereavement theory is inspired by Freud’s [70] manuscript,
“Mourning and Melancholia,” in which he believed that mourning process is a gradual withdrawal
of emotional energy (decathecting) from the deceased and invest it in new relationships or
life goals. Like Freud, Lindemann [71] also suggested that the adaptation of grief is marked
by successfully relinquishing the emotional bonds to the deceased. Hence, to actively “work
through” grief by attending the emotions, memories and thoughts associated with the loss is

Another essential theoretical framework that contributes to understanding the rationale of grief
responses is Bowlby’s attachment theory [72-74]. Attachment refers to the instinctive affectional
bonds formed between a child and his/her primary caregiver (or parent) to ensure survivability,
which is later found to apply to adult relationships, too [75, 76]. Bowlby speculated that the
attachment with the caregiver is a natural survival mechanism which facilitates an individual’s
emotional development and security, and, if potentially threatened, could trigger powerful
attachment behavior (such as crying or angry protest) to resume the proximity. Therefore, a
permanent loss of the affectional bonds could spawn severe grief response, and the survival
individuals need to adjust to attenuate the dysfunctional attachment behavior.
Bowlby and Parkes (1970) further broke down the grief process into four stages of
reactions, including numbness, yearning for bereaved, depression and reorganization [77]. The
bereaved go through the four stages of reaction to reorganize the emotion and life patterns
disrupted by loss and to return to their former interests. First stage comprises of numbness
and shock which serves as the protective mechanism to blunt the intense emotion and buffer
the stress. The bereaved reach a realization that the loved one is permanently lost before they
proceed to the second stage, yearning and searching for the deceased. A myriad of emotions
are experienced and expressed during this stage. Typical reactions include weeping, anger,
anxiety, preoccupation, and self-reproach. When the emotions become less intense, individuals
accept the reality and move to the third stage, depression. The bereaved need to bear a life
without the loved one, and they are confronted with loneliness and disinterest in other social
activities. After the bereaved have successfully go through the third stage, the grief recedes, and
the intrusive memories become less poignant. The bereaved start reorganizing life patterns,
discovering new goals, establishing other social relationships and return to a new state of
“normal.” Successfully going through the four stages of grief will ensure an individual’s recovery
and avoid severe preoccupation, and mental illness ensued by the loss.
Bowlby and Parkes’s view on grief process, although not prevalently acknowledged, has
significantly inspired one of the most popular stage model proposed by Kübler-Ross, the five
stages of grief.
Kübler-Ross’s five stages of grief
As one of the most popular grief models that characterize the shared understandings of grief process
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by the general public, Kübler-Ross’s five stages of grief was first developed in her experiences of
working with the dying patients [24, 25]. In her highly influential book On Death and Dying, she
explains how the patients go through denial, anger, bargain, depression, and finally acceptance
in the terminal phase of life. This model has promulgated stage theories of bereavement and has,
up until now, been generalized to a variety of grief experiences such as divorce [78, 79], children’s
responses to a divorce [80] or breakup of a romantic relationship [81]. The five stages model
shares many similarities with the four stages model. The bereaved individuals experience denial
and disbelief at the first phase to avoid being overwhelmed by the intense emotions. When the
bereaved eventually realize the reality, they are often surrounded by the frustration of the reality
and hence experience the anger, wanting to justify the circumstances. The anger then dissipates,
and the bereaved begin to bargain and hope to revert the situation, where the third stage fades
in. The bereaved yearn for the deceased to return and hope to negotiate a way out of the reality.
In the fourth phase, the reality eventually bounces back, and individuals have no choice but to
adjust their emotions and cognitive appraisal. The fourth stage is characterized by depression
and feeling of emptiness. Individuals force their attention on the present and struggle to live a life
without the loved one. Then there comes the acceptance in the final stage of grief.
Although stage-based model seems to be a simplistic approach to practice and training,
it has received a major criticism such as lacking the empirical evidence of each stage, failing
to consider social and cultural factors, overly reducing grief to a linear process and failing to
address the diverse responses following loss of a loved one [82, 83].
Worden’s tasks approach
Despite the strong influence of stage concepts, there was a noticeable demand for different
perspectives. Worden’s work has marked a valuable attempt to go beyond the stage approach and
integrate the concept from developmental psychology [84, 85]. Worden believed that grief is a
cognitive process comprised of several tasks to reprocess and readjust the thoughts of the lost, the
experience and the world, which is a new interpretation of Freud’s grief work. He proposed four
tasks grievers should achieve to regain emotional equilibrium and move on with life. Although
there is the natural sequence of the four tasks, Worden did not suggest that these four tasks have
a linear relationship such as the stage approach. These four tasks are namely:
•

To accept the reality of the loss

•

To process the pain of grief

•

To adjust to a world without the deceased

•

To find and enduring connection with the deceased in the midst of embarking on a
new life
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Completing tasks encourages mourners to try to keep grief in a manageable scope and
enables clinicians to offer hopes that there are ways through it. Worden’s approach is flexible
and highly applicable to both mourners and clinicians (see the discussion of Worden’s model in
Wright et al., 2008, p. 352).

2.1.2 The recent development on bereavement models and bereavement
interventions
Plenty of critiques have been raised towards the traditional approaches of grief such as its
psychological reductionism, lacking applicability to different cultures and the over generalization
of grief treatment, resulting in a need of more dynamic and integrative approaches that encompass
the dynamic nature of grief experiences (see the review of Thompson, 2002, p.3 to p.10) .
Contemporary researchers have come to view grief in a more multi-dimensional perspective.
Stroebe and Schut [87] proposed the Dual Process Model to address the limitation of the earlier
stage-based approach and integrate the new perspective on grief work hypothesis from Worden’s
tasks approach. Other researchers have studied the variety of grief experiences such as meaningmaking [41, 88], continuous bonds [89, 90] and even positive gains [37, 38]. The experience of
momentary positive emotions during the bereavement process was also acknowledged [91-93].
The Dual Process Model of Bereavement
The Dual Process Model (DPM) is proposed by Margaret Stroebe and Henk Schut to
better explain the grief process and address the limitations of traditional bereavement theories
[87, 94]. Stroebe and Schut argued against the linear progress of the previous approaches and
postulated that an oscillation between two orientations is more accountable to the complexity
and diversity of a grief process. The bereaved is believed to constantly move backward and
forward between two types of stressors, the loss-oriented and the restoration-oriented stressor.
The loss-oriented stressors are related to the emotional challenges and painful feelings caused
by losing a loved one, and the restoration-orientation stressors arise when the grievers must
attend to a variety of life changes and cognitive crisis. The process of coping with each type of
stressors could result in particular types of costs, and alternating between the two orientations
could ameliorate the risk of adopting a single strategy for too long (e.g., consecutively
ruminating the painful memories).
With its incorporation of Worden’s tasks aspect and cognitive stress theory, the Dual
Process Model is one of the representative models that contribute to the explanation of
pathological grief and establish an additional trajectory to the traditional ones of resolving grief
solely through confronting the loss [95].
Meaning reconstruction as the central feature of grieving
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The quest for meaning is a frequent activity for many human beings. As the sociologist,
Norbert Elias, indicated in his frequently cited work “The Loneliness of Dying,” meaning is
constituted by a group of individuals who are dependent on each other [96]. He further argued
that due to a higher degree of individualization and restrain from strong emotional impulsion
in the postmodern era, the feelings and shared meanings of death and dying are “repressed”
from the society. It is, therefore, predictable that postmodern individuals will die alone, which
could also imply that postmodern individuals will bereave alone. The death of a significant
figure could disrupt the relationship, from which an individual gains meaning and security
from, and postmodern individuals are most likely to find meanings alone, too.
Disregarding whether postmodern individuals will bereave or find meanings lonelily,
finding meaning in the midst of bereavement (or suffering) is crucial and has been recognized
as one of the resilient characters of human beings [97-101]. Viktor Frankl [102], a psychiatrist
and a Holocaust survivor, has explicitly pointed out that although the given circumstances
confront us with unchangeable suffering, human beings are still free to choose their attitude
in perceiving the circumstances. Death of a loved one could significantly challenge or disrupt
ones’ “assumptive world,” a belief of a predictable life, a benevolent universe and a worthy
self that would ground and secure an individual’s flourishing [103]. According to Robert
Neimeyer (2001), meaning reconstruction is of crucial importance in restoring the coherence
of one’s narratives. To integrate the changes into the grievers’ pre-existing scheme of worldview
requires grievers to reconstruct their life narratives in a personally meaningful manner and
to renegotiate a worldview which could accommodate these changes [88, 99, 100, 104, 105].
Meaning reconstruction is highly associated with continuous bonds and post-traumatic
growth experiences [37, 38] and could significantly contribute to enhancing grievers’ post-loss
psychological well-being [29, 30, 83].
Continuous bonds with the deceased
Although Freud’s view on disengaging the attachment with the deceased has been called
into question for a long period, it has yet been fundamentally challenged until the contribution
of the continuous bonds perspective. A growing number of researchers and empirical studies
have proven that the emotional bonds with the deceased do not disappear, but are maintained
in a different form in the bereaved’s minds and could potentially promote a healthy adjustment
to the loss [106-109]. This valuable perspective has unfolded a new dimension of our loss
experiences and lifted the long-held prejudice that maintaining an emotional connection with
the deceased is maladaptive. It also explains why the bereaved attempt to communicate with the
deceased on the internet and are constantly interacting with each other on the deceased’s profile
pages [1].
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Resilience in bereavement
George Bonanno’s perspective on human resilience is highly informative to our overall
understanding of bereavement reactions [33, 110-112]. Bonanno proposed the resilience
trajectory following a major loss, in which he emphasized that most of the bereaved, unlike the
severely distressed grievers treated by the psychologists, do not develop chronical or prolonged
distress and can continue to live a meaningful and functioning life. Burgeoning studies have
evidenced that positive emotions (or laughter) can frequently be observed and are beneficial for
sustaining the grievers’ post-loss psychological well-being [91, 113]. The effect of performing
grief counseling to grievers who are at their normal bereavement course was questioned
[47]. As Neimeyer and other researchers empirically studied and warned, there is insufficient
evidence that supports the positive effect of performing grief counseling to the normal grievers;
instead, it could even disturb the natural grieving process and cause a deleterious effect [45-47,
114]. This thread of thinking is of vast importance for researchers and psychologists who aim
to develop interventions for or support the grievers because identifying the grievers who will
benefit from the psychological intervention is critical before offering it to the general grievers
(see 2.2.3 for a more detailed discussion).

2.2 The Maladaptive Reaction in Bereavement
Whether there is a condition or disorder related to bereavement has triggered ample debates in
the past two decades. Grief, despite the emotional suffering in the process, also serves as a natural
mechanism to regulate emotion and pay respect to the deceased [95, 115]. It is an effortful
journey but fundamental in the light of coming to terms with the loss and fumbling a way
through the potentially challenging process. Researchers affiliated with other mental disorders
tend to question the necessity to coin a new mental disorder related to bereavement. In reality,
DSM-V has remained conservative to this concept and listed PCBD in the section of potential
conditions that require further research [48]. Whereas practitioners or psychiatric researchers
could acknowledge ample evidence and need for a well-defined disorder to clarify the degree at
which grief becomes “pathological” [54, 116-119].
The necessity was further reinforced after several researchers raised the concerns about
the efficacy of grief counseling. It is argued by Allumbaugh, Neimeyer, Jordan, Bonanno and
other researchers that not every griever benefits from bereavement-related interventions;
whereas bereavement-related interventions can certainly contribute to support individuals who
experience the prolonged and complicated form of grief [9, 45-47, 83, 110, 120-123].
This section discusses the criteria for identifying the pathological or intense form of grief,
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Persistent Complex Bereavement Disorder (PCBD) or also referred to as Prolonged Grief
Disorder (PGD) or Complicated Grief (CG). PCBD and PGD are two different terms that
jointly address the nature of the syndrome [6], and CG appears to be another frequently used
term for it [54]. Hence these three terms could be used interchangeably in this thesis.

2.2.1 Diagnosis of PGD
Although PGD is not yet recognized as a psychiatric disorder, it has been included in Diagnostic
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-V) as one of the conditions for
further study [48] and will be included in ICD-11 as a mental disorder [124]. DSM-V, as one of
the most authentic diagnosis reference for mental disorders, provides a set of informative and
unbiased criteria for PCBD, stating that a PCBD diagnosis can only be issued after a minimum
of 12 months since the bereavement occurred. Prigerson et al. claimed that a diagnosis of PGD
takes at least six months to be issued. PG-13, a diagnostic tool developed by Prigerson et al.,
has suggested five necessary criteria for identifying PGD [49, 125, 126]. These five criteria are
respectively (A) event criterion (the experience of loss of a loved one), (B) separation distress
(persistent yearning and intense sorrow), (C) duration criterion (at least 6 months after the loss),
(D) cognitive, emotional and behavioral symptoms (difficulty accepting the loss, disbelief or
emotional numbing over the loss, identity crisis or difficulty trusting others), and (E) impairment
criterion (experiencing social or occupational dysfunction). The b criterion is characterized by
persistent yearning (#1) and intrusive sorrow (#2). The D criteria from PG-13 corresponds to
most criteria in the C category proposed in DSM-V, which includes: avoidance of reminders or
avoidance of thoughts, activities, or situations (#4), feeling shocked by the loss (#5), confusion
about one’s role in life (#6), difficulty accepting the loss (#7), inability to trust/detachment from
others (#8), bitterness related to the loss(#9), difficulty to move on (#10), numbness/absence of
emotion (#11), feeling that life is empty (#12). To be diagnosed PGD, criteria a, c, e must all be
met, and individuals must experience both symptoms at least once a day for b criteria and at least
five symptoms in an intense degree of the d criteria.

2.2.2 Epidemiology
The prevalence of PGD has received less attention in comparison to the interests of clarifying
the symptoms and developing interventions for it. It could be methodologically challenging to
investigate the prevalence of PGD among the general population and across different cultures.
DSM-V suggested a prevalence of 2.4% to 4.8% of PCBD in the general population [48]. The
conditional prevalence, also known as the proportion of the PGD grievers among the grieving
population, is more meaningful for the bereavement-related researchers. According to Maercker
and Lalor, various studies implied that around one-third of all bereaved could develop PGD [54].
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Because there are various circumstances of loss, some of the potentially traumatic experiences or
context could significantly influence the grief intensity. Shear [127] claimed that the conditional
prevalence of complicated grief among a particular group of grievers (e.g., individuals who lost
romantic partners or parents who lost children) could range from 10 to 20%, or even higher.
This number is also proven to be higher among female grievers [128, 129]. The meta-analysis
of Lundorff et al. (2017) indicates that the prevalence of PGD is 9.8% among the bereaved
population [51]. Although more studies are needed to inform the field about the general/
conditional prevalence of PGD among different populations or cultures, it is worth mentioning
that current studies have implied that PGD could be developed among a notable proportion of
grievers.

2.2.3 Further threads in PGD treatment research
Two concerns related to PGD are also worth discussing, the controversies on the efficacy of
bereavement intervention and the limited effectiveness of the preventive intervention for PGD.
Skepticism on the efficacy of bereavement intervention
Allumbaugh and his colleagues (1999) questioned the effectiveness of grief therapy through their
meta-analysis paper, in which the result has failed to support the effectiveness of bereavement
intervention. They ended up suggesting that providing support to clients who self-referred to the
treatment could acquire a more favorable result. The following reviews and studies also yielded
similar conclusion on the ineffectiveness of grief therapy on the general bereaved individuals [9,
45-47, 83, 110, 120-123]. Neimeyer even warned that grief intervention, when performed without
cautious selecting, could disrupt the nature bereavement process. It is convincing that providing
intervention to the grievers who are going through a natural bereavement course does not warrant
a positive effect. On the other hand, Wittouck and her colleagues (2011) have suggested that grief
intervention could mostly contribute to reducing the complicated grief symptoms. In general,
bereavement theories are constantly evolving and developing, and so are the grief interventions.
Bonanno et al. (2011) have further proposed four patterns of bereavement process, in which he
argued that individuals who experience minimum or normal degree of grief would not benefit
from bereavement intervention; or rather, forcing normal grievers to engage in the same coping
process could exacerbate or disturb their natural coping mechanism. Determining if a griever
is at risk of developing the protracted or complicated form of grief is of primary importance to
facilitate their bereavement processes.
The limited effect of preventive intervention for PGD
PGD could cause severe psychological and physical health consequences and social and
functional impairment. Although there are valid measures to distinguish the complicated
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grievers from normal grievers, a minimum period of six months is mandatory to make the
diagnosis (see previous literature review). In the situation which the bereaved is at higher risk of
developing PCBD, early intervention or preventive intervention might be beneficial in a more
timely manner. A meta-analysis done by Wittouck et al. (2011) pointed out that the preventive
treatment for bereavement has not yielded significant effect [121, 123], and many preventive
studies failed to claim positive results. Bereavement treatment has been significantly informed
by the development of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder treatment, but the prevention of PGD has
not [54]. Concentrating on preventing PCBD could be highly valuable to support individuals
who are vulnerable to PGD in a more timely manner, and to reduce the risk of developing it in
the future.
To sum up, one common point across the various theories of bereavement is that they
all endorse the fact that the bereaved could feel “stuck” in the process of bereavement for
a protracted period, disregarding if it is caused by failing to reconstruct meaning, having
difficulty oscillating between two orientations or being unable to reach the acceptance of the
death of loved one. This maladaptation to bereavement is later referred to as PGD, and the
diagnosis of PGD requires a minimum of six months. It is known that normal grievers should
follow their natural bereavement process and determine who will benefit from the clinical
intervention is of imperative importance. A critical path to determine who will benefit from
the psychological intervention is to predict the bereaved’s vulnerability to developing PGD
in the earlier phase of bereavement. The benefit of developing this predictive method is that
the potentially prolonged grievers could receive clinical support more promptly and the
psychological resources can be administered to the individuals who need them the most.
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the findings in section 3.6 and concludes the chapter in section 3.7 with the limitations and
contributions of the study.

3.2 Defining Activity

Chapter 3 Identify the Activity-based Design Opportunities in the Bereavement Context

In the bereavement context, coping process refers to the process of confronting and managing
the stressful situations, and Lazarus and Folkman define coping as thoughts and behaviors that
people use to manage the internal and external demands of situations that are appraised as
stressful [133, 134]. In other words, a coping process can involve various behavioral and mental
activities, which is how we operationalize the concept of activity in this study.

3.2.1 Activities in the bereavement literature

3.1 Introduction
Technology is widely applied in various phases of human lifespan, and designing technology
to be more thanatosensitive has become a subject for a group of HCI researchers [1, 2, 131].
However, little is known regarding what role(s) technology plays in the process of coping with loss
and to what extent technology engages in the grievers’ post-loss coping activities. This chapter
reports an explorative qualitative study to investigate how technology is engaged in fulfilling the
bereavement needs of the bereaved internet users.
Technology frequently mediate our everyday life activities and exerts an increasing
influence on the users’ behaviors and thoughts [132]. Hence, understanding what coping
activities can be potentially mediated by technology can be an effective approach to investigate
the role(s) technology plays in the bereavement coping process. This chapter begins by
conducting a review of intentional activities that contribute to coping with loss and the
relationship of activities and individual’s well-being from psychological perspectives. Section
3.2 outlines the activities that exhibit a potential to influence the coping results and discusses
the relationship between intentional activities and individuals’ well-being. To gain knowledge
from HCI perspectives about how technology is involved in everyday life activities, section
3.3 addresses the framework introduced by Activity Theory as the base for further exploring
technology-mediated activities. Following section 3.3, section 3.4 presents a qualitative
study designed to investigate the role technology plays in the coping process together with
the analysis conducted to retrieve insights. The following section reports the results and
design implications from the qualitative study with 12 bereaved participants, and we discuss
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The process of adapting to the emotional, identity and life changes post-loss requires the bereaved
to conduct various mental and behavioral activities, which are often referred to as the activities to
cope with loss [87, 93, 135, 136]. To better understand what kind of activities are usually conducted
to cope with loss, we reviewed the literature related to coping strategies, stress buffering and
responses to loss and grief to acquire a holistic understanding of individuals’ journey of coping
with loss. Note that we excluded literature that discusses psychological treatments and external
therapies to reduce the scale of coping to an individual level. Behaviors or thoughts that are
considered symptoms or reactions to grief (such as ruminating or bargaining) are also excluded
because this study intends to concentrate on intentional activities that can be initiated and
managed by the bereaved. The review resulted in seven activities that are often conducted by the
bereaved to cope with grief. Understanding these activities helps to situate the HCI researchers in
the bereavement context and to further explore the roles of technology in the process.
Manage emotions
Emotional distress is a frequently observed experience in grief [119]. Acute emotional
distress is one of the diagnostic criteria for PGD [48, 49, 54]. Hence, regulating emotions is a
frequently studied subject for many relevant researchers[113, 137-140]. Gupta and Bonanno
conducted a study to understand the effect of enhancing and suppressing emotional expression
and found out that prolonged grievers were less capable of flexibly managing the emotional
expression in different contexts [139]. Other discussions published by Bonanno et al. also
argued that the ability to flexibly modulate emotional expression can be more desirable in
comparison to excessively enhancing or suppressing the emotional expression in the coping
process of challenging life circumstances [32, 36, 113, 138]. Expressing emotions means to
translate emotional or affective states into verbal or nonverbal behavior. Grieving individuals
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express emotions through various manners such as spontaneous responses (crying, shouting
and cursing) or narrative reflection (writing and sharing with others) [25, 42, 140]. Suppressing
emotion means to control or refrain expression of emotional or affective states [141]. Although
it is believed that emotional expression is beneficial for emotion-regulating, recent studies
have pointed out that managing improper emotion outburst can be even more helpful for
individuals’ social life [138].
Avoid
People can tend to avoid harmful things, which means to keep a distance from stressful
thinking or the loss-related context [142-144]. Avoiding can sometimes help the bereaved
to prepare for confronting loss since, at the beginning of the loss, the bereaved can feel
overwhelmed. However, continuous avoidance of the loss could result in a detrimental effect on
the grief process [145, 146].
Seek social support
External support is an important protective and assistive power for individuals during
the loss coping process [136, 147-150]. Many previous studies referred social support as the
support from the social network [151-153]. In this study, we consider social network one
of the resources of social support. As Vanderwerker et al. (2004) indicated, technological
connectedness such as the use of email and internet has the potential to predict the enhanced
quality of life among bereaved samples [55]. With the involvement of technology, access to
a broader range of information or supporting organizations should also be included in the
discussion of resources of social support.
Activities related to meaning reconstruction
The following three activities (make sense, find benefit and reconstruct identity) are
derived from the discussion of meaning reconstruction model proposed by Gilles and
Neimeyer (2006). The detailed discussion of meaning reconstruction theory can be found in
Chapter 2. In this section, we concentrate on outlining the implications of these three activities
in the meaning reconstruction process.
Make sense
A loss of a relationship can have many different causes such as a car accident or a disease
like cancer. Individuals often seek explanations or meanings for the traumas to accommodate
the unacceptable loss into their rationale [88, 106, 154].
Find benefit
Finding benefit means to identify some positive gains and learning experiences after loss.
It is a transforming process that allows individuals to reappraise the loss experiences [88, 135,
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155].
Reconstruct identity
Individuals’ identity can be shaped by the roles they act in a relationship. Losing a loved
one can significantly challenge their long-held identity as the loved one’s wife, mother or friend
[106, 156]. Many of the bereaved individuals may have to readjust to a new role that is different
from what they perceive themselves to be after experience the death of a loved one.
Continue bond
Death does not disrupt the emotional bonds of the bereaved to the deceased. Researchers
suggest that people could still maintain the emotional or spiritual bonds with the lost figures
and carry the aspects of the lost figures with them in the post-loss life [107, 157, 158]. Previous
literature also supports the potential of technology in facilitating continuous bonds through the
social network [19, 61].
Understanding the activities studied by the precedential bereavement literature is a critical
step towards understanding the potential association between each activity and the positive
outcomes of bereavement. The implication from the psychological literature is that conducting
these activities could contribute to post-loss coping and enhancing grievers’ post-loss wellbeing. In the following section, we provide further motivations to focus on activities by
reviewing (intentional) activities’ strong connection with individuals’ well-being.

3.2.2 Coping, Intentional Activity and Well-being
Activity is inextricable in our everyday life experiences and accounts a significant role in our
self-development and psychological well-being [159-162]. Perhaps the most reliable evidence
that activity could assume a direct (positive) influence on an individual’s well-being is from
the studies of positive psychology. Lyubomirsky et al. (2005) propose three factors that could
contribute to an individual’s chronical happiness level. Besides the genetically set point of
happiness (accounting for 50% of our happiness) and life circumstances (10%), intentional
activities and practices is regarded to account for at least 40% of our chronical happiness level.
Furthermore, in comparison to the naturally determined set point and the frequently changing
life circumstances, intentional activities demonstrate the best potential to facilitate one’s lastingly
increasing well-being, and hence interventions are also being developed that facilitate happinessrelevant practices [159].
When it comes to boosting resilience in the stressful life situations, studies in emotion
regulation has also indicated the benefit of conducting activities as a redirection of attention
and seek pleasure to buffer stress [144, 159]. Taking action to complete a meaningful goal is
also considered a critical step in the empowerment process and can further assist resilience
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from the stressful context [162, 163].
In one of the studies related to self-evaluation in bereavement, Bauer and Bonanno
(2011) indicated that focusing on concrete activities supports an individuals’ coping with
stress because it directs one’s attention to the manageable aspects of life and helps an
individual to devise a practical plan for future [98, 105, 164-168]. Their results revealed that
the bereaved who more focused on evaluating what they could do during the bereavement
process demonstrated lower grief level over time. This evidence is especially interesting when
combining with Viktor Frankl’s statement that one can at least choose/change his attitude in a
given (suffering) circumstances [102]. By focusing on concrete activities and motivating a plan
for the future, the individuals spend less attention on the stress itself but attempts to claim our
control to negotiate a way of surviving, or better, thriving.
It is important to note that positive results or well-being do not always ensue from every
type of activity. As positive psychologist suggest, certain activities are effective to facilitate
happiness and buttress resilience [159]. Also, the empowerment model also indicates that the
action should be carried out towards achieving a meaningful and power-oriented goal [169].
Not all kinds of activities conducted in the process of coping with stress would assume a
favorable result [170]. For instance, it is difficult to consider excessively consuming alcohol an
activity that would lead to a positive effect of coping with the sadness of losing a loved one; nor
would hurting self be regarded as a positive coping strategy.
To sum up, certain types of intentional activities can exhibit positive impact on an
individual’s well-being and focus on activities could enhance an individual’s self-efficacy in the
bereavement process. Below we discuss the foundations of activity theory in the HCI field.

3.3 Activity and Interaction Design

It is especially informative to the field of interaction design as interaction designers/researchers
place significant attention on understanding human engagement with technology and how the
understanding facilitates more useful and usable design of technology. Recently, the field has
observed more and more attempts to conceptualize the “activity-centered,” “activity-based, “
or “activity-centric” design, reinforcing the potential of activity as a more vibrant framing for
interaction design that adheres to how individuals use technology in various contexts [132,
176-178].

3.3.2 The hierarchical structure of activity, action and operation
Activity serves as a central role to connect artifacts with our motive and wires the hierarchical
structure of a series of purposeful actions and operations [179]. Take the following activity as an
example, “Sara complains to her friends after work to vent her frustration.” She intended to vent
the emotion, and complaining to her friends is the activity chosen by her to fulfill the intention.
To realize this activity, several goal-oriented actions could be conducted. Sara should make a
call to a friend, invite her to a drink and start describing the event to her friend, all of which
are actions that serve the overarching activity and hence comprise a complete experience of
emotional venting. During the process of making a call, there are some unconscious operations
such as unlocking the cell phone, searching for the number on a contact book and dialing the
number. One could not understand the underlying motive from looking at a single action or
operation, but activity suggests a rationale to connect them and make them related to each other.
Activity-centered design, which is also a crucial theoretical approach in interaction design,
has a primary concern about what tasks or activities must be enabled by the technology or
system [173, 180]. Therefore, studying meaningful activities in the bereavement process and
their implications on the post-loss well-being of the bereaved can also be informative for
interaction design in the bereavement context.

3.3.1 Activity Theory and the Activity-Centered Design in HCI

3.4 Study Design and Analysis

The connection of activity and motive in this paper stems from Activity Theory, which is inspired
by the work of the Russian psychologists, Lev Vygotsky [171] and Alexei Leont’ev [172] and has
been widely adopted to psychology, computer supported cooperative work or interaction design
[173-175]. It is where we will start the discussion of the hierarchical nature of the activity and the
potential of utilizing various activities as a systematic approach for exploring technology design
in the bereavement context.

With the rationale discussed in the above sections, a qualitative study was designed to gain
insights from the bereaved internet users and further understand the bereavement context in
which the technology will be implemented. In-depth interview was selected as the major study
method for its advantage in gaining knowledge about individuals’ thoughts and behaviors [181,
182].

Activity Theory has a primary concern for individual development and on how it can be
mediated through human engagement with artifacts (tools or sign systems we use) [173-175].

The study consisted of two stages: a sensitizing phase and a semi-structured in-depth
interview. The first phase prepared and sensitized the participants for the interview, and the
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second stage inquired the participants’ coping process by investigating (1) how activities are
conducted by the bereaved to cope with loss and (2) what kind of impact do these activities
posit on the individuals’ post-loss well-being. The completion of the whole study including
analysis took approximately two and a half months and result in around 18 hours of audio data
and supplemental data such as photos and multimedia collections shared by the participants.
Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the process.

Figure 3.1 Overview of the two phases of study

3.4.1 Participants

Participant

Gender

Age

Nationality

Education level

Religion

S01

Male

None

Turkey

Bachelor

None

S02

Female

52

Netherlands

Academic

None

S03

Female

27

China

Master

None

S04

Male

36

Colombia

Post-graduate

Catholic

S05

Female

28

Portugal

Master (currently
PhD candidate)

Christian
catholic
(Roman)

S06

Female

24

Switzerland

Master

None

S07

Female

27

Chile

Master

Catholic-not
practicing

S08

Female

31

China

Master

None

S09

Female

36

Netherlands

Master

None

S10

Female

26

Taiwan

Bachelor

Buddhism

S11

Male

27

Netherlands

Academic

Atheistic

S12

Female

26

China

Master

None

3.4.3 First phase of study-sensitizing and preparing the participants

Convenience sampling was adopted to recruit the bereaved internet users who exhibit willingness
to share their grieving experiences. Participants who have experienced the death of loved ones
were recruited through advertisements on the school social network, communities, and email
lists. A total 14 participants (10 female and 4 male) voluntarily participated in this study.
However, two participants withdrew from the first stage of the study due to failure to complete
the sensitizing phase, leaving only 12 participants (9 female and 3 male) completed the whole
study. One interviewee chose not to complete the sensitizing booklet but to share the experience
anyway. The age ranged from 24 to 52 years old with nine nationalities. Participants possessed
various occupations such as students, human resource adviser, sales representative, researchers
and school employees. A complete list of participants is displayed in Table 3.1.

Two booklets were designed for the sensitizing phase, an assignment booklet, and a photo booklet
to probe the memories and thoughts of the participants. This step is to prepare participants for
the further in-depth interview. The booklets were presented neutrally without suggesting any
positive or negative aspects. The assignment booklet contained 6 assignments for 7 days, which
mainly inquired the background information about the loss, how did the loss happen, what were
their relationships like before and after loss, how the deceased figures played a role in their lives
before and after the loss, who were there to support them and how they marked and assessed
this loss experience. All the questions were asked in the first-person perspective to engage the
participants. For instance, “my loss experience is about (who)” or “after he had left, I created
(something) to memorize him” The photo booklet contained ten topics for photos related to the
past relationship and current life, whereas, it was not a mandatory assignment.

3.4.2 Types of loss experience reported

3.4.4 Second phase of study-interview

Although most of our participants chose to report the death of their family members or friends,
three of our participants did report the death of their pets that were considered equally important
as family members. The period after losing a loved one ranged from two months to around 14
years.

The semi-structured interview took place after the completion of the booklets and was
entirely recorded with cameras or recording devices. To allow the participants to engage in the
conversation and probe their thoughts, the interviewer often started with asking the participants
to tell her about the answers they provided in the booklets. Participants were then asked

Table 3.1 The overview of participants
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to describe the activities or strategies they adopted in the process of coping with their grief.
Participants were encouraged to utilize the materials they provided in both booklets to elaborate
on their answers or add further details to the context and the rationale. We frequently probed
participants to reflect on the impact of the particular activities on their post-loss lives. In the
end, the participants were invited to offer their opinions on any supportive resources, objects or
technologies that contributed to easing their coping process.

3.4.5 Analysis
Grounded Theory was implemented as the major approach to analyze the data to extract
insights into symbolic activities and the impact of the activities [183]. These significant
thoughts and behaviors were referred to as “activities” rather than “coping strategies” for a better
operationalization of concept in the design research field.
All the interview materials were fully transcribed and digitalized (e.g., booklets were
completely scanned). The files were compiled and stored in NVivo for the convenience of
analysis [184, 185]. The transcriptions were analyzed following the reduction tradition to
extract the meaningful activities that potentially facilitate positive changes in the bereavement
experiences. The coding process included summarizing the transcription into statement cards,
clustering the statement cards into codes and categorizing themes from the codes that display
similar concepts.
The coding session involved three external coders to ensure the inter-coder reliability
[186]. All the three external coders were Ph.D. researchers in the industrial design field and
held no background related to psychology study to ensure the objective and reliable result. They
were required first to review the statement cards which contained both interview quotes and
the summary of the quotes to clarify the potentially confusing statement cards and eliminate
irrelevant quotes. The second step was to cluster the statement cards into codes. The codes were
further categorized into the three proposed categories. All the cards that were questioned and
eliminated were considered disagreements and were used to calculate Holsti’s coefficient.
Saturation was examined by importing all the statement cards (including the codes) related
to a participant in his/her personal sheet in an excel file [187]. We then checked the saturation
by assessing if after a certain number of participants, there were no longer new patterns or
codes identified. The saturation was reached after the 6th participant.

results in 9 disagreed statement cards and 18 re-categorized cards (calculated together like 27
times of disagreement). The inter-coder reliability was calculated based on Holsti’s coefficient,
and the result was 0.825 (above 0.8 is considered reliable in many other qualitative studies). We
here reported the result based on the three themes from our study, meaningful activities, positive
changes, and external support. The result meant to describe how the bereavement process
and outcomes were embedded in everyday life experiences, including the activities, contexts,
(interacting with) products, services, and the surrounding social communities. These are all
important factors that designers often consider while generating concepts and hence focusing on
these factors related to product service system design could better situate the result in the HCI
field.

Table 3.2 The overview of themes

Meaningful actions

Code

Number
of cards

Reported from

Deal with memorable
possessions

MA1

10

S2, S4, S5, S8, S10

062, 079, 082, 083, 128,
134, 141, 146, 147, 148

Manage emotion

MA2

10

S1, S2, S3, S4, S5,
S7, S8, S10

002, 023, 059, 062, 072,
096, 112, 143, 144, 150,
171, 188

Redirect attention

MA3

13

S1, S3, S5, S8, S9,
S10, S12

019, 020, 090, 094, 095,
111, 133, 157, 158, 172,
179, 194, 198

Nurture and comfort
self

MA4

5

S1, S2, S7, S10,
S11

060, 110, 149, 152, 192

Continue and
relocate the bonds
with deceased

MA5

18

S1, S2, S3, S4, S5,
S6, S12

005, 007, 012, 015, 022,
030, 080, 081, 121, 122,
123, 125, 159, 162, 167,
183, 185, 204

Meaning
reconstruction

MA6

18

S2, S3, S4, S5, S6,
S7, S9, S11, S12

008, 087, 103, 113, 117, 124,
126, 130, 132 , 135, 136,
175, 176, 177, 186, 197, 201,
203

Seek support

MA7

19

S1, S2, S3, S4, S5,
S8, S10, S12

003, 061, 069, 071, 073,
077, 078, 092, 093, 097, 098,
104, 154, 155, 163, 169,
182, 205, 206

Perform rituals

MA8

12

S1, S2, S5, S7, S8,
S11, S12

001, 011, 013, 014, 091,
100, 119, 120, 137, 168,
178, 208

3.5 Result
A total 188 statement cards were reviewed and rephrased by three external reviewers, which
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Meaningful actions

Code

Number
of cards

Reported from

Card Numbers

Create memorials
or projects for the
deceased

MA9

5

S2, S3, S5, S11

006, 129, 131, 153, 174

Conduct altruistic
behaviors

MA10

9

S1, S2, S3, S4, S5,
S8, S10, S12

024, 027, 058, 068, 070,
105, 107, 145, 199

Denial and avoidance

MA11

7

S1, S3, S5, S7, S9,
S11

017, 140, 160, 181, 189,
193, 200

Positive changes

Code

Personal growth

PO1

Number
of cards
12

Reported from

Card numbers

S1, S2, S5, S6, S11,
S12

026, 028, 054, 067, 088,
101, 102, 106, 108, 156,
166, 207

Self-acceptance

PO2

7

S2, S3, S4, S6

018, 021, 066, 115, 170,
173, 184

Autonomy

PO3

2

S5

139, 209

Positive relations
with others

PO4

16

S1, S2, S4, S5, S6,
S7, S8

009, 025, 031, 055, 056,
057, 074, 077, 085, 086, 089,
161, 187, 190, 195, 196

External support

Code

Social support

ES1

Number
of cards
12

Reported from
S2, S4, S6, S7, S8,
S11

Card numbers
010, 075, 076, 084, 116,
118, 127, 138, 142, 151,
165, 202

3.5.1 Meaningful activities
Eleven meaningful activities were identified from our study. The criteria for identifying
the meaningful activities were to identify the activities or behavioral patterns that facilitate
empowerment in the processes. Our result showed 11 activities that were especially meaningful
for the bereaved in the process of actively processing and experiencing the negative emotions and
reconstructing the meanings in the post-loss life.
1. Deal with memorable possessions (MA1)
The possessions of the deceased loved ones were often left for the grievers to deal with.
The process of dealing with the memorable possessions frequently involved decision making.
In the beginning, the bereaved collected and sorted out the possessions of the deceased loved
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one. It was often done by going through the property the deceased used to live or checking the
room or closets of the deceased. In case the deceased left digital possessions such as photos and
videos, these were also copied to a computer or a hard drive. After having a brief inventory of
the possessions, the bereaved were to decide which possessions to keep and which possessions
to dispose of. Physical possessions were thrown away, and digital possessions were deleted from
the computer or hard drive. In the traumatic cases, S2 even mentioned designating other people
to deal with the possessions because they were too emotionally disturbing; “I threw away all
the kitchen stuff and his clothes. I could not touch his clothes, smell like him. That had to go, I had
someone else to do it (079).” On the other hand, the possessions that were representative to the
memory, the specific events or the deceased were carefully stored (S2, S4, S5, S8, S10) and even
used (S10).
2. Manage the emotion (MA2)
The result suggested that both expressing and suppressing emotions were necessary and
beneficial mechanisms depending on specific contexts or loss situations. Expressing emotions
were considered natural and most comfortable when individuals were situated in a private and
relaxing context such as home or bedroom. When individuals were at work or in public space,
suppressing emotion was considered important to facilitate normal socializing and functioning.
The frequent emotion expressing behaviors were crying (all of the participants), talking
to others (S2, S3, S7, S8, S10), showing anger (in the case of S5, she had a sudden rebellious
period) or even blaming others (S1). Technology implementation was frequently observed in
expressing emotions. Individuals utilized Skype, mobile devices or online forums to express
their emotions to their other significant figures or online anonymous grievers.
On the other hand, 8 participants (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S7, S8, S10) explicitly indicated that
their emotion expressing behavior would vary according to the context; “when I was home,
and I felt sad, I would cry. But when I was at work or with other people, I tried not to think about
[my bereavement]. So it would not affect me (188).” Managing emotion was regarded important
ability to release emotional distress properly without letting the grief disturb the productivity.
In the case that technology contributed to help the participants to suppress emotions, S10
reported a conscious effort to keep a distance from people who try to comfort her by declining
the calls; “I just think [others] can’t really understand...So I keep all these emotions only for myself,
so I didn’t answer the calls [from friends who tried to comfort me]. I only tried to work harder and
I sometimes go for a long walk (096).”
3. Redirect attention (MA3)
Redirecting attention to the productive aspects of life could temporarily buffer the intrusive
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distress and assist the participants to recalibrate life focus. Seven interviewees (S1, S3, S5, S8,
S9, S10, S12) reported trying to withdraw attention from the loss and grief by exercising (S3,
S10), working on new projects (S1, S3, S5, S8, S12), changing lifestyle (S5, S8, S10) and even
changing the environment or the residency (S1, S10). Two good examples were S1, who left
the familiar context to start a new life in a different country; “I decided to go to Germany on
purpose...that was a bit of escape or a new start in Germany. I changed like everything in my
life, where I live, my friends...like everything. It was a risk, but I think it worked out (158);” and
S10, who buffered the stress by exercising; “What I did is that I reduce the time working at the
company and try to do something else. Not to forget him, but just to reduce the time thinking of
him. I went boxing, I went Yoga and...I went running. I did anything (095).”
Redirecting attention kept the bereaved open for the new opportunities or the other
important social figures in the post-loss life. The bereaved could eventually develop new/deeper
social relations or discover new focus of life.
4. Nurture and comfort the self (MA4)
Making time to attend the individuals’ physical or mental well-being were regarded
beneficial for buffering the stress and preparing the bereaved for further confronting the
grief. Some techniques observed in the self-nurturing process were meditating (S6, S8),
listening to (S8) or making music (S11), and making time for self (S1).
We identified more products or applications being implemented to facilitate the selfnurturing processes, such as meditation apps, music players, instruments, exercise equipment,
soft textiles or sports suits and self-growth books. Most of the self-nurturing behaviors were
interwoven with the daily activities and were relatively light-hearted, but they could yield
accumulative benefits for the long run.
5. Continue and relocate the bonds with the deceased (MA5)
Seven interviewees (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S12) reported continually thinking about,
talking to and even inheriting some perspectives or attitudes from the deceased. S6 reported
having a spiritual conversation with her deceased father; [My father still plays an important role]
in different ways...such as habits and values. Sometimes I tried to talk to him if I felt stuck in my
life. [It was] not a talk, but more about what I think how my father would advise me and because
I know him well so that I can answer myself (183).” The emotional bond could be maintained
even up to a decade after the loved one passed away. S2 exhibited strong miss to her deceased
father; “ [My father] died 14 years ago. And my father was a very very very important man in my
life. That I say...I still miss him every day (005).”
Besides possessing emotional and spiritual bonds with the deceased, some interviewees
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also employed behaviors such as sharing stories about the deceased with other close figures (S2,
S5), taking a trip back to the meaningful place regularly (S2), going through the meaningful
possessions of the deceased (S3, S4) and having a conversation with the deceased when
revisiting the grave (S4).
A unique discovery was that the bereaved not only communicated mentally to the deceased
but also made explicit effort to pass on the stories, revisit the reminiscent places or inherit the
perspectives or behaviors that represent the identity of the deceased.
6. Meaning reconstruction (MA6)
Nine participants (S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S9, S11, S12) reported that they either found
positive aspects from the experiences (S2, S3, S4, S6, S7, S11) or reinterpret the meaning of
the bereavement (S4, S5, S6, S9, S12) during and after the bereavement process. The frequently
identified strategies were writing (S2, S3, S6, S9, S10), talking to other supporting figures
or psychological consultants (S2, S4, S5, S6, S11), going through the possessions related to
the deceased (S2, S3, S5), recalling positive traits of the deceased (S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S11) or
making projects for the deceased (S2, S4, S5, S11).
Digital possessions, especially video clips, could be highly thought-provoking. Consider
the example from S4; “ [When watching the video about my father,] I was just reminded how
much I loved him and how much he loved me. It was a nice feeling. His expression at that
moment makes me feel relax. As I told you, it was a warm hello to me. I simply felt that he was
telling me now in heaven. It was really strange (177).” It did not suggest that S4 was not sad, but
he had reappraised his perception of the videos.
7. Seek support (MA7)
At least eight interviewees (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S8, S10, S12) reported the necessity to share
their experiences, vent emotions, seek professional treatment or seek the company of others
who were trustworthy and empathic. In deciding what resources to seek support from, four
interviewees (S1, S2, S4, S5) decided to seek help from psychologists (S2, S4), psychiatrists (S1)
or therapists (S5) for medical treatment, consultancy and psychotherapy and felt significantly
supported. In addition to professional supporters, the other supporting figures were, but not
necessarily, often partners (S3), close friends (S4, S8), family members (S1, S2, S4, S8) or
other trusted elder figures such as supervisor (S12). Most of the interviewees believed physical
interactions were important. For example, cuddling, face-to-face communication, conducting
activities together such as eating, watching television or traveling together made the bereaved
feel less alone and encouraged to engage in other meaningful relationships.
The support could also come from other anonymous resources (S5, S10). S10 went on the
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internet forums to seek for experience sharing; “I just go to [online forum] because there is a
board called cat. All the people there have a cat. And some of their cats are dead also. So I posted
some articles there and people said that “Yeah, I know what you are going through because my cat
died (097).”
The technology was frequently implemented in support seeking, such as searching for
information or related stories, finding resources of treatments and mediating the relationship
with the supportive figures. Furthermore, the bereaved often also experienced enhanced social
relationship and self-competence after attempting to seek support.
8. Perform rituals (MA8)
Three typical rituals were observed in the interview, to bid farewell, to mourn the deceased
and to keep connecting with the deceased.
The first type is the ritual to say goodbye to the dying loved one. A proper farewell ritual
often happened shortly before or during the dying process, such as staying next to the deceased
or saying goodbye to the deceased before he/she passed away. S1 believed that staying with
his mother before she passed away helped him to gain quality time; “At the end [of my mom’s
life] I was happy that I was there for the last six weeks...I think it was the quality of the time that
matters rather than the amount of time (001).” Sometimes when a proper farewell could not be
fulfilled, the bereaved would do it again to “make up” the unfinished farewell gesture. In S4’s
case, the loss came all of a sudden, and S4 still claimed the necessity to “do something physical”
and to properly fulfill the farewell ritual; “I went back to Colombia...because I was not able to say
goodbye to my father. I visited him in his cemetery. I knew I had to do something physical...I had
to talk to him, somehow, like saying hello and saying goodbye (022).”
The second type was the ritual of mourning. The departure of the deceased was a process
which could include mortuary, disposal of the body, and the funeral or memorial for mourning.
Most of the mourning rituals were provided by professional service institutions or funeral
companies but could be organized according to the will of the deceased. Funeral was also the
most frequently reported ritual for paying respect to and mourning the deceased. In S2’s case,
the dying loved one exhibited clear intention to be cremated instead of buried, and the wish
was fulfilled respectively despite S2’s reluctance; “One of my greatest depression was that my
father wanted to be cremated and [we were to] just spread his ashes randomly, so I don’t have a
place to go...and [my father’s] funeral was a very enclosed fair...we were only four people there
because that’s also my father’s wishes...we needed to mark our [grief] (167 adapted from quotes
in MA6 theme).” Funeral was also the most frequently reported ritual for paying respect to and
mourning the deceased.
The third type of ritual was to address the reminiscence and commemoration to the
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deceased. S8 specified a traditional Chinese ritual of contributing virtual money to the
deceased; “After 100 days of my mom’s death, this was a tradition in [China], we burned the
Joss paper (gold paper) to her...And even in the Netherlands, I printed the euro on the A4 paper
and burned them to her. I told her not to save money, and enjoy her life [in the afterworld]
(091).” Although less seen in interviewees who belong to the western culture, there were also
individual differences. S2 reported creating rituals to keep the memory alive; “I think very much
the need to keep his memory alive, so I created rituals. When it was 26th of November. We get his
photograph, we light the candle, and we candle it every day until which is The 1st of December
which was the day we were at his funeral (013).”
As indicated by the result, performing rituals was associated with marking the mourning
process and maintaining the emotional bonds with the deceased. Technology was not observed
to be used frequently during this process.
9. Create memorials or projects for the deceased (MA9)
In the assignment booklets, 9 participants (S2, S3, S5, S6, S8, S9, S10, S11, S12) mentioned
creating diaries, poems, songs, photo collages, online articles, notes, rituals and even a project
to reconstruct a house of the deceased. The intentions of making these mementos include:
to keep the memory of the deceased (S2, S3, S5, S8, S12), to communicate to the deceased
(S8, S9), to convey the stories and emotions (S3, S8, S11), to reprocess narrations of the
bereavement (S6, S8) and to honor the deceased (S5). S2 and S5 reported atypical mementos.
S2 had continued the ritual of memorizing the deceased for more than a decade, and she
emphasized the importance to keep the memory of the deceased alive; “By creating these rituals,
I have tried to keep [my father’s] memory alive for me, my sister and his granddaughters. He
deserves to be spoken about (answers in booklet S2).” In S5’s case, the whole family has reunited
again because of the house reconstruction project to honor the deceased; “Now [our families]
are back together. It took us more than ten years to patch things up. He’s more present than ever
because we are building the house where he was born. That brings us all together quite a lot. Like
a project after his passing but to honor him (129).” Creating something for the deceased could
also make the bereaved feel reconnected to the deceased (S7, S10); in S7’s example, “by writing
the article, I tried to express my emotion to [my mother], just like I can still talk to her, and she
can still hear me (booklet S7).” The quotes suggested that the “making” process was meaningful
and sometimes therapeutical. Also to making tangible objects, two interviewees also reported
personal changes such as engaging in new habits (S6) and new attitudes toward life and death
(S6, S9). Although these two examples were less related to making tangible objects, they
reflected the importance to commit effort in making personal changes.
The result indicated that individuals also engaged in other meaningful activities while
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being inspired to make creation. For example, cognitive reappraisal, emotion reprocessing,
continuing the bonds with the deceased, seeking social support and redirecting attention.
Therefore, making something was considered a process of actively “working on” or “doing” the
bereavement, and we believed it should be included in the meaningful activities. Technology
played an important role that facilitated or enabled the crafting process.
10. Conduct altruistic behaviors (MA10)
At least 8 participants (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S8, S10, S12) explicitly reported being more
willing to support or exhibiting more empathy to other bereaving individuals due to their
bereavement experiences. The typical altruistic behaviors included spontaneously sharing
experiences (S4, S5), giving gifts (S12), making donations (S10) and accompanying or
physically taking care of the bereaved (S1, S2, S3, S4, S8). For example, S10 mentioned
donating money to cat shelter could comfort her; “by donating some money to the cat shelter
in Taiwan. Just to make me feel comfortable (199).” Sometimes the target for altruism was not
limited to the bereaved. S12 had a realization that her kindness could be valuable for people
who were in need; “I realized that my caring words or little gifts could be helpful for others.
Because others would feel very valued. I believe my kindness can still be meaningful to others
(105).”

coping and reprocessing of grief, and S5 mentioned feeling a bit depressed after avoidance; “I
was very angry [at everybody]. It’s not a necessary coping strategy, but it’s like trying to hide the
[grief]...trying to avoid coping with them. Avoid [accepting the grief]...after that, I was in a bit
of depression (181).” As other literature suggested, we also believed that denial and avoidance
had a protective effect at the early stage of the bereavement experience. However, it was worth
to note that avoidance was meant to prepare the bereaved for confronting the grief and should
not be adopted as a long-term bereavement activity. There were no examples of denial and
avoidance mediated by technology.

3.5.2 Positive outcomes (PO)
Our result also demonstrated the potential positive implications of the above-mentioned
activities on the grievers’ post-loss psychological well-being. Ten (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8,
S11, S12), out of the 12 interviewees, reported experiencing post-loss positive changes on at least
one dimension of psychological well-being. Three of them even reported experiencing positive
changes on 3 dimensions of psychological well-being (S2, S5, S6), showing that positive changes
in psychological well-being were not absent in the bereavement processes.
1. Personal growth (PO1)

Another approach to conducting altruistic behavior was to pay attention to the other
surviving important figures (S1, S2, S4, S6, S8, S11). S4 reported paying more attention to his
mother after his father passed away; “Now [my mom is] the spoiled girl. We really care for her.
At least for me, it was a good strategy to redirect my attention from my father to my mother. Now
I put all my energy, my effort, my interest and my concern, all I wanted to do on my mom (024).”
Others also reported redirecting attention to other family members, partners or close friends.

Although many interviewees experienced personal growth, it did not suggest that it was a
taken-for-granted outcome of bereavement but required significant effort to achieve a certain
level of personal maturity and resiliency. Some meaningful activities that exhibited strong
potential to lead to personal growth were managing emotions (MA2), meaning reconstruction
(MA6), creating mementos or projects for the deceased (MA9) and conducting altruistic
behavior (MA10).

The result proved that altruism was very frequently observed and was potentially helpful
for the bereaved’ mental comfort and self-growth.

Half of the participants (S1, S2, S5, S6, S11, S12) reported feeling more self-confident
(S1, S6, S11), more resilient (S12), mentally stronger (S1, S6), more empathic (S2, S11),
mature (S1, S5) and enhanced spirituality and identity (S1, S5). The result also showed that
actively experiencing and processing the bereavement and grief allowed individuals to achieve
emotional and cognitive development. This positive change could then lead to long-term
influence such as enhanced resiliency (S12); “I think after several types of losses, my mind
become more resilient. I become more tolerable to future disasters (207).” Besides the positive
growth at the individual level, personal growth even evidenced potential impact at the social
level. S2 claimed to be more empathic than before suffering the bereavement; “what did I learn
from the grief process...not necessarily stronger but more empathy for others [who also suffered
from bereavement] (067).”

11. Denial and avoidance (MA11)
Denial and avoidance allowed the bereaved a certain period of buffering and escape from
the stress of confronting grief. Six participants (S1, S3, S5, S7, S9, S11) reported consciously
making an effort to avoid being reminded or thinking about the bereavement experience.
Typical activities include to avoid reminiscent places (S1, S3, S5) and reminders (S7), to
refuse to talk about or to pay attention to the bereavement (S7, S11), and to pretend nothing
happened (S3, S9). S7 consciously avoided placing reminders in the working space so she
would not be reminded of the bereavement experience; “ I think not having pictures that
remind you [of the loss] is easier. For example, at work, my desk was simple. It doesn’t have
many personal things, [so I won’t be reminded] (189).” However, avoidance could hamper the
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2. Self-acceptance (PO2)
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The activities that could best facilitate acceptance were making sense of the bereavement
(MA4), meaning reconstruction (MA6) and performing funerals or farewell rituals (MA8).
Four participants (S2, S3, S4, S6) reported being able to accept the reality as what it is and that
the self should try to see the positive side of it. S2 mentioned that she was able to come to the
self-realization that life could be tough, but one still could enjoy it; “There are the life lessons
as that...you don’t control it where you wanted...when things get tough, enjoy life. That’s what
[the deceased] did (066).” Another example was from S3; “[Death of loved one] is something
that I couldn’t control. You don’t know when the final destiny of a person is. It’s hard to estimate.
So I don’t feel sorry for my grandpa (018).” Although accepting the result seemed relatively
passive, the interviewees still committed great effort in finding positive aspects or looking at
the positive sides of the reality, which finally made the bereavement acceptable. Consider the
example from S4; “You always have to look at the positive side and I am constantly doing it now.
And also when [my dad] passed away, he would also want me to look at the positive side of it
(021).” We also observed behaviors of saying goodbye to the dying loved ones, which made it
easier to accept the death. S3 reported visiting her grandfather before he passed away and was
mentally prepared for the death; “When I visited him 3 months before he died, he cried. This was
the first time I saw his tears...I felt that [his last] day would come and it would] not be far (170).”
Enhanced self-acceptance was therefore considered one of the positive changes because it
cultivated the bereaved’ positive appraisal towards the loss experiences and acknowledgment of
the various aspects of self and life.
3. Autonomy (PO3)
Our interviewees reported being more self-responsible for the lifestyle or health (S6, S7)
and reprioritizing personal values and behaviors without conceding to social pressure. S12
reprioritized her time management for important figures; “although losing a figure is painful,
it reminds you what are important things in your life, the importance of [spending time for] your
close figures (209).” A similar example could be seen from S6; “now I do meditate much more and
I feel much more engaged. I also try to be more careful the way I spend my time. I care for instance
really making time for friends or family. And do more sports, things like that. Things for health
reasons or a resilience life (032 from Uncategorized cards).”
The result suggested that individuals gained higher mastery on themselves by reprioritizing
life focus (MA3) nurturing their mental health (MA4), changing their thinking style (MA6),
and caring for others (MA10).
4. Positive relations with others (PO4)
The most frequently observed positive change was on the solidified relations with other
important figures such as family members, friends, partners or other significant others. Seven
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Participants (S1, S2, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8) reported having more positive relations with other
important figures or reprioritizing relationships with others (S1, S6). Some participants chose
to pay more attention to surviving family members or friends after experiencing the death of
the loved ones. For example, S8 tried to talk more with her father after losing her mother; “My
father is a reticent person, so we usually don’t talk a lot...so I tried to talk more with him now. He
is lonely [after my mom passed away], I understand (089).” S6 claimed that the loss experience
reconfigured her relationship with almost all her friends but still regarded it a positive thing
since she could differentiate the important connections; “the passing away of my father
reconfigure my friendship. Some friendships grew stronger and some weaker (085).”
It is worth noting that according to our result, having positive relations with others could
be both a positive change and a resource for coping with the bereavement experience. People
who had more close supporting figures experienced social relationship as a buffering resource
that protects them from being overwhelmed by the radical life changes. Seeking support
from other figures (MA7), sharing stories with common friends or family member (MA7),
performing memorial for the deceased together (MA8), supporting other bereaved people
(MA10), and even expressing emotions to attract help (MA2) were often observed in our
interview as activities that lead to more empathic and enhanced social relationships.
Another way of having a positive relation was the positive attitude towards and spiritual
connection with the deceased loved ones (check result of continue and relocate bonds with
the deceased (MA5), S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S12). The inherited lessons, stories, personalities,
preferences or habits from the deceased had posted significant and residual effect on the
bereaved. Having a positive relation with the deceased, spiritually or ritually, enriched the
bereaved’ post-loss lives and pacified their pain thinking that deceased no longer existed in the
world.

3.5.2 External support (ES)
Bereavement was a long journey, but not necessarily a lonely one. In the previous section of
meaningful activities, the participants indicated that support seeking behavior helped them to
gather emotional or tangible support from their social community and benefitted their coping
with bereavement. The result from this study suggested that supporting the grievers was not
necessarily a unilateral process. Sometimes the external resources from the social community
would be available without grievers’ support seeking initiative, and these types of spontaneous
support could be equally or more appreciated. Six participants (S2, S4, S6, S7, S8, S11) reported
almost 12 times of being spontaneously supported by their organizations (S2), friends (S4, S6, S7,
S8), family members (S2, S4), partners (S7, S11). S2’s case was worth considering; “the university
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also gave me already at that time, gave me time off work, no questions asked. My boss was amazing.
“Go, sort it. We’ll talk about it when you come back. Don’t even think about [work].” So [that was
a] tangible support (165).” It showed that the support from work organization could be helpful to
reduce bereaved individuals’ stress of having to spend time on work during bereavement.

Thanatosensitive technology and social death

There were a variety of forms for external support, ranging from making telephone calls
to taking care of the bereaved in many aspects of their lives. Here we provide some examples.
In S4’s case, his friends played a critical role to share his burdens; “My friends here took care of
me [after my father died], arranging [flight] tickets, talking, and they took over my position [in
the project] while I was abroad. The support from them was amazing. And without that, the
coping would be really hard (075).” Other examples included being more sensitive about the
bereaved’ life changes (S6), making a lot of phone calls (S2), cooking (S8) for the bereaved and
encouraging the bereaved to express emotions (S11).

been elaborated in several papers [11-13, 194-196], which could be stressed on organizing
and bequeathing meaningful digital possessions, relating to the digital remains and making
meaning of the devices or the digital legacy related to the deceased. Continuing and relocating
the relationship with the deceased was also seen in papers of Walter et al., Getty, Massimi
and Odom et al. [1, 19, 197]. Digital memorials and live stream funerals are existing services
and are elaborated in many papers [62, 198]. Social support for the bereaved or even for the
disenfranchised bereaved groups was also discussed in Walter et al. and Massimi’s publications
[1, 2, 199]. However, some of the activities (e.g., nurturing and comforting self, conducting
altruistic behavior and denial and avoidance) identified in this study were less discussed in
previous literature and the knowledge of how to enable them through PSS remained scarce.
It proves that designing for end of life span is a growing field in HCI, and more studies would
help to inform the field about how to better attend the needs of the dying and the bereaved.

3.6 Discussion
3.6.1 Comparing with preceding studies

We have identified several similar activities that are related to the findings of previous
research, which significantly proved that technology is exerting an increasing influence
on our dying and mourning experiences. For example, managing digital possessions have
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3.6.2 The role technology plays in the coping process

Most of the activities extracted by the explorative study can also be identical to the
activities identified from psychological literature (see the brief review in section 3.2). The
activities identified in the result and are identical to the activities from the review are managing
emotions (expressive flexibility) [113, 138, 139], denial and avoidance [145, 146], seek support
[55, 59, 147, 151, 188-190], continue and relocate bonds with the deceased [90, 158, 191, 192]
and meaning reconstruction (make sense, find benefit and reconstruct identity) [41, 43, 193].
The other activities that were less explicitly discussed in the psychological literature are dealing
with memorable possessions, nurturing and comforting self, redirecting attention, performing
rituals, creating mementos or projects for the deceased and conducting altruistic behaviors.

Although more than half (51.7%) of the world population is on the internet in 2017 [200], the
bereaved internet users are no different to the normal grievers in conducting the activities to
cope with grief, and many activities identified in the study did not necessarily require technology
(such as avoidance and denial). The majority of activities identified in our study mostly involved
personal devices, social network, and internet. Our participants often used the internet to seek
support, find information, read other grievers’ stories and share their own grieving stories. The
role technology plays in the bereavement process is a mediator that empower the decisionmaking process and enable the coping activities. The two design opportunities are designing to
empower and to enable. Below we elaborate the two opportunities with more details.

Although six activities were not listed in our literature review, it does not mean that these
activities are only discovered from this study. These activities were frequently discussed in fields
such as thanatology or psychotherapy (e.g., meaning-oriented psychotherapy). They are more
related to an individuals’ needs of memorizing and honoring the deceased rather than directly
connected to regulating emotional distress or cognitive appraisal. Identifying these activities
and how they were often conducted with or without technology can contribute to exploring the
possible needs that are currently mediated or can be fulfilled by technology. The designers can
further explore the design opportunities with insights translated from the different fields.

Design for empowering decision-making
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Based on the result, decision-making is critical towards a positive bereavement outcome.
The bereaved encounter a myriad of situations that they should make decisions, and their
decisions could directly or indirectly influence the outcome of the bereavement. Technology
was observed to be frequently utilized in mediating the access to information or supportive
resources, which assisted the grievers to acquire guidance and make the coping-related
decisions.
For the coping-related decision-making, the participants indicated that they did not
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know what to do at the beginning of the bereavement period. Death of a loved one assumes
a major life change for the bereaved. Besides adapting to the life and meaning changes, the
bereaved also face challenges from mortuary, law, economy, custom or society, all of which
seem disorienting and overwhelming. The result indicated that the bereaved often felt stressful
having to deal with much more other issues in addition to the emotional distress.
Another context is in making the end of life decisions related to the loved ones (before the
death). Although the study mainly concentrated on what activities the participants conducted
after the loved ones died, we noticed that the bereavement process could start before the death
took place. There were two cases that the decisions made before or during the dying process
severely saddened the bereaved could significantly hamper their post-loss well-being. One of
the interviewees (S8) suffered from strong regret and pain because she decided to go back to
work in another country but missed the chance to accompany her mother before she passed
away. Another example was S2, who decided to sign the DNR for her suicided father but
experienced strong anger to her father. These decisions were difficult to make, and sometimes
the consequences were hard to estimate. To know in advance what decision would lead to
a satisfactory outcome is almost impossible, which is perhaps like saying if one can see the
future, one would never have regret or make mistakes. However, through learning from others
experiences and the potential consequences of the activities, the bereaved could be empowered
to make the confident decision and be prepared for the potential consequence.
Decision-making during and after death of a loved one is surely critical because, in
many cases, the decision had to be made quickly or without previous knowledge about the
consequences. Sometimes the other close figures (family members or friends) were also in
agony to provide proper support in the griever’s decision-making process. This particular issue
is an opportunity for intervention, not necessarily for technology designers only, but can serve
as an inspiration for designing to support the bereaved. What decision to make, and what
consequence(s) could arise from the decision are two important questions designers should
bear in mind. In addition, the decision should be made in the early phase of bereavement since
it could enable the bereaved to manage and regain autonomy in their post-loss lives.

technology design.
Activities are often goal-oriented. Most of the coping activities reported by the interviewees
were conducted not only to regulate the distress, but also to maintain a normal social life
and work productivity. Conducting activities to cope with grief implies that the bereaved
believe that the activities conducted could contribute to the positive outcome of bereavement.
However, not all activities would lead to positive outcomes. For instance, the result has
indicated that some of the participants regretted conducting a certain behavior to cope with
their losses (such as behaving rebelliously to vent the anger or blame another family member
for the loss). Learning from other people’s experiences, professional guidance or other resources
of story sharing could support the grievers in understanding what activities to take to cope with
their grief.
The proportion of activities enabled by technology is not very high but in some of the
activities such as organizing digital possessions, for which a computer and a hard drive are
inextricable, or posting personal story anonymously on the internet, which can only be enabled
by operating a device connected to the internet. As a result shows, since technology has been
increasingly interwoven in our everyday life experiences, more and more human activities
would involve technology and internet. Even though the result did not support the statement
that technology plays a major role in our bereavement coping process, it did support the
statement that technology has a strong potential to facilitate our bereavement coping process by
enabling the activities that could contribute to positive coping outcome.

3.7 Limitations and Conclusion
3.7.1 Limitations

Design for enabling meaningful activities

The nature of the study is highly explorative, and there was a limitation of the convenience
sampling method. Most of the participants, being internet users and willing to share grieving
experiences with us, recruited from the convenience sampling appeared to be higher-educated
and from higher socio-economic class. There were also more female participants than male.

Following the discussion in the designing for empowerment, technology was also
frequently implemented in facilitating the activities such as organizing the digital possessions
of the deceased, creating music or online album for the deceased, sharing the stories of coping
in a forum and contacting supportive friends from a distant land. There are various examples of
technology-enabled/mediated activities identified in the study, most of which involve internet
connection, suggesting that staying connected can be an important consideration for the

Another limitation lies in the possibilities of including various types of technology. It has
to do with the study objective. This study selects coping-related activity as the major target
to investigate and explore design opportunities within the process. Although the saturation
is checked based on the types of activities uncovered from the study, the types of technology
involved in supporting the activities could be more diversified. For instance, streaming funeral
on the internet can be an example of conducting the ritual, but none of the participants
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reported this technological intervention. More studies are required to understand the types of
technology that can be implemented in the bereavement process.

3.7.2 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented an explorative study that identified eleven meaningful activities
that can contribute to positive bereavement outcomes and discussed the design opportunities
according to the coping process. The two major types of design opportunities are designing for
empowering the decision-making and designing for enabling the meaningful activities. Focusing
on the activities allows designers and researchers to understand the goal and impact of the
activity. The design opportunities extracted from the study are not limited to uncovering the
current interaction with technology but more related to identifying the needs that should be
facilitated during the bereavement process. In comparison to previous studies that concentrated
on the existing patterns of interacting with technology [2, 3, 131, 195-197, 201], this chapter
offers an activity-oriented perspective to imagine the technology that is not yet existed or the
possible interaction that has not been created.
Technology has yielded growing influences on our health and well-being. With that
being said, studies that consider how to support individuals in the critical and challenging life
conditions through technology are just emerging. It is obvious that more studies are required
to delineate the approach to design technologies that enable and mediate these activities.
Furthermore, it is also critical to gain deeper insights on how to empower the grievers in
making the personally meaningful decision and what activities need to be enabled to support
the decision. Coping with the death of a loved one does not have to be a destructive event but
a profound life experience, and technology, with its potential to mediate meaningful activities,
can certainly play a positive role in this life-changing event.
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created by professional bereavement organizations are not immediately available or credited
from the search, rendering the quality of online bereavement support and the authenticity of
information under question [58].
Accordingly, this chapter takes a focus on designing an internet-based data gathering

Chapter 4 The Development of a Monitoring and Feedback System for Predicting Poor Adjustment to Grief

system that can be implemented in building the screening (predictive) algorithm and facilitates
a better understanding of users’ interaction experiences. The next section introduces the
context of usage, especially regarding the tension between the minimum required period
for diagnosis and the time point that the clinical intervention could be mostly needed. Two
approaches to building the data gathering system are motivated based on reviewing the relevant
literature, My Grief Journal and Grief Inquiries Following Tragedy (GIFT). GIFT is selected for
further predictive algorithm validation and user experiences evaluation.
In the end, this chapter reports a preliminary user experiences evaluation of GIFT and
elaborate its potential to serve as both a data collection instrument in the future studies and a
prototype for self-monitoring system in the bereavement process.

4.1 Introduction
Self-management is often considered one of the critical factors that contribute to promoting a
better medical or mental healthcare outcome [202-209]. In 2015, the Wall Street Journal pointed
out the frequent implementation and the explicit benefits of self-managing applications in certain
medical practices such as cardiovascular rehabilitation program and cancer pain management
[210]. Users of self-managing applications are not only more informed about their health-related
conditions, but also more empowered to act as an active role in the healthcare processes and more
faithful in following the therapy instructions [211, 212]. The advantage of utilizing self-managing
applications in the medical and psychological care procedures is that these applications are more
accessible and integrated into users’ everyday life experiences. They are often characterized by low
cost, connectivity, anonymity, non-stop availability, and opportunities for a self-paced healthcare
approach (see the introduction of mHealth by Free et al., 2013). For healthcare service providers,
the versatile data gathered or reported from the applications facilitate better monitoring of the
users’ health-related behaviors and are informative to further studies of the health conditions
when compared and analyzed with data from a large group of users.
As presented in Chapter 3, the technology involved in the bereavement-related activities
are often personal devices (such as the computer or mobile devices) that can be connected
to the internet. In the context of bereavement, studies as early as in 2004 have demonstrated
that more than half of the bereaved used online bereavement support and such resources yield
potential in preventing and protecting the bereaved from further mental disorders [55-57].
However, as Krysinska and Andriessen warned in one of their papers, most of the websites
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4.2 Context of Usage-Bereavement
Bereavement refers to an individual’s adaptive process following the loss of a loved one through
death [32, 92, 93]. The process is characterized by a variety of emotional responses (e.g., grief
and distress) and cognitive crisis (e.g., meaning reconstruction), as well as heightened risk of
syndromal medical conditioning and social and occupational impairment [49, 74, 213]. It is also
a fundamental and life-changing event that almost everyone will encounter in their lifetime. The
prevalence and ubiquity of loss and grief is reflected in studies showing that most individuals
will have experienced at least one loss by early adulthood (e.g., 60% have lost a friend; 81% have
lost an extended family member; Herberman et al., 2013). Losing a loved one through death is
frequently reported as one of the most stressful life events, and was formally rated as the most
stressful event in the Holmes and Rahe Stress Scale [26].
Looking from the other side of bereavement, it is a natural mechanism that helps
individuals to gradually come to terms with the potentially overwhelming loss and to continue
living a productive life in which the deceased is recognized in a different form of existence
[32-34, 36, 106]. The majority of bereaved coped with grief resiliently, and some of them even
adopted so well that they further experienced enhanced meaning and spirituality post-loss
[38, 39, 43, 88]. However, the prevalence of adult grievers who could develop PGD is also
noteworthy (9.8%) [51]. In the paper published by Maercker et al. (2002), they even pointed
out that the conditional percentage could range as high as one-third of the grievers could suffer
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from PGD (p.171).
For the individuals who suffer from PGD, psychotherapeutic intervention is most needed
to support their adaptation and acceptance of the loss. On the other hand, performing grief
counseling and therapy to normal grievers could yield deleterious effect and even disturb the
natural bereavement procedure [45-47, 214].
Since the effect of offering grief counseling to normal grievers is unwarranted, a screening
method that helps to determine who will benefit from the psychotherapeutic intervention
is of the primary importance. Our previous discussions (see Chapter 2 for a more extensive
literature review) have outlined the importance and pressing need of a reliable screening
method, whereas the current PGD diagnosis instruments require a minimum six months to
identify the PGD symptoms. The amount of time required to issue a PGD diagnosis and to
allow psychotherapists’ active involvement is discrepant with the fact that individuals who
suffer from intense grief or suicidality may need psychotherapeutic intervention in a more
timely manner.
The inability to identify potential PGD grievers in an earlier phase could also posit a
negative implication on the development of preventive intervention and enhance the difficulty
of attending the disorder after six months have elapsed. It could potentially explain why studies
related to preventing PGD remained scarce and the effect far from warranted.

4.3 Two Approaches to Predict PGD symptoms in Early Phase
Assessing symptomatology and attending to the needs of grievers with severe emotional distress
as quickly as possible is imperative. Various approaches were explored by previous bereavementrelated studies to identify problematic self-evaluations and potentially traumatic characteristics
that contribute to predicting poor adjustment outcomes to bereavement. In this section, we
selected the studies that attempted to predict grief severity based on investigating the grievers’
activities and situations in the context to build the understanding of what kinds of data should be
gathered and are informative to the development of PGD screening algorithm.
The first group stems from the problematic narratives and coping strategies that can
potentially be detected through linguistic cues [167, 170, 215, 216]. Examples of the first
approach include negative self-evaluation such as thinking that the self is less worthy without
the deceased [167], and problematic coping strategies such as repetitive rumination of the
deceased [170]. The second group evaluates the traumatic loss circumstances and psychological
states that can make the bereaved vulnerable to poor adaptation, all of which are often static
at the time of loss and are harder to be moderated by psychotherapy in the early phase of
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bereavement [128, 129, 189, 190, 217-221]. Examples of the second approach range from
traumatic death [218], lacking social support [35, 55] to the strong dependency on the deceased
[35, 222] and an insecure attachment style [223-226].
Both approaches are informative for follow-up development of screening algorithms
because they indicate what types of data should be gathered (the linguistic cues among grievers’
self-evaluation and the risk factors that the grievers are exposed to) to monitor the bereaved’s
susceptibility to PGD and to target the appropriate interventions in a more timely manner.
The next section reports the technology used to develop the two prototypes and examine
the feasibility of these two prototypes and select one for further data gathering and user
experiences evaluation.

4.4 Method
4.4.1 The design and conceptualization of two prototypes of PGD screening
methods
Two prototypes were developed using different approaches. The first prototype, My Grief
Journal, was developed based on the available technological solutions and studying the related
bereavement literature. The second prototype, Grief Inquiries Following Tragedy (GIFT), was
developed with field experts and psychotherapists. The overall aim of both applications is to
gather the necessary data and users experiences feedback that can be used to build the predictive
algorithm in the final research deliverable. To achieve this goal, the research team defined the
following concepts that should be achieved by both prototypes:
•

Target users: individuals who have experienced death of a loved one and would be
interested in searching for support on the Internet, especially individuals who have
experienced the loss very recently or less than six months ago.

•

Deliverable: an Internet-based PSS that can serve the data gathering purpose for
critical predictive variables that help to build the predictive algorithm of PGD.

•

Portal: the application should be affordable, easy-to-use, and widely accessible through
the computer and mobile devices.

•

Data to be gathered: The system must collect critical bereavement-related data
from the users, and generate personalized feedback based on the data collected to
understand users experiences on this type of self-monitoring.

•

Ethics: The feedback provided to the users in the prototypes, despite the highly
explorative nature of the study, must contain both positive and negative aspects of
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their grief situation and must come from the authentic sources.
•

Scalability: The prototypes should attempt to integrate and utilize the existing and
validated technology (or psychological scales) as a starting point but should remain
flexibility for developing and validating new measures.

4.4.2 External experts from the bereavement and psychotherapy field
Although the purpose of this project was not to develop an intervention of PGD, due to the
sensitive nature of loss and grief study, we invited one researcher specified on bereavement and
post-loss meaning reconstruction and one psychotherapist specified on grief counselling. The
external experts mainly contributed to the design and phrasing of questions that were used
in assessing the grievers’ grief experiences and provided further opinions from psychological
field on the ethics and design of the study. We first proposed two prototype concepts based on
literature review for evaluation within the team, and the final decision was made based on the
practicality of the concept and the available technology that could facilitate the prototyping of
the app.
Based on the suggestion of the Institutional Review Board (IRB), to pilot test the app and
gain users feedback from the concept, we had recruited a certified thanatologist and grief
counsellor to facilitate the session. It was meant to avoid bias in interviewing the users and to
maintain anonymity of the study. An interview protocol was drafted by the researchers and the
psychotherapist to ensure the questions would not steer dangerous emotional responses. The
interview was conducted in English and all of the users were native English speakers.

4.4.3 My Grief Journal
The concept of My Grief Journal was inspired by studies concerning the self-narratives in the
bereavement process and the meaning reconstruction theory. Narrative variables can be effective
predictors of psychological health during bereavement and even of the outcome of coping
with bereavement. Counting the relevant words in the written text was considered an effective
approach to measuring the cognitive changes and emotional expression in the bereavement
context. Many studies endorsed that verbal materials carry more additional information about
psychological phenomena and symptoms, which are often less detectable from self-report [216,
227]. For instance, consider the following two examples, “it’s so hard to say good bye” and “I am
lucky to have somebody that makes saying goodbye so hard.” Both sentences included a negative
statement but were framed in a different manner and hence reflected different appraisal to an
event.
We tested various available types of software and APIs to perform the keywords extraction
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and analysis and determine the positive emotions and negative emotions in the narratives.
We used a narrative that described feelings in an indirect manner. For instance, “I am feeling
terribly good today,” or “…determined to enjoy her luxury of grief uncomforted.” It was easy
for human to understand but hard for programs to determine whether the sentence really
described a positive perception or a negative one. The most precise software appeared to be
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) [228]. However, it was not available in command
line interface (CLI) and the EULA prevented users from implementing it in a customized
application. Other alternatives tested were NLTK in python [229], Afinn [230], and IBM
AlchemyAPI [231]. In the end, IBM Alchemy API was implemented to extract meta-data such
as concepts, entities, keywords, categories, sentiment, emotion, relations, and semantic roles.
Unfortunately there were no corpus specifically trained for bereavement related sentences
or articles. Therefore, it could not be as precise as the corpus for movie reviews, tweets or
advertisement. In addition, although the word counts gave an indication of the degree of
positive/negative emotions, it could not clearly differentiate whether the positive/negative
emotions were pointing towards the event, deceased, life challenges or other context. How to
nudge users to regularly write the journal can also be a foreseeable challenge.
My Grief Journal was developed to store users’ short articles (e.g., diaries) and analyze
the sentiment of the article. The analysis will yield two types of results, providing a visualized
feedback of the frequency of the emotional keywords detected in the article, and determining
the positive or negative valence of the keyword and its relationship to 5 types of emotions
(anger, disgust, fear, joy and sadness). Figure 4.1 and 4.2 showed the sample page and report of
My Grief Journal.

4.4.4 Grief Inquiries Following Tragedy (GIFT)
In comparison to My Grief Journal, extracting information from validated measurement and
providing bereavement-related feedback seemed relatively straightforward and more widely
accepted in psychology. The concept of GIFT stemmed from psychological studies related to
prospective risk factors that could render grievers more vulnerable to PGD, such as low social
support [232, 233], or close kinship with the deceased [137, 234, 235]. Table 4.1 presents six
confirmed risk factors suggested by the literature. The original concept to measure the risk factors
was a checklist of risk factors, and the more items confirmed “agree” in the checklist indicated
the higher vulnerability of the participants to developing PGD. We also included a selection of
potential risk factors based on the 32 potential risk factors presented in the review paper of Burke
and Neimeyer (2013). These potential risk factors in combination with the confirmed risk factors
were categorized into the following groups: background factors (including socio-demographic
information and information of the deceased), bereavement risk factors (including
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interpersonal, intrapersonal and illness/death-related factors), and bereavement outcome factors.
This categorization took reference from the categories and frameworks presented in previous
studies that examine the relationship between different predictive/risk factors [128, 129, 236].
The complete list is presented in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.1 The entry page of My Grief Journal

All of the risk factors were reviewed by the researchers and the external experts. Two
measurement tools were designed to measure the risk factors. We have further included
another to-be-validated scale for identifying risk factors related to bereavement and loss
circumstances, Bereavement Risk Inventory and Screening Questionnaire (BRISQ) [236].
These three questionnaires were grouped into the major section, Basic Information, to gather
the data of most of the risk factors. Basic Information consisted of questionnaires related to
the participant’s background factors and proposed bereavement risk factors (Table 4.1; scales
#1-3). Six validated questionnaires were selected to provide feedback on bereavement-related
outcomes to fulfill the ethical consideration and to gather more data on the outcome predictors.
The five questionnaires (except PG-13 which evaluates PGD) were selected because the
psychological states or disorders measured by these questionnaires were hypothesized to be
highly related with PGD. We included three measures related to negative bereavement outcome
and three questionnaires related to positive bereavement outcome. They measured respectively
PGD diagnosis (PG-13), Depression (CESD-R), Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PCL),
Resilience (CD-RISC-10), Meaning Making (ISLES-SF), Post Traumatic Growth (PTGI).
These six questionnaires belonged to the secondary section titled Monitor My Grief. Table 4.3
displayed a list of scales included in the application. The validated scales administered were, if
not openly available, all requested or purchased from the respective researchers and consent
acquired to use in the app.
We decided not to provide personalized feedback based on Basic Information because the
effective predictive algorithm is yet to be developed based on the data gathered, but feedback
was drafted for the 6 validated questionnaires in the Monitor My Grief section. Users who
successfully completed the questionnaire will be presented a personalized feedback according
to the score of each validated questionnaire. In the end, all the feedback will be compiled into
a personal report that can be sent to them and shared with their friends. The details of each
questionnaire were described below.

Figure 4.2 The demo visualization of keywords and the valence of the keywords
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Table 4.1 Confirmed risk factors suggested in review papers [128, 218]

Confirmed
risk factors

Details

Social
support level

Lacking social support is a salient risk factor that is highly related to
problematic grief [35, 55]

Attachment
style

Avoidant/anxious/insecure attachment style is considered the cause of
difficulty to adjust to loss [223-226]

Discovering
the body

Discovering the body or viewing the death scene (especially with traumatic
nature) is a salient risk factor for PGD [237]

Close kinship

Being a spouse or a parent of the deceased, or having close kinship with the
deceased are significant predictor of PGD [137, 234, 235]

Pre-death
dependency

High levels of pre-death marital dependency is a primary risk factor [35, 222]

Neuroticism

History of mental illness is a strong predictor [56, 225]

Table 4.2 Groups of variables

Group

Independent variables

Background
factors
(n = 12)

Socio-demographic factors of the bereaved: being female, the bereaved
age being young, close kinship (being a spouse or a parent of the
deceased), low education, frequency of religious activities, importance of
faith, multiple prior losses
Factors related to the deceased: recency of death, violent death, pre-loss
frequency of contact, deceased’s gender opposite of bereaved, younger age
of deceased

Bereavement risk
factors
(n = 25)

Intrapersonal factors: neuroticism, history of mental illness, belief in
therapy, negative interpretation of grief, lack of religion/spirituality, limited
existential worldview, low income
Interpersonal factors: lack of closeness with the deceased, high
dependency to the deceased before death, problematic relationship with
the deceased, unresolved regret to the deceased, caregiver burden, low social
support, insecure attachment style, poor family dynamics, low technology
use, others are frequently concerned about how the bereaved is grieving
Situational factors: suddenness of death, perceived preventability, multiple
concurrent losses / traumatic events, difficulty reconstructing meaning postloss, lengthy illness, perceived unpreparedness of the death, discovering the
body, perceived suffering

Bereavement
outcome factors
(n = 5)

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
Major Depressive Disorder
Resilience
Integration of Stressful Life Experieces
Posttraumatic Growth
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1. Personal Information
The personal information questionnaire was developed based on several hypothesized
sociodemographic risk factors and the information about the deceased: gender, age, relation
to the deceased (spouse or parent), marital status, employment status (financial burden),
importance of religion or spirituality, young age of the deceased, type of death (violent death),
other losses in the past three years, the duration of knowing the deceased and the frequency
of contact with the deceased prior to the death (see ). These information helped researchers to
gain a thorough understanding of the loss circumstances and validate if these hypothesized risk
factors contribute to predicting PGD.
2. Complicated Grief Risk Factors Checklist (CGRF)

This study sought to evaluate around 25 bereavement risk factors. Each of the CGRF
question corresponded to a specific risk factor and the questionnaire comprised of 25
questions. Five risk factors were derived from the confirmed predictors: neuroticism, pre-death
high dependency, low social support, insecure attachment style and witnessing the death scene
/ viewing the dead body. Other factors were derived from review papers and clinical practice.
The questionnaire was a work-in-progress measurement co-developed by the researchers and
the psychotherapy experts specified in bereavement research and treatment.
3. Bereavement Risk Inventory and Screening Questionnaire (BRISQ)
The Bereavement Risk Inventory and Screening Questionnaire (BRISQ) is a self-report
screening tool developed primarily for cancer loss [236]. It contains two versions for preloss and post-loss screening. The study reported in this thesis adopted a cross-sectional data
collection approach, hence we used the post-loss version of BRISQ. The questionnaire was
acquired from the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center.
4. Prolonged Grief (PG-13)
PG-13 is a robust diagnostic tool of Prolonged Grief Disorder (PGD in short, equivalent to
PGD in DSM-V) which is widely used in studies related to PGD [49]. It was comprised of five
criteria adherent to the criteria stated in DSM-V. In order to confirm PGD, the bereaved must
meet all five criteria: encountering a death of a loved one, having severe separation distress,
duration of loss longer than 6 months, experiencing other cognitive, emotional or behavioral
symptoms to a chronical level, and having significant impairment in social, occupational
or other aspects of functioning. The study employed the criteria of PG-13 to determine the
membership of normal grievers or PGD grievers. PG-13 can be acquired through contacting
the researchers who developed measurement for PGD.
5. PTSD CheckList – Civilian Version (PCL-C)
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For measuring Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), we selected PCL-C, which is a
widely adapted self-administered scale for PTSD [238]. It comprises 17-items that measure
the symptoms of PTSD defined by the American Psychiatric Association’ Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM-V). Researchers can find various versions of PCL on the website of US
Department of Veterans Affairs and also employ the version and suggestive cut point that they
find best fits the study purpose.
6. The Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale Revised (CESD-R)
CESD-R is a 20-item screening instrument measuring depression and depressive disorder
based on the criteria defined by DSM-V [239]. The result consists of five categories ranging
from Major Depressive Disorder to no clinical significance. The complete questionnaire can be
accessed from the center of epidemiologic studies website and is free of charge.
7. The Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale 10 item (CD-RISC-10)
Resilience is defined as one’s ability to regain emotional equilibrium after experiencing
a potentially traumatic event. Individuals with higher resilience are believed to be able to
adjust better when encountering stressful life challenges. Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale is
developed to measure an individual’s resilience and has three versions: the 25-item, 10-item,
and 2-item version [240]. Researchers need to purchase the questionnaire from the developer
to be authorized to use the questionnaire in the study. The 10-item scale was selected for this
study due to the concern that 25-item scale might cause an overload for the participants in the
process of filling all the questionnaires.
8. Integration of Stressful Life Experiences Scale Short Form (ISLES-SF)
Meaning making was hypothesized to be the crucial mechanism that facilitates the
adjustment to a stressful life event [241]. ISLES-SF consists of six items and has been validated
to perform well in measuring the meaning making ability after an individual experienced loss
of a loved one. The item 1, 2 and 3 of ISLES-SF measure the comprehensibility of the event
and the item 4, 5 and 6 measure one’s sense of having a footing in the world after the stressful
life event. The questionnaire is free accessible on the internet with multilinguistic versions
available.

Personalize the questionnaire with the name of the deceased. An important feature for GIFT was
that all of the questions were personalized with the name and gender of the deceased (replace
“the deceased” or “the person I lost” into the name of the deceased) to engage the users.
Slider selection for Likert Scale questions. Most of the Likert scale options were displayed in a
horizontal slider to enhance the linear relationship of the options (see Figure 4.6 for an example).
The handle will change color after an answer has been indicated (see Figure 4.7 for an example).
When users access GIFT on a mobile, we choose to keep the two items in the left and right of a
Likert Scale question but allow users to review the default value after hovering or clicking on the
pip on the slider (see Figure 4.8).
Add the option “not applicable” to the risk factor questionnaires. For scale #2 and scale #3,
users were provided “not applicable” on the right of all of the questions. This was to allow them
to better express themselves when the presented risk circumstances appeared not applicable to
them and the options failed to help them to convey it (see Figure 4.9). According to the IRB
suggestion, the website was certified by SSL protocol protection and all of the data collected in
GIFT were coded and encrypted in order to ensure the security of the data.
Table 4.3 Assessment instruments

Scale Set
Basic Information
(including
loss related
characteristics)

Monitor
My Grief

Scale Name

To Assess

1. Personal Information

Demographic data, such as age, gender,
ethnicity, religious affiliation and information
related to the deceased

2. Complicated Grief
Risk Factors Checklist
(CGRF)

Proposed predictors of bereavement distress

3. Bereavement
Risk Inventory
and Screening
Questionnaire (for the
bereaved; BRISQ-B)
[236]

Risk factors of Prolonged Grief

4. PG-13 [49]

Grief severity

5. PCL [238]

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

9. Post-Traumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI)

6. CESD-R [239]

Major Depressive Disorder

Experiencing posttraumatic growth following the trauma is not a rare phenomenon. The
types of growth are well documented and can be measured through PTGI, a 21-item scale to
measure positive outcomes following the experience of trauma. The types of posttraumatic
are divided into five factors: New Possibilities, Relating to Others, Personal Strength, Spiritual
Change, and Appreciation of Life [37].

7. CD-RISC-10 [240]

Resilience

8. ISLES-SF [241]

The ability to reconstruct meaning post-loss

9. PTGI [37]

Posttraumatic growth
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NOTE: Scales #1-3 assess bereavement risk factors. Scales #4-9 have been empirically validated and
are widely used in bereavement research.
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Figure 4.6 A slider for Likert Scale answer

Figure 4.3 GIFT entry page

Figure 4.7 Slider response after an answer is indicated

Figure 4.4 GIFT slider scale

Figure 4.8 The responsive slider on a mobile device

Figure 4.9 When user selects “N/A,” it means that the statement could not apply to his/her situation
Figure 4.5 GIFT feedback
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4.4.5 The evaluation of both apps and the pilot test of GIFT

participants were in contact with the deceased almost daily before the death happened.

The research team evaluated both applications regarding the opportunities to yield trustworthy
and quantifiable predictions in the earliest phase of bereavement. In comparison to My Grief
Journal, which required a period of contemplation and was less precise in determining the
positive and negative thinking style, GIFT exhibited better potential to offer users meaningful
and objective feedback based on evaluating the factors that are relatively static and foreseeable
before the six month threshold of diagnosing PGD.

We asked the participants to evaluate the relevancy of the questionnaires and help to
provide feedback on the phrasing and the options design of the questionnaires. Both BRISQ
and CGRF were considered particularly relevant to the majority of participants. BRISQ was

In the end, GIFT was selected for further development and implementation to validate the
proposed risk factors with a larger base of participants. To gauge the applicability of the app
in the real-life situation and optimize the user experiences of using it, five sessions of protocol
analysis were conducted in the United States with the patients of one of the collaborative
psychotherapists. The approval to conduct the study with the bereaved patients and to deploy
the application through the Internet was sought in the respective Institutional Review Boards
(IRB) from both United States and the Netherlands, in which the former is where the study will
be conducted and the later where the app was conceptualized and developed.
In the protocol analysis session, participants were prompted to “think out loud” on an
individual basis as they completed the questionnaires by a certified thanatologist, who is also a
graduating counselling student. After completion of the scales, participants were interviewed
with questions regarding their general experiences of using GIFT, the wordings of the
application as well as of the personalized feedback they received after completing the scales
from the second section (Monitor my grief).

4.5 Result

more frequently considered thought provoking and meaningful. However, PA3 indicated that
BRISQ could affect the users in a positive or negative way since it contained a lot of triggering
questions. Personal information was considered least relevant since it did not provide
meaningful questions that probe thinking. It was expectable for the research team since the
socio-demographic data was most meaningful for the research purposes. The result is presented
in Table 4.5.
In theory, all of the perspectives measured by the six validated questionnaires in Monitor
My Grief were related to bereavement outcomes or psychological states that could assist to
map the bereavement experiences. We also wished to evaluate the participants’ comments
on the relevancy of the 6 questionnaires and of receiving the feedback after completing the
questionnaires. Assessing the relevancy and suitability of the questionnaires and feedback based
on empirical data could provide more insights on the potential benefit or risk of including a
certain questionnaire. In the assessment, we tried to understand participants’ experiences by
observing participants reactions before entering the questionnaire (e.g., participant felt curious
or excited by reading the description of the questionnaire), when answering the questions (e.g.,
participants felt confused by the questions) and when receiving the feedback (e.g., participants
laughed when reading the feedback, or participants commented that the feedback was “lovely”).
The assessment of each questionnaire is presented below.

4.6 Discussion

The protocol analysis sessions for GIFT pilot testing were all audio recorded and completely
transcribed. Each session was approximately one and half hour long, generating approximately
7.5 hours of recording from the interview and the notes from the interviewer. All of the
participants were from the United States. There were total five participants, including one male
and four female grievers. Their socio-demographic data is displayed in Table 4.4. Almost all of
the participants bereaved about the loss of a family member. 80% of them have received formal
education for more than 13 years, and had their religion. Participants who considered religion
important practiced religious activity more frequently. Except PA3, who experienced death of a
loved one around six months ago, the other participants generally experienced death of a loved
one for more than six months to receive psychotherapeutic support. Two of our participants
experienced unnatural death of a loved one such as suicide or fatal accident and 60% of our
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The preliminary test of GIFT yielded fruitful user experiences insights for a better UX design
in the final deliverable and assisted the researcher to optimize the data gathering mechanisms
for the next study. In this section, we look into the following five aspects to extract design
implications for further improvement in data gathering mechanisms and user experiences of
GIFT: participants’ experiences of support seeking on the Internet, the potential benefits/
challenges of a grief self-monitoring app, language use in the bereavement context, navigation of
the app and the functionality of the app.
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Participant

Table 4.4 The socio-demographic data of the protocol analysis participants

Participant
Device

PA1
iPad Air

PA2

PA3

iPhone 6

iPad

PA4
MacBook Air

PA5
iPhone 5S

Gender
of the
participant

Female

Female

Female

Male

Female

Gender of
the deceased

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Age of the
participant

70

39

32

61

31

Age of the
deceased

70

26

40

87

95

Spouse

Sister

Partner/
Fiancé

Son

Granddaughter

Widowed

Married
or living
together in
a committed
relationship

Single

Married
or living
together in
a committed
relationship

Single

Years of
formal
education

17- 20 years

0-8 years

13-14 years

17- 20 years

15-16 years

Faith
tradition
(religious
belief)

Christianity

Christianity

Atheism

Christianity

Buddhism

Regularity
of religious
activities

Daily

At least once
per week

Never

At least twice
per week

At least
twice per
year

Importance
of faith

Extremely
important

Extremely
important

Not very
important

Very
important

Somewhat
important

Prior
experiences
of death of
loved ones
in the past 3
years

3

0

0

1

2

Relation to
the deceased

Marital
status
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PA1

Time since
the loved
one died

PA2

PA3

PA4

PA5

1 year and 4
months

1 year and 9
months

6 months

1 year and 4
months

11 months

Natural
anticipated
death

Fatal
accident

Suicide

Natural
sudden death

Natural
sudden
death

For how
long did the
participant
know the
deceased

46 years

26 years

3 years

60 years

31 years

The
frequency
of contact
before death

2-7 times
per week

2-7 times
per week

2-7 times
per week

every other
week

less often
than once
per month

Type of
death

Table 4.5 Participants’ assessment of the experiences of answering the questions and the relevancy of the questionnaire for the Basic Information section

Questionnaire

Participants’ comments

Personal
Information

Spiritual activity was confusing (PA1).
Love the fact that the deceased name was embedded in the questions
(PA2).
Question #20 that asked about the frequency of contact with the deceased
was triggering (PA2).
Some questions need to clarify if it was about the griever or about the
deceased (PA5).
Mind the cultural perspectives when providing options for answering the
question. For instance, the date format could differ in different country, the
definition of a full-time job was 40 hours rather than 30 hours stated in
the question, and the definition of formal education should be clarified.
PA5 believed this questionnaire was least relevant for her.

BRISQ (How do
I experience my
loss?)

The most relevant questionnaire for the participants and the other grievers
(almost all participants).
The questionnaire took too long to complete (PA2).
It felt connected to answer questions that were related to the deceased
(PA2).
Reminded the participant about how much support she had received (PA3).
Could influence other grievers negatively because of triggering questions
(PA3).
Questions #14 to #18 were especially triggering for PA5 and she felt these
questions brought her back to the time.
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Questionnaire
CGRF (Are there
specific things
that affect my
grief?)

Participants’ comments

Table 4.6 The assessment of each questionnaire

Binominal answers were difficult and awkward (agree/disagree).
Need spectrum answers for some questions (PA1 & PA2).
Double negative phrasing should be avoided for grieving users (PA1 &
PA2).
Highly relevant for the grievers (PA1).
Felt guilty to say “disagree” when asked about whether the griever relied
on the deceased before he/she died (PA2).

Questionnaire
PG-13

Participants’ reaction when answering
the questionnaire
•

•

4.6.1 Participants’ experiences of support seeking on the Internet
Three out of five participants reported having searched for information related to bereavement
or grief support on the Internet. One participant did not answer and one indicated that she had
never thought of searching for support on the Internet. The information on the Internet helped
them to gauge their grief level or target the therapies that were available/appropriate for them.
One participant specifically stated that reading other people’s stories about surviving traumatic
loss was helpful.

Another participant indicated that grief is too personal and she would not look for support
on the Internet.
“I think when you are dealing with something as personal as grief. You’d better off
looking for someone or finding someone who knows if someone who already has a
personal relationship with the grief counsellors…I would think it would be the same
thing looking into any yellow pages, which I wouldn’t do either. I really think grief
is just too personal and you need to have someone who’s experienced to walk that
walk.” –PA1
Keywords search was the most frequently adopted strategy reported in the sessions
when the participants sought support on the internet. In general, Internet sites, blogs, forums
were resources that participants could turn to when they needed immediate answer to their
questions or information related to grief counseling or coping strategies. However, it was still

•
•
•
•
PTSD

•
•

•

•

Participants experienced
system problems so no
feedback was provided.

Time was confusing for the
participant. Was it taken based on
the experiences in the past week
or one week “after loss” (PA2).
Questions were triggering due to
loved one’s death (PA3).
Feel the need to know if he/she
really has depression (PA4).
Feel rewarding to have a track of
the past week (PA4).
PA3 believed it was least relevant
and did not apply to her.

•
•

Questions were easy to answer
(PA2).
Never thought about the
connection between PTSD and
grief (PA2).
Stress was a broad term and
could confuse the user if the user
was stressful but not because of
the loss (PA5).
PA2 believed it was the most
meaningful questionnaire for her.

•

obvious that participants were mostly prone to find a therapists or “somebody” who knew grief
to support them, implying that bereavement related services or information on the Internet,
disregarding the quality of it, could face the difficulty to gain trust from the users. However,
blogs, articles, news, comments that did not necessarily offer authentic or systematic
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•

conditions together.
CESD-R

“I found one article [online] that it wasn’t even like a research. It’s just this woman lost
her brother, and I was like thank you. She described the first couple weeks, and that’s
the kind of thing I am connected with.” – PA2

#3 caused a lot of confusions
because it combined many

Participants’ reaction when reading
the feedback
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•

•
•

Sensitive feedback (PA2).
Feedback should
acknowledge the grief effort
(PA4).
Canned feedback, not
adherent to the answer (PA5).

Brought more awareness
around grief (PA2).
Get credits for coping with
the trauma (PA4).
In general, the most liked
feedback among all of the
feedback (PA2 & PA3 & PA4).
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Questionnaire
CD-RISC-10

Participants’ reaction when answering
the questionnaire
•
•
•

Enjoyable process to answer the
question (PA2&PA4).
Fishing for adaptability (PA4).
Lots of positively framed

Participants’ reaction when reading
the feedback
•
•

questions (PA4).
•
•

ISLES-SF

•
•

PTGI

•
•

•

Captured how the grievers felt at
the moment (PA4).
The questions could be
interpreted in a growth mindset
(PA4).
It felt like a little present from
the deceased loved one (PA2).
Surprised in a positive way to see
benefits of losing a loved one
(PA3).
PA2 believed it was least relevant
for her, while PA3, PA4 and PA5
indicated that it was a nice scale
to end with.

Feedback was encouraging
(PA2).
Good way to get a
benchmark of positive
mindset (PA4).
Didn’t provide any new
information (PA5).
PA2 believed the feedback
of resilience was highly
relevant for her.

-

•
•
•

Visual of chart is motivating
(PA3).
Pleasant visual conclusion
(PA4).
The feedback was very
personalized and relevant
(PA5).

instruction of how to deal with grief might instead confuse the users. One participant thought
that it was completely different from her experience and turned to a therapist because she could
not believe what she found on the internet.
“I remembered after [my loved one] died, I was like … isn’t there seven stages of grief?
What exactly is that. And I looked it up and I was like what the hell is it. This is a
bunch of Boloney. And then I was talking to the therapist about it, and she was like,
that’s not even what that was made. And like…this is a bunch of crap. Because this
isn’t nothing like what we are going through.” –PA2
It could also be because most of our participants knew that they needed psychotherapeutic
support at the first hand and only used the Internet to help them gain access to the services.
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“I actually got into grief therapy because my previous therapist said grief is probably
playing on a large part. I might have googled it a little bit, like how you could affect
you.” –PA5
Internet has become an inextricable part of our everyday life experiences; however, it
has not been considered a completely trustworthy resource for support seeking. In the pilot
sessions, it was at best considered a good source of self-referring of grief therapy and reading
materials. One participant (PA4) specifically stated that he did not think of looking for an app
on the Internet but simply looked for reading materials such as blogs or articles. Our finding
revealed that gaining trust from the bereaved users, despite the easy accessibility of an internet
site, can be potentially challenging.

4.6.2 The benefits and challenges of a grief self-monitoring app
GIFT was targeting on the bereaved who were in the early phase (from zero to six months)
of their bereavement. It was hypothesized that the bereaved could experience a significant life
disruption and emotional impact during the early phase of the bereavement and needed an
instrument to help the decision makings. The participants were asked to reflect on the general
experiences of using GIFT and the potential benefits/challenges of using the app in the early
phase of bereavement. Most of the participants were satisfied with GIFT and found the feedback
relevant, authentic, reflective to their real situation and trustworthy. Some potential benefits were
discussed as follows..
Facilitate decision making. GIFT was meant to enhance self-understanding and helped the users
to make a decision in a traumatic situation.
“I wouldn’t rely on [the feedback] as being gasped but I would use the tool to make
decision.” –PA1
A tool for thinking and widens awareness of the bereavement-related aspects.
“it’s a good conversation piece for family members that had experienced a loved one
together. I mean it’s hard to bring up grief to each other, because you don’t wanna
traumatise each other. But you also wanna talk about it. And this is something that’s
gauged in scientific and … it is about our own selves, and that we have a common
conversation.” –PA2
GIFT was a tool that enhance self-referring from grievers who obviously need grief counseling.
“I think you pretty much have an idea about how it’s affecting you, but you may or
may not know that you need to go seek outside guidance, that you may need to do
something proactive rather than reactive.” –PA1
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“if they are getting help, just to make sure that it is specified grief therapy, not just
happy counsel therapy, which is great, but people need grief therapy.” –PA2
“I guess [grievers] are curious as in how impacted they are. (interviewer: so it could
help them realize how their grief is affecting them?) Yes.” –PA5
The process of using GIFT was therapeutic. One of the participants (PA4) thought that using
GIFT was “surprisingly therapeutic” and the feedback itself was a therapeutic lever that helped
users to acknowledge the various aspects related to bereavement.
“The way you give someone a profile themselves after they answered this, it also presumes
like a therapeutic lever that’s get pushed. So I am kind of imposing my notion of a
therapeutic lever, it’s not only affirmative, but more empasizing acknowledge and then
acknowledging a mix of messy and pretty.” –PA4
The feedback was trustworthy and reassuring.
“I thought maybe I am ok, but I still need the reassurance that I am not going over the
edge of times. Like I am already thinking about my parents or my brothers. Like I am
already thinking about the people that I would hand this off to. Like “just go do this,”
“it’s just an indicator.”” –PA2
“I think if you use the app, and people who go through it could say that maybe this is
bothering me more than I thought it was. with the feedback I was right about where I
thought I was.” –PA1
Participants also indicated some potential challenges for using a grief self-monitoring app like
GIFT.
It was hard to focus if the process took too long to complete. In the case of GIFT, the
session took in general 45 minutes to 60 minutes. However, the overall estimation of
completing all of the questionnaires was expected to be less than half an hour.
“If I was suffering from depression, I would need to know that if I need to do this with
no interruptions, or can I come back and do it. Is it, am I able to do it for 20 minutes
and put it down, is there a time out session? And come back to it in an hour or two? So
that might be helpful.” –PA2
“Too long to do in on sitting. Need to be able to save it and return to it. Overwhelming.
Difficult to focus for long.” –PA3 (derived from the note of interviewer)
Providing feedback based on the score could result in users think it was a “Canned,” or
untailored feedback. Only one participant mentioned that the feedback seemed untailored
because it directly contradicted to the answer she provided in the questionnaire.
“I don’t know if it’s just like a canned response or something, but I know in my question
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answer that I specifically said “not at all” on a question that asked me if I was unable
to eat or not. But in the response it says if you’ve lost your interest in eating, that’s part
of the feedback. (interviewer: so you’re saying that the feedback wasn’t really tailored to
your answer because it directly contradicted the information that you already gave ).
Yes.” –PA5
Technical challenges in different/older version of devices. A severe technical problem was
encountered by one of the participants (PA5) because she was using the older version of the
mobile phone and the browser could not successfully support javascript or jQuery. It was
particularly hard for the participant to go through the app on the mobile device since all of the
questions and scales were completely collided together and overlapped with each other.
The slider scale required some time to get used to, but participants grew accustomed to
it after several questions. –PA4
Participants sudden emotional response in the middle of the session. Two participants (PA2 and
PA5) experienced sudden emotional moments or became tearful when encountering triggering
questions such as the questions asked about how frequent the user was in contact with the
deceased loved one.
interviewer: and when you said that this is where the triggers kicked in.
PA2: yeah, I was thinking like how often did you have contact with him…that’s hard…
(tearful) because I clicked 2-7 times a week. That’s hard.
On the other case, the participant did not know if she should take a break when she felt difficulty
to continue with the questions, she decided to continue because she did not want to lose her place
in the questionnaire. The future app should take into consideration to save the users’ progress
and be sensitive to the necessity to take a break and come back to the session with where they
left off.
“now I am on #18 (start crying). (interviewer: do you need to take a break?) I don’t
know. #14 to #18…it’s just a little difficult because it takes you back to the time.
(interviewer: so those questions were rather triggering for you.) yes. Just don’t wanna
stop cuz I am gonna lose my place.” –PA5
The instructions of the questionnaires needed to be highlighted and emphasized so participants
would not oversee them. From the sessions, it was clear that sometimes participant failed to notice
the important instruction of the questionnaire and got confused in the middle of completing the
questionnaire and then was reminded by the interviewer to review the instruction.
One participant got confused by the 13th question in the CESD-R questionnaire and went
back to the instruction to realize that it was asking about the past week. If a therapist was next
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to a user, it was easy to emphasize essential instructions before a user rushed into the main
content of the questionnaire. However, in the context of using a self-monitoring app, it is hard
to imagine that users would be accompanied by a professional who knows what to notice in a
questionnaire. Sometimes even the participant read the instruction, he or she could oversee the
critical conditions of doing the questionnaire. Consider the following issue happened in our
session.
interviewer: did you read the instructions?
PA2: Yes, (read the instruction again)…
interviewer: in the past week.
PA2: Oh, sorry! (laughing) sorry, I did not read that. Because I’m like…I don’t know.
interviewer: but it was good to know that you didn’t see that part of instruction.
PA2: so I guess I am confused because I feel like, I read do I have depression? So I am
on board.
Participant (PA2) believed that she had read the instruction but ignored the most important
condition that should precede to doing the questionnaire. It was still not clear until she was
reminded by the interviewer. It was particularly interesting and challenging. This kind of issue
should be avoided by a better interface design or a more condensed, shorter instruction that
quickly informed users what they should bear in mind before starting the study.
Not very applicable for users who have experienced multiple losses of loved ones at the same
time. One of our participants (PA5) has experienced multiple losses in the same time and needed
to choose one to proceed in the app since the app intended to personalize the questions with the
name of the deceased. It was hypothesized that multiple losses could cause bereavement overload
for an individual and was a risk factor. However, the applicability of GIFT to the bereaved who
have experienced multiple losses should be further studied and validated. In current version of
GIFT, we should indicate that it mostly applies to the grievers who are bereaving the loss of one
person.
Participants believed that GIFT felt incomplete at times but possessed the potential
provide trustworthy and accurate feedback. They also encountered difficulties not knowing
which questionnaire to start with and struggled with missing important instructions in the
questionnaire and long session. Some of the challenges could be divided into navigation,
language used and functionality of the app, which would be discussed in the following sections.
It could be suggested from the participants’ experiences that authentic information and
accurate personalized feedback which could contribute to empowering the bereaved in the
decision-making process (ex. To seek for grief support rather than happy counseling). However,
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the instruction of using the app needed to be delineated clearly to the users. Two participants
became especially emotional in the process of using the app and were guided to complete the
study by the interviewer. At the end of the study, they had very positive gauge of GIFT, which
implied that using such a monitoring app under the support of a therapist could also be a
potential approach.

4.6.3 Language use in the bereavement context
The language used in the monitoring app and questionnaires should be easy to comprehend and
appealing to the end users, which means that jargons or clinical terms should be very carefully
considered. Even though these terms must be included to precisely describe the users’ situation,
the designers should make sure that they were thoroughly explained in an understandable
language. In our sessions, we concentrated on three different aspects that require different
considerations of sentence phrasing or keywords using, language use in the questionnaire, in the
app interface and the feedback.
1. Language use in the questionnaire.
Engage the users with the first name of the deceased loved ones. At the beginning of the study,
participants were invited to enter the name of the deceased loved one that they were grieving for,
and most of them entered the full name of the loved one. The name was then embedded in the
questions to engage participants more. In general, participants liked it a lot but started feeling
impersonal after the full name was repeated too many times. It was overall a great initiative since
participants felt more personal and comfortable while completing the questionnaire.
“Even I like how it says his name each time, maybe as we are going through, you can
take his last name off. Cuz it feels a little impersonal. Now it feels formal. If it just said
[the deceased’s first name], then it feels more comfortable, personal.” –PA2
To avoid this kind of inconvenience, it was important in the future for the designers to consider
using only first name of the deceased. However, it did not mean the participant (PA2) disliked
this initiative.
“reading about him. Just answering any questions about him. That feels connected.”
–PA2
Feels bad to disagree. The phrasing of the question could also cause difficulty to give a negative
answer if the statement seemed to suggest a certain normative perspective.
“I didn’t rely on him. But I felt bad saying “disagree.” Cuz I didn’t rely on him, cuz he
wasn’t like a partner. But I relied on him as a relationship. I am gonna put disagree,
cuz I did not.” –PA2
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Negative/clinical words. Negative words such as “bad” should be used with caution because it felt
too morally judgemental.
“on #9 [of the CESD-R], I feel like I am a bad person. Bad towards moral. But I think
the other thing that people can feel, it’s more like ineffective, or letting people down. So
“bad” has an after taste of moral. I felt like I’ve been letting people down around me
because I’ve been depressed or down. I think someone should debate to use the word
“bad.”” –PA4
In the interviewer’s notes, she also mentioned that “complicated” could be alarming to the users
since it sounds too clinical. We did not find a specific quote in the recording, but it was worth
noting. Sometimes negative or clinical words were necessary for the question, so it depends on
the researchers’ intentions in designing the questions.
Avoid double negative phrasing. Some of the questions in CGRF were explicitly designed to
capture “risky” thinking style, and we believed it was only meaningful when the users agree
with the statement. For instance, “I have no one I can talk to openly and honestly about my
grief ” addressed the risk factor of lacking social support. It would only be more meaningful if
participants agree with the statement. In this regard, the strategy of phrasing the question should
be adjusted based on the evaluation of importance between capturing the risky circumstances or
making the sentence straightforward and precise.
Scaled answers for questions that asked to gauge the degree of feeling. Providing a spectrum for
certain items that assess importance or degrees of feelings: in CGRF, some of the questions
should come with a scaled answer rather than a binomial answer such as “agree” and “disagree.”
For instance, a question asked about the importance of religion was phrased like “religion/faith/
spirituality plays a major role in my life.” Users should be provided scaled answer to indicate the
importance of religion in their lives. Almost all of the questions were provided a 5-point Likert
scale in BRISQ, so BRISQ has not received such a comment. According to PA3, in the context of
dealing with grief, individuals might feel frustrated if they were to be asked to answer a yes/no
question. It is suggestive to avoid the binominal questions in the particular context.
“I think I almost feel like the “agree” “disagree” as a little difficult… [when bereaving
for the death of a loved one] I am so much more scattered than I used to be. So it’s
hard to focus. You know. As simple as wording can be, or I think it’s helpful especially
for somebody dealing with grief. Cuz I know I had a hard time remembering things, or
focusing. So maybe “agree” and “disagree” is a little awkward…and having to re-read
something, it’s easy to get frustrated or discouraged. and if you feel that you have to
keep re-reading things. It can feel very…defeating. This is something that I should be
able to do.” –PA3
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Avoid vague or intrusive wordings. Participants were confused by the wording such as “traumatic”
experience, “romantic” relationship, or “recent” loss. Any words that required a gauge of degree
could confuse the users and should be used with caution or with clear definitions. For instance,
adding “by recent, we mean in the past three years.” Asking a circumstance with a predefined
condition could cause a participant to doubt the applicability of the question. For example,
lingering “illness” would not apply to every kind of death. The deceased might not die because of
an illness but lingering/suffering did apply to the situation. Researchers should consider the type
of loss in the future and customize the wording based on the circumstances. In this case, BRISQ
was a questionnaire used in identifying individuals who have encountered a death of a loved one
due to cancer. The content might need to be adapted to fit in the app in the future.
Differentiate “loss” and “death.” In the bereavement context, a death meant the event itself, the
event that a loved one passed away. Loss was sometimes used to address death of a loved one in
a more convenient and less-intrusive manner. Describing death of a loved one as a “loss” could
be less emotionally disturbing. However, replacing death with loss in a question could imply
many more perspectives. It could be interpreted as the loss of a person, a feeling of loss or several
aspects of losses following the death of a loved one. Consider the following misunderstanding in
the session, although, in this example, the interviewer misinterpreted the question.
PA2: #20 so I feel overwhelmed by the number of recent losses I have experienced, but
not multiple.
interviewer: By that you mean that there aren’t multiple death, but there are multiple
losses inherent in [your loved one]’s death. (PA2: got it.)
PA2: that makes sense. Yes, if you listed out all of the losses that came with his death,
then yes. I read as recent losses meaning multiple people have passed. (interviewer: ok,
not necessarily.)
PA2: so that would be more clear if it’s phrased as “recent losses in relation to [my
loved one]’s death.”
If a loss must be used to replace death in the question, then researcher should clarify that the
question was asking about how many losses “of ” family members or friends. If the researcher
intended to inquire the types of loss the users have experienced following the death of a loved
one, then the participant has provided a nice suggestion, adding “in relation to the death of my
loved one” in the end would clarify what the question was inquiring.
2. Language use in the app interface
Warning/instruction about time and potential emotional triggering in the process in the beginning.
Participants indicated that the session took longer than they have expected and they were more
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triggered by the question than they expected. There were in general nine questionnaires in GIFT,
with the first three questionnaires being highly connected to the loss experiences and bereavement
process. For the designer and researchers, it was more than expectable that the questionnaires
could trigger emotional responses, and we tried to provide emotional lever by offering feedback
at the end of some questionnaires. However, if users entered the app thinking that it was a
monitoring tool rather than being “scouted” about the overall bereavement circumstances to
receive thorough feedback, they could encounter frustration, tearful moments, and anger in
the process of using. Researchers are suggested to be more aware when including emotionally
triggering questions in the app and provide relevant warnings to the users in advance. In the case
of GIFT, the warning was placed in the informed consent form, but few users would pay attention
to the legislative document. To provide the warning and prioritize it when the users enter the app
would be the task for improvement in the future.
Emphasize the duration to complete a questionnaire. How long it takes to complete the
questionnaire should be emphasized, so the users know what to expect. In the GIFT, the expected
completion time of each questionnaire was mentioned but was easy to be ignored. One of the
participants mentioned that users should be prepared for a long session.
interviewer: so even if the app does say how long the session is gonna take, it wasn’t
obvious to you how long it took. (respondent: right)
PA2: the chunks [of instruction] are helpful. But if you are gonna sit down and be
alright, you’ve got 4 glasses of wine and you’ll get 60 minutes into this. OK. Get some
chocolate cuz you’re diving in.
Simplify the redundant parts. In PTGI, each answer was followed by “as the result of my crisis.”
It sometimes could irritate the users by including the complete sentence. The better adaptation
would be to remove the repetitive clause in the slider and only prioritize the critical content.
“I would not repeat “as the result of my crisis“ all the time, I’d like the sentence to be
simpler and tier up the scaling as the result of my crisis. Cuz I felt like my mind was
getting jumbled. It irritates me, honestly.” –PA4
3. Language use in the feedback
Four out of five participants appreciated the feedback and thought that it was informative and
reassuring to their current situations. PA5 thought that the feedback still stayed in a superficial
level rather than providing substantial information. It could be because the feedback was drafted
based on the overall score of the questionnaire and one of the statements directly contradicted
to a specific answer she provided in a question. In the app, all of the questionnaire titles were
replaced with question sentences instead of the name of the disorder or psychological states that
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they measured. For instance, “how complicated is my grief?” for PG-13, “do I have depression?” for
CESD-R or “how much meanings have I found in my loss?” for ISLES-SF. Participants appreciated
it and reacted such as “this is interesting! I’ve been wondering if I have depression.” (PA4). Below we
listed three potentially noteworthy suggestions that should be considered in the future drafting
of the feedback manuscript.
Make the feedback meaningful even when the result is negative. In the session, when participants
read the feedback and got a positive result (e.g., higher resilience, or no depressive disorder),
they often felt encouraged. Consider how PA2 responded when receiving the feedback in the
CD-RISC-10 questionnaire..
“This is great little snippets. Your personal optimism … well written. Did you write
that? That was very lovely. I love the way that all of these have been written so far.
Very encouraging.” –PA2
However, in the case of PA5, she expected negative feedback and knew that she was not
performing well when going through the questions in the questionnaire, and when the result
confirmed her hypothesis, she felt that the app did not provide any new insights for her.
PA5: If you are answering the questions they are asking, you already kind of know.
Like…no, I don’t do this well, or else I wouldn’t be here.
Interviewer: so you don’t feel like it provided you with new insights.
PA5: no.
It was understandable that the bereaved individuals cheered for positive results and felt
rewarded after receiving positive feedback in the questionnaires. However, in this particular
context, it was of crucial importance how to deliver the “bad news.”
Besides reinforcing the users’ hypothesis that they did not seem to perform well in the
measurement, which might be more than evident to the users, writing the feedback in a more
hopeful, encouraging, or empathic tone could be a significant challenge for researchers and
developers.
A potential way to make the result more meaningful without diagnosing the users could be
acknowledging their negative feelings and effort to cope with grief even though they knew they
were not doing well (derived from the experiences of PA4). Consider the following quote from
PA4.
“You expose yourself to have an open wound, and through that you’re still basically
a healthy person…[acknowledging] it would also give more credits that you can be a
whole and complete person while feeling incomplete and broken.” –PA4
Another potential strategy was to include the hopeful side of the bereavement and
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reinforce the possibility that users can go through it with concrete evidence and suggestions
(derived from the experiences of PA2). More examinations and users’ experiences sharing on
the feedback would benefit the development of it.
In the GIFT study, we were under the regulation of IRB and could not provide any
diagnosis or suggestions which required intense clinical investigation. Motivating users to
refer to a psychotherapist if their answers implied problematic coping outcomes was the best
outcome GIFT aimed to achieve at the current stage. However, how to successfully connect
to the supportive resources or crews and to support the normal grievers in the coping process
should be taken into consideration in the future development.
Acknowledge the effort of grieving. Participants pointed out that their effort (or even negative
feelings) during the process of coping with bereavement should be recognized. It would be
less meaningful if the feedback simply stated that they performed well, it would be much more
reflective to disclose their problematic feelings and situations. However, the feedback should be
worded in a manner that could acknowledge the effort rather than simply reinforce the negative
truth.
“[The feedback from PTSD questionnaire] recognizes that your stress is complicated,
the fact that you have feelings that occur that are problematic that you overcome and
you get through, but you’re also coping and you’re moving ahead. The [feedback from
Depression] was more candy land a little bit.” –PA4
One aspect that worth noting was how to be sensitive about the “grieving” work in the
bereavement period. PA2 mentioned that others did not ask about how the participant was
grieving, they asked about how she was doing. However, it would have been great if individuals
were sensitive to concern about her grieving situation or about what she has done to deal with
the loss.
“not very many people asked how I am grieving. They asked like “how I am doing,” but
nobody asked how I am grieving. Oh my gosh, wouldn’t that be nice? (laughing) That’ll
be nice if people said what are you doing to help yourself or to honoring [the deceased]
and then…no, nobody does that.” –PA2
The result suggested that the bereaved wished to be concerned not about how they
performed at the moment, but about how much effort they have spent in coping with the grief
and honoring the loved one. This was an interesting insight since according to the participants,
grievers knew that they were in a sad moment, and did not necessarily appreciate other
people’s kind concerns about how they are doing, but might appreciate questions that tried to
understand what coping strategies they have adopted to pull through.
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Avoid contradicting to the answer to a question. The feedback in the app was drafted based on the
overall score the users receive at the end of the questionnaire. However, in the case of PA5, the
statement of the feedback directly contradicted to one of her answers to the previous question.
Then PA5 thought that the feedback was “canned” feedback and was only addressing a superficial
level of her experiences. It did not suggest that the result of the questionnaire was less accurate
since CESD-R was a validated diagnostic tool, but the feedback drafting should also be sensitive
to the answers to the relevant questions and avoid contradicting to the answer directly.

4.6.4 Navigation design of the app
Red text or red button should be used with caution. The bereaved could be highly sensitive to
any warning signs or warning messages. In the process of completing the questionnaire, PA3
became highly alarmed and started doubting if she had done something wrong or if something
wrong happened by giving a certain answer to a question. For the bereaved who were at the
early phase of their grief, any type of design that could trigger the feeling of alarm or warning
could be dangerous and should be absolutely avoided or used in caution. Compare the following
two situations happened in the PA3 session. The designer has selected a dark red to display the
answer in order to differentiate from the dark blue title.
When PA3 answered a question in the questionnaire, the answer was displayed in dark red.
“when you answer the question, and then it says that your answer is… I think that’s
great, but having that be red, that very first time happened I was like, oh, what did I do
wrong? I felt, especially in the beginning [of the bereavement], it was like I didn’t feel
that I could do anything right. Like everything is going wrong. It’s so small, but to have
something like that kind of jar you. If you’re gonna avoid it, it would be nice.” –PA3
When the system reminded PA3 that there were several questions left to finish in the
questionnaire, she ignored it the first time but noticed at the second attempt to submit the
entry. .
PA3: it did say something [when I tried to submit the answer] but I just didn’t read it. I
think that popped up that you still have 3 questions.
interviewer: it goes with a delayed response?
PA3: a little bit, but maybe it was a little more. Maybe THAT wasn’t red. Like, hey you
still have some questions to answer, and I would realize that I did something wrong.
Red or any types of color that are close to red could easily trigger alarm feeling to the users,
which was not limited to the bereaved users, should be treated carefully and used only when
necessary. Selecting a red color with less saturation or brightness could be helpful to ease the
warning feeling.
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Indicate the next questionnaire to visit. The researcher should pay attention to the difference
between mobile navigation and large screen navigation: on the larger screen, the questionnaires
were separated into two groups and placed horizontally within each group. This design provided
a weak indication to the participants who used tablet or laptop. Two out of five participants
asked about which link to visit next but also appreciated that the block of the questionnaire
turned transparent after the questionnaire has been completed. Participants naturally went
from top to down, left to right in completing the questionnaires. So most of them completed the
questionnaires in the same order as the researchers expected. On the mobile devices, the blocks
were naturally sorted from top to bottom and participants who used mobile devices did not have
problems related to navigation. Since, for GIFT, all of the questionnaires should be completed
to complete the session, it would need a very indicative / perhaps vertical layout to enhance the
navigation.
Deal with questions that were skipped. The six questionnaires in the Monitor My Grief section
were validated questionnaires, and hence if even one question were skipped, the app would not
be able to offer precise feedback. The system was programmed to prevent submission if the users
did not complete the questionnaire and there would be a pop-up window notifying the user that
how many questions they have not completed. In the pilot test, it was hard for users to notice the
pop-up window and the external experts provided a suggestion to either list the number of the
uncompleted questions or scroll back to the spot where the question was. Designers should also
provide clear visual indication, such as changing the background color or bolding the font or
adding warning messages to hint that the questions have not been filled.
Deal with questions that had a long list of answers. In the background questionnaire, the questions
asked about nationality was provided with a long list of country names. Participants thought it
would be better to be able to type and search for the country name instead of fumbling in the list
for their countries. It would also be better that the participants could type and search for relevant
answers to the question that asked about religion.
Various types of answers in the questionnaire. The personal information inquired the sociodemographic data related to the participants and the deceased loved ones. Some of the open
questions could cause difficulty both in answering and in analyzing. For instance, the format
of date appeared confusing. In the U.S., it would make more sense if the date was formatted as
“month/day/year.” In this question, we provided a date picker powered by jQuery. However, it
should be noted that the date format had to accustom to the familiar format of the participants.
For the questions that allowed open answers, such as “how many” deceased loved ones the
participants had also experienced in the past three years, participants appreciated the keywords
placeholder in the input column.
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The context of using this app should be suggested in the welcoming message. One participant
mentioned that she would not be able to complete the questionnaires at home with her kids,
implying that participant would appreciate a certain period of engagement in the app.
The app should welcome the users with a note of how long they could expect to complete the app in
one session. In the introduction of each questionnaire, we should also indicate a time range of
how long users usually take to complete the questionnaire in a clear and explicit manner.
PA2: does it say at the beginning of the app how long this could potentially take? For
the questionnaire?
interviewer: I recall it says 60 minutes. Did you notice that it does say that under each
one questionnaire.
PA2: Oh, yeah, I didn’t notice it. Cuz I could see someone opening this app and being
like…God hold on, how long do I have to do this…and go to a quiet place cuz my kids
are home there can be some triggers that might upset you.
Emphasize important information by bolding and changing the color of the text. Keywords such
as “in the past month” in some questionnaires should be enlarged/bold and highlighted with
visible colors. Some of the questionnaires such as PTSD or CESD-R were designed specifically to
inquire the participants’ experiences in the past months or past weeks. These keywords should be
stressed since without emphasizing these conditions, the whole questionnaire could not precisely
measure the participants’ experiences. In the session, participants also encountered difficulty in
reading the question and went back to the instruction and realized that it was asking for a certain
period.
Provide instruction for the slider design. The sliders in the questionnaires were nice, but there
should be instructions on how to operate the sliders and the default option needed to be
considered with caution. Some of the questionnaires were designed with Likert Scale responses.
Since the items in a Likert Scale usually had a linear relationship between each other, it was
a conscious choice of the research team to use a horizontal slider that allowed users to slide
between each “pip” on the bar. Participants did not have problems getting accustomed to the
usage of the slider. However, researchers need to be very cautious in choosing where to place the
default option or not to place it. In the study, the default option was placed in the third Likert
Scale item. For instance, from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree,” the default option was
placed in the middle “Neither agree nor disagree.”
Researchers could choose to place the default option in the beginning or at the end of
the bar, or completely remove the default option. Placing the default option and placing it in
the middle was a better choice in the study since the bar itself did not indicate any means of
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“sliding” left or right, so it needed a handle to hint the users; and we did not wish to prioritize
the positive or negative responses in any of the questionnaires. However, when the participants
had the same answer with the default value, they simply skipped this question and realized
that they needed to click or slide on the slider when trying to submit the questionnaire. It is
important to provide certain instruction at the beginning that informs users how to interact
with the slider.

4.6.5 Functionality of the app
Share the report with others. Participants would appreciate if they could send the report to family
members or close friends through email and share with them how they were grieving. It could
also become a “conversation piece” with family members (PA2). For the future development of
GIFT, it would be a beneficial function to allow users to share the report through email or on the
social media.
Save the in-progress data. Although the questionnaire entry was automatically saved after the
participants submitted the questionnaire, it was not explicit to the participants. Some participants
went back to the questionnaire and saw a completely blank questionnaire thinking that their
answers were not saved. It should be avoided. Whenever the app saved the data, it should provide
notification that the data was saved in progress, and the users should have a mean to review their
data entry.
Two participants (PA2 and PA3) specifically mentioned that the bereaved felt hard to focus
and tend to want to drop out in the middle of the session. PA4 also revisited the questionnaire
in the middle of a session and realized that the questionnaire was blank, which confused and
frustrated him. The app needed to provide a “time-out” option or allow users to save their
progress and revisit the questionnaire with where they left.

instead of reading materials such as books. However, for a normal grieving user, it would be less
meaningful to refer him/her to a grief counselor.

4.7 Limitations
Bereavement is an emotional journey that could be significantly influenced by an individual’s
cultural background and/or religious affiliation. The wide accessibility of an internet-based selfmonitoring app does not necessarily guarantee that it would appeal or adhere to the needs of
users from various cultural backgrounds. In this study, we mainly concentrated on the bereaved
population in the USA because of two reasons, the available literature and the composition of
the research team. A great number of available studies and measurement tools were targeting on
western populations and would be applicable mostly to the sample that from similar cultural and
religious background. All of the questionnaires and feedback were written primarily in English
and were meant to be administered to English native speakers to reach the best sensitivity and
complete experience of using GIFT. The composition of the research team also enabled researchers
to have best network and resources in recruiting participants and acquiring development support
within USA and the Netherlands. However, to administer the app in the Netherlands would
require us to translate all of the materials into Dutch and could generate difficulty in combining
the results. Furthermore, the content of the three in-progress questionnaires in Basic Information
might be altered after the pilot study. Therefore, we decided to focus first on the USA population
for validating the predictive model and plan to conduct the multi-cultural study in the future.

4.8 Conclusion

Link to other bereavement-related resources or refer to the therapist. One of the essential features of
a self-monitoring app is to link to useful resources when the users needed. The helpful resources
mentioned by the participants included blog articles, books, counseling websites, contact ways of
a grief counselor. It was also suggestive that the resources were feed according to the users’ result.
If the users were at higher risk of developing PGD, they should be referred to a grief counselor

Disregard the strong necessity to enhance the navigation and user experiences of GIFT, from
the preliminary test, we could conclude that the insights gathered could enhance our knowledge
on what data should be gathered to build a robust predictive algorithm of PGD and what UX
factors should be considered for a better users experiences in interacting with the internetbased self-monitoring system. Alone with the design of the data gathering prototypes, a study
was also planned to test GIFT with a larger base of participants and collect data that could be
informative to validate the risk factors of PGD empirically. Modern technologies are more
and more interwoven into our everyday life experiences. Grief was, and maybe still is, a highly
private experience, but contemporary researchers have notified a growing phenomenon of
bereaved individuals seeking social support and sharing their grief experiences or emotions on
the Internet [1, 55]. Furthermore, the Internet likely also serves as a medium of communicating
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When PA5 was asked about her feelings about the relevancy of the questionnaires, she
answered “like right now, I couldn’t even remember what they were.” Bereavement could occupy
a majority of an individual’s attention and they needed to take a break from the session. Adding
a save button, or making it explicit that the progress was save is imperative in lessening their
stress in the process. It also could prevent users from accidentally exiting the page and losing
the progress data.

CHAPTER 4

and connecting with the deceased [19, 20, 61]. The effect of these phenomena remains unknown
both in an intra and interpersonal level but is by far worth heeding. More results from the future
studies will contribute to informing the field and professional practitioners how to better support
the bereaved in the early phase and facilitate positive health outcomes by not only offering
psychotherapeutic interventions but also preventive ones.
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implemented to secure the data transmission process. These concerns are presented along with
the study design, the procedure of extracting the data, removing incomplete data from MySQL
database and code the data in SPSS. The statistic method implemented to analyze the data will
be introduced and explained in the section as well.

Chapter 5 Fitting and Evaluating Three Regression
Models to Screen PGD with GIFT

GIFT is motivated by the literature reviews on risk factors. Although focusing on the risk factors
seem to be a promising approach, the contribution of each hypothesized risk factor on the
dependent variable (PGD) is unknown. An empirical study is necessary to build the screening
model that validates the contribution of each proposed risk factor and explain the variation of
the dependent variable. There are two different apps developed and deployed for fulfilling the
research objectives at different phases of the research. GIFT is developed to gather data regarding
predictive factors (quantitative) and design insights (qualitative). The final deliverable of this
thesis is a screening PSS developed based on the structure of GIFT and the regression model fitted
with the gathered data. For a better differentiation, the final internet-based screening method is
titled Empowered to Grieve (abbreviated as EtG in the following paragraphs), which targets on
only screening PGD rather than providing various types of feedback to grievers like GIFT.
The first section reports the change in functionality, language use and interface of GIFT
based on the findings in Chapter 4. The lesson learned from observing our participants through
the protocol analysis is that bereaved users are more prone to want to drop out in the middle
of the session and they had a lower tolerance to the poor user experiences. Users also could
ignore essential instructions in the questionnaire and then provide answers that were not
representative of their situation. Section 5.1 describes the strategies to deal with the observed
issues to avoid interfering the data collection.
Section 5.2 describes the study setting to deploy GIFT through the internet, including the
ethical consideration and concerns of data security. In general, conducting studies that involve
collecting potentially identifiable data from participants might require extra review procedure
depending on the regulation in the study country. Caution is advised toward collecting private
information through participants on the internet, and normally an HTTPS protocol should be
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The socio-demographic results of the participants are presented in section 5.3, followed by
the three models fitted with the three groups of PGD predictive factors, background factors,
bereavement risk factors and bereavement outcome factors. One model is selected from the
three models for further implementation in EtG. We then compare the three models and
discuss the contribution of various predictive factors to PGD in section 5.4. The qualitative
results including participants’ story sharing and comments about their experiences are reported
in section 5.5, followed by section 5.6 of general discussion.
Section 5.7 describes how the selected predictive model (formula) will be implemented
in EtG. Section 5.8 concludes the study with potential limitations and future research
opportunities.

5.1 Implementing GIFT as an Instrument for Study Data
Collection
The user data and questionnaire results of GIFT are stored in the database powered by MySQL
with multiple tables corresponding to answers of different questionnaires (a sample data
structure diagram is displayed in Figure 5.1). Since SPSS is expected to be the software used
for data analysis, each questionnaire data was stored in a single table with the number of rows
corresponding the number of questions. This design allows researchers to interact with the data
directly and quickly extract the results of the questionnaire for further analysis.
Before deploying GIFT to the end users, we made some modifications to the language,
navigation features, and functionalities based on the insights gathered from the protocol
analysis. In the current phase of app development, we prioritized the functions that were more
related to data collection and data extraction. Hence some of the user insights reported in
Chapter 4 were not entirely implemented in this phase because GIFT was not ready to be tested
as a self-monitoring app. The changes and concerns of modifications of the app are presented
below.
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CGRF. CGRF was designed to capture risk factors through four perspectives, personal factors
(e.g., insecure attachment style), relationship with the deceased (e.g., pre-loss dependency),
relationship with others (e.g., low social support) and the death-related factors (e.g., hard to
make sense of the death). It is more important when the grievers appraised the event negatively.
For instance, changing the following sentence, “I feel uncomfortable letting people get close to
me emotionally” into “I feel comfortable letting people get close to me emotionally” does not
seem to capture the risk psychological state as precisely as the original one. If a user disagrees
with feeling comfortable letting people get close to him/her emotionally, it does not immediately
indicate that the user is uncomfortable letting people get close to him/her emotionally. In the
end, we decided to rephrase most of the questions into positive phrasing and keep two questions
that are especially meaningful when negatively phrased in the original phrasing. We then also
changed the answer into 5 points Likert Scale answer ranging from strongly disagree to strongly
agree. In this way, users could address their opinions in more depth. Three positively phrased
questions were also reverse scored to capture the risk factors.

Figure 5.1 Diagram of the data structure

5.1.1 The language use of GIFT
GIFT will be deployed through the internet, and the users could access the app from a variety of
channels. Therefore, in comparison to the protocol analysis, users are not expected to complete the
study with a professional counsellor, which immediately raises concerns regarding the frequently
observed frustrations caused by the wording in the questions or the questionnaires. For instance,
users were triggered by the questions and became emotional, or users were confused by the
double negative phrasing of the questions and had to reread it. These experiences could easily
cause frustration and annoyance that lead users to drop the study in the middle. In the previous
chapter, we have discussed the different concerns of language use in three different dimensions,
all of which were critical to not only avoid misleading users and collect precise data but also
attend to users’ potential severe emotional responses and annoyance in the study process. In this
section, we present how GIFT is modified to eliminate the poor user experiences caused by the
wording in the various aspects of the app.

Since BRISQ was developed mainly for cancer-related bereavement users, it should be
modified to be used on a more general population. The changes of BRISQ were primarily
focused on the questions that asked two things together. We replaced “and” with “or,” suggesting
that the users would be able to judge if the statement applies to their situations. The concept of
CGRF and BRISQ is that if the score is higher (means that user experiences or agrees with the
factors to a stronger degree), the users are exposed to risk factors to a higher degree.
Table 5.1 The title and introduction of the questionnaires in the app

Questionnaire

Title

Short introduction

Personal
Information

Personal
information about
me and the person
I lost

21 questions, 5-7 minutes

BRISQ

How do I
experience my
grief?

31 questions, 7-10 minutes

CGRF

Are there specific
things that affect
my grief?

25 questions, 5-7 minutes

1. Language use in the questionnaires
Change in questions phrasings of CGRF and BRISQ and add scaled answers to CGRF.
Two major issues to solve were the double negative phrasing and binominal responses in the
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Questionnaire
PG-13

Title
How complicated
is my grief?

Short introduction
13 questions, 5-7 minutes
Grief is a fundamental life experience and a natural
reaction to the death of a loved one. However,
sometimes the loss is just too intense, and we feel
“stuck,” lost, or preoccupied for a very long time
afterward. By completing this brief questionnaire, you
can receive some brief feedback about your grief, and
how it compares to that of other people.

CESD-R

Do I have
depression?

20 questions, 5-10 minutes
Grieving exhibits some responses that are similar
to depression, but it usually does not interfere with
your ability to continue living a meaningful life. This
questionnaire helps you to monitor your depression
level.

PCL-C

Do I suffer from
Post-traumatic
Stress Disorder?

17 questions, 5-10 minutes
Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) possesses
several similar symptoms to grief but has its own
characteristics, such as the tendency to avoid thoughts
or reminders of the traumatic event and hypervigilance about perceived threats. This questionnaire
helps you to clarify whether you are experiencing
PTSD. If you are already diagnosed, it can help you to
measure the improvement.

CD-RISC-10

How resilient
am I?

10 questions, 3-5 minutes
Resilience indicates a person’s ability to “bounce
back” in the face of trauma or stressful life situations.
By completing this questionnaire, you will receive
feedback on your resilience score and what it could
mean for adapting to bereavement.

ISLES-SF

How much
meaning have I
found in my loss?

6 questions, 1-2 minutes
Meaning making plays a pivotal role in coping with
stressful life situations. This 6-item questionnaire
offers a simple way to understand your ability to
make sense out of your loss. By completing this
questionnaire, you will be presented some feedback on
your meaning making ability.

PTGI

What have I
learned from loss?

21 questions, 5-10 minutes
Although sadness is a normal response to loss, people
sometimes experience positive gains from their
attempt to cope with this reality. This questionnaire
measures your posttraumatic-growth experiences
in the following 5 areas: (I) relating to others, (II)
new possibilities, (III) personal strength, (IV) spiritual
change, and (V) appreciation of life.
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Clarify the vague wordings. We either replaced some of the ambiguous words with more
precise descriptions or added further definitions or gauge of the degree. For instance, romantic
relationship was replaced with “committed” relationship and a definition of 3 months was added
to explain the “recent” loss.
2. Language used in the app interface
Although most of the questionnaires names were self-explanatory, they might seem highly
clinical and unappealing for the general users. The IRB reviewers also recommended that the
researchers should avoid using jargons or clinical terms in the app, which might disengage
the participants and trigger alarm feeling. In this regard, all of the questionnaire titles were
replaced with questions. The titles should describe the symptoms or psychological traits
measured by the questionnaire in a common language. The introduction should include the
number of questions; the time takes to complete the questionnaire and the short description
of the symptoms or the psychological traits (for the complete title and introduction of the
questionnaires, see table 5.1).
3. Language used in the feedback
The feedback of each questionnaire should contain the following three elements, a visual
gauge of the score, the implications or potential symptoms indicated by the score and a
suggestion whether the user could benefit from visiting a clinician or a grief counsellor. A great
amount of attention was placed on how to deliver the negative message and how to define
the threshold of poor performance (for instance, in bereavement or meaning-making). The
feedback of each questionnaire was written collaboratively by the researcher and one of the field
experts. Below we list the feedback of each questionnaire result and describe the criteria for
determining the outcome in GIFT.
PG-13 for diagnosing Prolonged Grief Disorder. As a diagnosing tool, PG-13 originally contains
only two categories, normal grievers and chronical grievers [49]. However, it is very unlikely that
a self-monitoring tool only gives a dichotomous diagnosis. To provide more insights based on the
participants’ score, the researcher of PG-13 was contacted to inquire about the precise grouping
of grievers. The researcher of PG-13 proposed to use one standard deviation to distinguish the
sub-syndromal grievers and separate the syndromal grievers with severe PGD grievers. It resulted
in the following four groupings, PGD grievers, syndromal grievers, subsyndromal grievers and
adaptive grievers. The criteria of determination and feedback of each group are described below.
Table 5.2 The grouping criteria and feedback of PG-13
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Criteria
PGD grievers
score higher
than 43 and
the loss is more
than 6 months
with significant
social
impairment

Syndromal PGD
score between
37 and 43, the
loss is more
than 6 months
with significant
impairment

Feedback
Your grief score is X out of a possible 55. A score higher than 44 indicates
that you could be experiencing a protracted and intense grief, which could
be quite difficult for you to cope with on your own, despite your best efforts.
You may find yourself preoccupied with the loss to such a degree that
it is hard to function in other relationships, at work, or in daily life, with
painful thoughts and memories of your loved one intruding even into those
moments when you are trying to concentrate on something else.
The score on this questionnaire does not intend to diagnose you; rather,
it should be considered a chance to revisit your ways of coping with
bereavement. Many people who report this degree of prolonged and intense
reaction to a loss benefit from consulting with a therapist or a psychiatrist
who specializes in bereavement care.
Your grief score is X out of a possible 55. A score between 37 and 43
indicates that you exhibit a strong potential for developing prolonged or
complicated grief symptoms. This means that your grief course is worth your
attention since it could be very difficult to cope with your grief without any
professional support. You may find yourself preoccupied with the loss to
such a degree that it is hard to function in other relationships, at work, or
in daily life, or could find that painful thoughts and memories of your loved
one intrude even into those moments when you are trying to concentrate on
something else.
The score on this questionnaire does not intend to diagnose you; rather,
it should be considered a chance to revisit your ways of coping with
bereavement. Many people who report this degree of prolonged and intense
reaction to a loss benefit from consulting with a therapist or a psychiatrist
who specializes in bereavement care.

Subsyndromal
PGD score
27-36 & the
loss is more
than 6 months
& significant
impairment is
confirmed
Adaptive
bereavement
score under 26

Your grief level score is X out of a possible 55. Although your score on this
measure of grief does not place you in the range of people who are likely to
develop prolonged or complicated grief, your symptoms could be troubling
enough to you that you would benefit from consulting a psychotherapist
or physician who specializes in working with this condition, or from
participating in a mutual support group online or in person for others who
have had losses similar to your own.

CESD-R for diagnosing Major Depressive Disorder (MDD). CESD-R is a robust and popular
diagnostic tool for MDD and has a precise definition of each group [239]. Therefore, we
implemented the grouping of the questionnaire directly and took a reference on the cesd-r.com
website for the feedback script drafting. The difference between GIFT and the website was that
the feedback was written from the bereavement-related perspective and mainly acknowledged
the symptoms that are related to bereavement. Since the diagnose of MDD is not based on the
score but based on meeting the criteria described in DSM-V, the overall score is not emphasised
in the script [48]. The feedback would indicate that there are several forms of effective treatment
for MDD and encourage users who exhibit certain potential of MDD to contact physicians as
soon as possible.
Table 5.3 The grouping criteria and feedback of CESD-R

Criteria
Major depressive
episode
meet the criteria
of Dysphoria and
Anhedonia and exhibit
serious symptoms of at
least 4 other criteria
Probable or possible
major depressive
episode
Meet the criteria
of Dysphoria and
Anhedonia and exhibit
serious symptoms of
at least 2 or 3 other
criteria)

Feedback
Your answers suggest that you could be suffering from a major
depression, with pervasive sadness, lack of energy and motivation,
an inability to feel pleasure and a variety of possible disturbances
in concentration, sleep, appetite, and other domains. At its worst,
you may question your own worth, experience acute guilt and
self-blame, or feel that life is not worth living. However, there are
several effective forms of treatment for depression, and you are
encouraged to contact your physician and a qualified therapist to
assist you in overcoming this tragically common response to loss.
Your answers suggest that you could be at risk for a significant
mood disturbance, even if you do not meet full criteria for a
major depressive disorder. You may be struggling with some
combination symptoms such as pervasive sadness, lack of energy
and motivation, an inability to feel pleasure and a variety of
disturbances in concentration, sleep, appetite and other domains.
At its worst, you may even question your own worth, experience
acute guilt and self-blame, or feel that life is not worth living.
However, there are several effective forms of treatment for
depression, and you are encouraged to contact your physician and
a qualified therapist to assist you in overcoming this tragically
common response to loss.

Your grief level score is X out of a possible 55. According to these results,
you clearly do not exhibit a severe and prolonged grief response, and
instead seem to be adapting well to the loss of your loved one, despite the
sadness and longing that might be associated with it. Grieving stems from a
heartfelt love for the deceased and is a natural reaction to a significant loss.
It can be challenging but also adaptive.
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Criteria
Possible major
depressive episode
Meet the criteria
of Dysphoria and
Anhedonia and exhibit
mediocre symptoms of
at least 2 other criteria

Subthreshhold
depression symptoms
Score at least 16 but
do not meet the above
criteria

No clinical significance
Score less than 16, not
including 16

Feedback

Criteria

Your answers suggest that you could be at risk for a significant
mood disturbance, even if you do not meet full criteria for a
major depressive disorder. You may be struggling with some
combination symptoms such as pervasive sadness, lack of energy
and motivation, an inability to feel pleasure and a variety of
disturbances in concentration, sleep, appetite and other domains.
At its worst, you may even question your own worth, experience
acute guilt and self-blame, or feel that life is not worth living.
However, there are several effective forms of treatment for
depression, and you are encouraged to contact your physician and
a qualified therapist to assist you in overcoming this tragically
common response to loss.
Although you do not meet criteria for depressive disorder,
your answers suggest that you may nonetheless struggle with
symptoms of a depressed mood, such as lack of motivation or
ability to concentrate, or general discouragement and self-criticism,
or inability to experience pleasure. You could also find that the
quality of your sleep has eroded, or that you have lost an interest
in eating. If you find that you have trouble shaking off the sadness,
you might consider talking about your feelings next time when you
meet with your health care professional. Bereaved people who
feel like you do also benefit from participating in mutual support
groups with other grieving people to feel less alone, and to share
practical advice and encouragement about dealing with the loss
and returning to a life that has meaning and purpose.
Despite the unfortunate loss of your loved one, you seem to be
coping well emotionally, managing the feelings that follow from
the death without succumbing to depression, or experiencing an
erosion of the quality of your life. You seem able to experience
a sense of purpose and pleasure as well as self-worth, and
realistically look toward a hopeful future.

PCL-C for diagnosing Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. The diagnose of PTSD can be acquired
by adding the score or checking if the result meets the criteria defined by DSM-V [48]. PCL-C
also has a defined cutting point (score above 45) and the diagnostic criteria for individuals who
developed PTSD [238]. The minimum score to meet the diagnostic criteria of PTSD is lower than
the cutting point, so this group is added below the high score group. The feedback and criteria
are described in table 5.4.

Table 5.4 The grouping criteria and feedback of PCL-C
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Meet the
criteria for
PTSD
score above
45 or meet
the DSM-V
criteria

Score
below PTSD
cutting
point
despite
meeting the
criteria of
DSM-V
score
between 3644 but meet
the criteria
of DSM-V
Unlikely to
have PTSD
score below
35

Feedback
Your score of X indicates that you could be experiencing unusually intense
stress following the trauma, which can accompany the death of a loved one,
especially to violent causes such as fatal accidents, natural disaster, homicide
or suicide. The risk of intense stress increases if you yourself were exposed
to danger, but can also be provoked by the death of another, even if you were
not very emotionally close. The stress-related symptoms include fear-based
re-experiencing or flashbacks, anxious arousal and reactive symptoms such as
outbursts of anger, or dissociative symptoms in which people feel out of touch
with reality. The unusual level of stress can also erode the quality of sleep, and
increase dependence on substances, including alcohol. Because this is a serious
condition, it is wise to consult a skilled therapist who is familiar with specific
treatments for psychological trauma.
Although you show some symptoms of heightened stress following the trauma,
which often accompany the death of a loved one, especially to violent causes
such as fatal accidents, natural disaster, homicide or suicide, your score of X
is lower than usually reported by people diagnosed with a formal disorder.
Nonetheless, symptoms of fear-based re-experiencing or flashbacks, anxious
arousal and reactive symptoms such as outbursts of anger, or dissociative
symptoms in which people feel out of touch with reality, can be very disturbing.
They can also erode the quality of sleep, and increase dependence on
substances, including alcohol. If you feel distressed by such symptoms, it could
be wise to consult a skilled therapist who is familiar with specific treatments
for psychological trauma.

Your score X indicates that you do not suffer from intense stress, although this
condition can sometimes follow exposure to the death of a loved one. You seem
to be coping with the stressors of bereavement without significant symptoms
of fear-based re-experiencing or flashbacks, anxious arousal and reactive
symptoms such as outbursts of anger, or dissociative symptoms in which people
feel out of touch with reality. Depending on your responses to the scales
measuring prolonged grief disorder or depression, however, you still might
suffer from other bereavement reactions that merit attention.

CD-RISC-10 for measuring resilience. CD-RISC-10 was purchased from the researcher, and
there was a manual providing instruction of the scoring method and the mean scores from
various types of population. There are around four studies about different populations in USA
[242-245], and the mean score of a national random digit dial sample is 32.1 (SD 5.8) [242]. The
cut-off score was based on the mean of the national sample, we then deduct the number with one
standard deviation to define the average resilience group. The low resilience group was defined
as the score that is lower than the average resilience group.
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Table 5.5 The grouping criteria and feedback of CD-RISC-10
Criteria
High resilience
Score above
32
Average
resilience
Score 26-31

Below average
resilience
Score below
25

Feedback
Your score of X places you in the range of higher resilience. This result
suggests that you exhibit a strong tendency to bounce back in the long run as
a result of the way you cope with difficult life events. Your personal optimism
and adaptive attitude could be a resource for both you and others as you
encounter adversity and find a way to restore your equilibrium.
Your score of X places you in the range of average resilience. This suggests
that you are able to adapt to challenging life conditions and ultimately
regain emotional equilibrium after a certain period of coping. Like most
people who feel the pain of losing a loved one, you seem to have the capacity
to recover a sense of hope and optimism, and to restore a sense of balance
and effectiveness over time after a major setback. Sharing the struggle with
others who care about you often can help reinforce resilience.
Your score of X places you in the range of lower resilience, meaning that you
may struggle with some sense of hopelessness or discouragement about
major adversities, and have a hard time finding your balance again after
a difficult setback. If you find that this describes your general response to
very stressful life events, then this could compromise your ability to respond
adaptively in bereavement. In such a case, it could be wise to consult a
counselor or therapist who could help you develop the skills to cope with this
hard transition, and build a foundation of resilience that can help you regain
your equilibrium following this loss.

ISLES-SF for post-loss meaning making ability. We took a reference of SD and mean from
the study about treating bereavement and loss, which suggests an after-treatment mean of
54.53(14.63) for ISLES score (the original version of ISLES-SF) [246]. The highest cut-off point
was calculated by adding one standard deviation above the mean, which makes the score between
53 to 69 the range for average ability to make meaning post-loss. Since the short form of ISLES is
used in the study, this score was then converted to the ISLES-SF score. For ISLES-SF, the average
score should be between 21 to 26. The detailed criteria and feedback are listed in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6 The grouping criteria and feedback of ISLES-SF
Criteria
Higher ability to find
meaning post-loss
Score above and
include 27

Criteria

Feedback

Average ability to find
meaning post-loss
Score between 21
to 26

Difficulty finding
meaning post-loss
Score below and
include 20

Your score of X places you in the higher range of ability to make sense
of your loss. This suggests that you have found ways to personally
make sense of this loss and retain a sense of security in the world
despite the loss. Your access to sustaining beliefs and solid sense of
purpose in life and self-identity contribute to your ability to retain
your footing in the world even during difficult transitions like this one.
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Your score of X places you in the lower range of ability to make
sense of your loss. You could be experiencing a significant struggle
to understand why your loved one died and confusion over the
significance of this loss for your life. At its worst, you might feel that
the death was traumatic or unjust, and might feel insecure about who
you are or where to turn in its aftermath. If this is the case, you could
consider speaking with a counselor or therapist who can help you sift
through the experience and come to better terms with it, in order to
figure out how to move forward adaptively in your life.

PTGI for Posttraumatic Growth experiences. PTGI is a popular instrument measuring five areas
of posttraumatic growth experiences. It does not have diagnosis function. The feedback was
drafted based on the paper published by Tedeschi and Calhoun (1996).
Table 5.7 The grouping criteria and feedback of PTGI
Criteria
Feedback

No criteria
Display a histogram of each score and allow users to check their scores]
The total score of on your posttraumatic growth questionnaire is X, reflecting
the degree to which you perceive yourself to have grown in one or more ways
as a result of experiencing this loss. In the above bar graph you can see which
areas show the greatest and least growth for you at this point in your effort
to adapt to your loved one’s death. Although there are no standard scores
to compare your responses against, you can see your relative strengths by
comparing the length of each bar, recognizing that longer bars mean greater
growth in that domain.
(I)

Feedback

Your score of X places you in the normal range of ability to make sense
of your loss. This suggests that you could experience a temporary
challenge to your worldview or long held beliefs, but that you can
gradually accommodate this impact and comprehend its meaning in
your life. The ability to reconstruct meaning after a significant loss
is crucial for successfully appreciating its legacy, and even growing
through it.

Relating to others

This score measures a deepening of your relationships with others, as reflected
in greater willingness to reach out for social support, offer similar support for
other people, or disclose your emotions and vulnerability to them. People who
score high on this scale tend to show a growth in compassion for the suffering
of others, display greater altruism, and give greater priority to people and
relationships as opposed to material values.
(II)

New possibilities
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Criteria

No criteria
With the ending of one person’s life, our lives sometimes begin again in a way
that is necessarily different. By embracing the choices that life now offers
them, people who score high on this scale report developing new interests or a
new focus in life in a way that enriches living rather than only reduces it. If you
scored high on this scale, you could be exploring new projects, new hobbies,
or new opportunities. Your life path may differ from what you have planned
before, and you are more motivated to make changes in the direction of things
that have ultimate meaning.
(III)

Personal strength

Individuals who score high on this scale have confronted their loss in a way
that promotes their emotional growth or an enhanced self-competence. If this
describes you, you could feel more self-assured and confident in addressing
future losses. A sense of increased personal strength could also generalize to
other challenging situations, making you more resilient and self-assertive in
facing life’s inevitable stressors.
(IV)

Spiritual growth

People differ greatly in their spiritual or philosophic beliefs, as well as how
these same beliefs change following a tragic or traumatic life experience.
While a spiritual belief can be temporarily challenged by trauma, individuals
who struggle to find meaning in the event often experience a strengthening of
their spiritual grounding in life, which could lead to greater sense of control,
intimacy, and purpose. This scale reflects the degree of such growth.
(V)

Appreciation of life

A high score on this scale implies that you are better able to appreciate the
preciousness of life, prioritize what is important and live life to the fullest.
Having confronted sorrow, you also have deepened your capacity for joy and
engagement, and “seize the day” to make moments count.

5.1.2 The functionality of GIFT
Study participants can view, send, download and print their personalized feedback during or after
they complete the study. It is considered a “gift” for our study participants. The app starts providing
feedback to the participants in the Monitor My Grief section, so it would sustain participants
interested and ease their stress in answering many bereavement-related questionnaires. It is also
adherent to the ethical considerations since participants might exhibit severe bereavement or
mental health concerns, and the researchers would not have a direct contact to the participants
due to the anonymity of the data collection procedure. Participants could receive a certain level
of supportive message or information to seek professional psychotherapist through feedback.
We then added a further page to enable a complete overview of the feedback and interact with it.
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However, since we do not expect study participants to revisit the profiles after participating
in the study, the login function is altered. Users no longer need to create a profile with
username and password. On the other hand, study participants are required to enter their email
address on the registration page and receive their login link through email. After clicking on
the login link, participants will create their profile in the database and can start answering the
questionnaires. GIFT only creates a new user profile when the participant clicks on the personal
login link, meaning users who provide a fake email address or who do not click on the personal
login link will not create their profiles in the database. It allows the researcher to analyze the
complete rate more precisely. Other features such as changing the display name, modifying
password and email, or contacting the system administrator are temporarily disabled.
Some of the functions are necessary for administering a study on the internet. For instance,
the informed consent form needs to be distributed digitally. There should be a function to
automatically check frequent mistakes participants could conduct in answering a questionnaire.
In the case that we pay the participants for the study, we would like to verify if participants
complete all of the surveys, so a validation code should be added at the end that allows
participants to report their completion. The protocol analysis has shown a lot of potential
emotion triggering moments, and the IRB required that some supportive resources (links or
information) should be added. Below we describe the newly added functions that enable GIFT
to be implemented as a robust online data gathering system and self-monitoring tool at the
same time.
Personalizing option and the default value. To engage the users, GIFT implements the first name
of the deceased in the questions. It also helps us to avoid collecting identifiable data from the
users, which could trigger ethical concerns. Users are given an additional option to leave the
input field blank, and the default value will be “the lost person” or “the deceased.” We intentionally
avoided using “the loved one” or “the deceased loved one” since it might not apply to all types
of relationships and could cause annoyance to the users. We contacted the developers of BRISQ
to receive their consent on replacing “the loved one” into the first name of the deceased or “the
deceased.”
Digitally signed informed consent form. Although participants of the study should remain
anonymous to the researchers, the study still requires the participants’ consent and the informed
consent form signed by the participants should be stored in a locked and secure location by the
researchers. In the case of this study, the informed consent forms should be converted into pdf
files and stored in a password encrypted hard drive. The system should allow participants to read,
agree with the terms of study and sign the informed consent form with as minimum information
provided as possible. Therefore, we designed a single page that enables users to enter their email
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address and click on the checkbox to indicate that they agree to participate in this study. After
users enter their email address, the time and the email address will be added to the informed
consent form. Users will be able to receive a copy of informed consent form in pdf format by
email, or they can review the terms of study from the app. The database will store and encode all
the informed consent forms in base64 codes so the researcher will have the same files.

two of the questionnaires in GIFT, BRISQ, and CESD-R inquire about the suicidal ideation.
Disregarding whether the questions investigate about the suicidal ideation in the past week,
month or further in the past, it is the designers’ responsibility to be highly cautious about
administering these kinds of questionnaires. The suicidal hotlines for different countries can be
found through suicidal.org, which is a non-profit organization that collects most of the hotlines
that offer counseling services for individuals with suicidal ideations [247]. It is not possible
to directly copy-paste the suicidal hotlines due to copyright issue, but it is possible to direct
the users who exhibit suicidal ideations to the page that displays the suicidal hotline of their
countries. In GIFT, the users are expected to complete the personal information questionnaire
first before proceeding to the other questionnaires, and the system will store the users’ country of
residence to connect to the relevant hotlines. The criteria of displaying additional suicidal hotline
in the feedback are based on the answer to question 14 (I wished I were dead) and 15 (I wanted to
hurt myself) in CESD-R. If the user’s answer is more than 1 day in the past 2 weeks, the suicidal
hotline will be displayed at the bottom of the feedback.

Figure 5.2 The digital signature of informed consent form

Attention checkers in the questionnaire. Since GIFT will be implemented as a data collection
instrument, it is of imperative importance to ensure users provide precise data. According to the
participants from the protocol study, bereaved users could experience difficulty in concentrating
or memorizing what they did a couple of minutes ago. Usually, attention checkers are often
designed as questions in a questionnaire and indicate the user to select the answer that seems
impossible to be chosen if the user does not pay attention [248]. It would not be suitable for
bereaved users since they could be annoyed and confused easily. Based on testing the app with
colleagues, we also noticed some mistakes that were frequently made by even normal users. We
decide to place a reminder under the question after the user selects the answer that might not
make sense for the researchers.
Table 5.8 displays a list of attention checkers we have programmed. Despite how conflicting
the mistakes seem, these are frequently observed errors when the researcher exams the result
of the questionnaires. Whenever the users make a mistake in a question, the attention checker
will be activated, and the background of the question will turn red, the font of the question bold
and the attention checker message display at the bottom of the question (see Figure 5.4). The
message will repeat the user’s selection and indicate where a user could find reference to check
the answer. For instance, “Attention: The deceased died before you were born. This answer can
fail you in the attention check. Please double check your answer to question 2 or this question.”

Figure 5.3 Displaying the suicidal hotline

Table 5.8 List of attention checkers and the criteria

Add suicidal hotlines for individuals who exhibit suicidal or self-hurting ideations. At least
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Attention checkers
Age of the user

Criteria
User’s age being younger than 18 years old
User being a mother or father or any other senior figure to the
deceased while his/her age is younger.

Gender of the user

User being a female while being a father/grandfather/uncle/brother
of the deceased
User being male while being a mother/grandmother/aunt/sister of the
deceased

When did the loved
one die

The loved one died 5 years ago, the user does not qualify to
participate in the study
The loved one died before the user was born (user age younger than
the year the loved one died)

Age of the deceased

The age of the deceased is younger than the user while being a
mother/father/grandmother/grandfather/uncle/aunt of the user

Figure 5.4 Warning from the attention checker

The age of the deceased is older than the user while being a son/
daughter of the user
Time knowing the
deceased

User’s age is younger than the duration he/she knows the deceased

Save the data in the progress. Almost all of the participants in the protocol analysis have
indicated that they would appreciate the function of saving their current progress and revisit
where they left off whenever they feel like. It is critical to keeping the data whenever a user
clicks on the answer. Users should also be allowed to review their response when they enter the
questionnaire page again. GIFT stores users’ entry by creating an event listener for user’s each
question answer. It also stores two-time stamps. The first timestamp is saved when a user first
visits the questionnaire, and the second timestamp is updated whenever the user indicates a new
answer or submits the questionnaire. It allows the researcher to track how long a user takes to
complete a session and use the data for further analysis.
The app also explicitly thanks the user each time when the user completes a questionnaire
and confirms that the data has been saved (See Figure 5.5 for example).
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Figure 5.5 Acknowledge the completion

Provide visual feedback of the questionnaire result. A visual bar chart was added in the result page
to provide straightforward feedback of the questionnaire result. The bar chart should indicate
the highest and the lowest score of the questionnaire and where the user’s score falls on this scale
(see Figure 5.6).
If the questionnaire is measuring multiple factors, the visual feedback will provide an
excellent reference for comparing between each factor (see Figure 5.7).
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the bereavement-related characteristics. These types of information do not easily change due to
users’ psychological states or emotion, and it would be more convincing that users would revisit
the questionnaire simply because the information they provided before was wrong. Users would
not be able to change their answers of the questionnaires in the Monitor My Grief section but will
be presented the feedback instead.

Figure 5.6 The visual feedback of the score

Figure 5.7 The visual feedback of multiple scores

Keep a track of user’s change on the questionnaire answer. The protocol analysis shows that
user might visit the questionnaire for more than once to check or modify their answers. In
general, GIFT should allow users to alter their responses in case they believe they have made
a mistake, but in the study, it could generate confusion and conflicts in analyzing the data. We
decided to keep each modification as a new entry for the questionnaires in the Basic Information
section only since these surveys mainly inquire the users’ socio-demographic information and
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If a user visits the questionnaire in the Basic Information again and decides to change his/
her answer to a question, the system makes a new entry and keep the old data intact. With
this concern in mind, GIFT will display users’ answers when they visit the page again, and in
case users make any changes on the questionnaire, the system will create a new entry with the
modified change. The principle is to analyze the data base on the latest entry. The benefit of
keeping a track on users’ modifications is that the change could provide valuable insights for
further analysis, and the researcher would have a chance to determine which version to use in
the analysis.
Add completion code for participants who will receive compensation after the study. GIFT will be
deployed through internet and participants will receive compensation after completing the study,
so a function to confirm if participants complete all of the questionnaires is necessary (inspired
by the completion code of Qualtric) [248]. We add a link to the app which is only accessible
after participants complete all the questionnaires. Participants who will receive a compensation
should generate a completion code through the link. Once the code is generated, it is stored in
the MySQL database with a foreign key linked to the user’s profile and GIFT will send an email
with the completion key and participant’s login link to the system admin. Upon receiving the
email, the system admin, in this case, the researcher, will be able to compare the completion code
stored in the database with the one reported by the participant. If both codes match, it is proof
that a participant has completed the study.
Check the quality of the answer by the duration of the study. The pilot test of the app indicated
that the quality of answer could significantly reduce if a participant spent less than 15 minutes
in completing the nine questionnaires. Most of the pilot testers, including the fellow researchers,
took around 23 to 26 minutes to complete the study. If we are to deploy GIFT on the internet,
there should be various strategies to prevent poor answers. We further programmed an admin
page to check the completion time of each questionnaire and the whole study. When a participant
completes the study, the system admin can check the duration based on the completion code
reported by the participant. If the duration is less than 15 minutes, the system admin should
first examine if the attention checkers have been activated and should consider carefully when
including the answer.
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5.1.3 The Navigation of GIFT
GIFT consists of nine questionnaires, and a majority of the dependent and independent variables
are measured by four questionnaires, Personal Information, BRISQ, CGRF and PG-13. In other
words, even if a user failed to complete all of the questionnaires, the data will still be worth
analyzing if he/she at least completed these four questionnaires. Therefore, the four questionnaires
will be prioritized in the design of the navigation interface. Some of the significant changes of
GIFT navigation interface are described below.
Vertical layout with accordion menu. We realized that participants who used a mobile device
naturally went from top to the bottom and had experienced less difficulty in going to the next
questionnaire after completing one. Since the navigation design of GIFT will mainly focus on
nudging users to complete all the questionnaires at the current stage, we changed the layout into
a vertical layout with the accordion menu. Surveys from each section are grouped (see Figure
5.8).
We prioritized the essential questionnaires on top, and the rest are naturally placed below them.
In this way, we wish to emphasize on collecting the minimum data for analysis knowing that
participants might choose to drop out in the middle of the study. The information that will be
used to personalize the phrasing of questions in the following questionnaires will be asked in
Step 1 Personalize. In this case, we implement the first name and gender of the deceased, so the
relevant questions are asked at the very beginning.
The lesson learned from the protocol analysis was that participants often almost ignored the
introduction of the questionnaire if the information was placed on the same layer. Therefore,
the display of questionnaire title, introductions and instructions of answering should be layered.
The accordion menu was used to enhance the awareness that an extra layer of information will
be displayed after participants click on the questionnaire title, and before participants click on
the start questionnaire button (see Figure 5.9). Participants strongly appreciated having a gauge
of the duration of the questionnaire, since it helped them to assess how much time they should
commit to the questionnaire and will increase their patience in the session.

Figure 5.8 The vertical layout of GIFT interface

Figure 5.9 Accordion menu
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for your interest in GIFT! Many people find that it is best to allow at least 30 minutes to complete
this study, and to do so in a quiet location that is free of distractions. Note: you can always access
your profile with the personal link and continue where you left in the study.”
Scroll to the next questionnaire. It is demotivating if the system simply redirects the user back to
the main page without indicating which questionnaire to visit next. We utilized the scroll script
to automatically direct to the next questionnaire and reduce the saturation of the font color of the
previous questionnaire. This design acknowledges the completion of the previous questionnaire
and naturally reminds the user that there are questionnaires uncompleted (see Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.10 Welcoming message at the beginning of the study

Scroll to the skipped questions. Researchers should try to reduce the missing values in a
questionnaire and attempt to persuade participants to give thoughts to all of the questions.
Although participants answers are stored on the progress of completing the questionnaire, the
system will only recognize the completion of a questionnaire after the participants answer all
of the mandatory questions. In GIFT, the system implemented a pop-up window to inform
participants how many questions were left unanswered in the questionnaire. It severely annoyed
the participants, and some participants did not realize that it was a warning message and got
confused when they could not submit the answer. To prevent it, GIFT implemented the scrolltop
function from jQuery to directly scroll to the questions that are unanswered. If a user skips
several questions and tries to submit a questionnaire, the system will then directly scroll to the
first question that is uncompleted and change all the background color into light red for the
uncompleted questions. The background color of the unanswered questions will remain light
red if a user fails to indicate an answer and will change back to white if an answer is indicated.
Instruction of how to interact with the slider. The Likert Scale items are placed horizontally on
a slider. The default location of the handle is in the middle of the answer (see figure, the default
location of the handle is on Neither agree nor disagree). However, since participants could scroll
down and ignore the question, GIFT would not recognize the answer if users did not click on the
handle. We made it explicit by giving an instruction at the beginning of the questionnaire and
also changing the color on the handle when users answer. A tooltip box is displayed with the item
selected when users hover over the option.

Figure 5.11 The navigation between scales

Provide instructions for the user when he/she first enters the main page or questionnaire. The
welcoming message should let users know what to expect in the app. At the first login to the
app, GIFT displays a welcoming message that gives a general gauge of the duration of the study,
suggests the environment suitable for taking the study and informs users that they can access the
profile even if they decide to take a break and close the page. The complete message is “Thank you
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5.1.4 Preparing to deploy GIFT on the Internet
Although most of the participants from protocol analysis did not concern the online data
security, the IRB required to safeguard the data transmission security and prevent the potential
data breach. It is also worth noting that the participants should be de-identified in the study
as much as possible, which means that the investigators of the study should not be able to
identify the participants given the data they gathered from the participants. The best situation
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is to collect opinions from the participants without asking any Sensitive Personal Information
(SPI) or Personally Identifiable Information (PII). Examples of SPI are the full name of the
participant or the home address of the participant. GIFT creates a primary key in the database
to link the answers to all the questionnaires from a single user. Under the supervision of the
IRB, we asked the participants to provide only the email address and encrypted the user profile
with Advanced Encryption Standard 128 (AES) method [249]. The reason for providing email
address was to send the personal login link and feedback to the participants. Participants will
not provide their names, usernames or passwords. A Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificate was
also purchased and installed on the website to ensure the security of data transmission.

5.2 Studying Method
5.2.1 Ethical consideration
The study participants were invited to interact with GIFT through computers or mobile devices.
The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Boards from both the
Eindhoven University of Technology (under the case number Archie 533) and the University of
Memphis (PRO-FY2017-286).

5.2.2 Deployment of GIFT DG and data collection
Participants were asked to complete nine questionnaires, the data from which was de-identified
before analysis. A foreign key was created as a reference between different tables in the database
and remain the capability to identify the answers from the same participant. Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk (Mturk) was selected as the primary portal for data collection, and the following exclusion
criteria were utilized to exclude the disqualified bereaved participants.
•

Participants who are under 18 years old

•

Participants who belong to one of these vulnerable populations: prisoner, pregnant
woman, child or any other class of subjects that might be especially vulnerable and
require special consideration

•

Participants who are not grieving the death of a loved one

•

Participants who loved one died less than 6 months ago

•

Participants whose loved one died over 5 years ago

•

Participants who cannot read English well

Figure 5.12 The slider design for Likert Scale items

Participants received $1.5 in compensation for their contribution. Studies show that Mturk
is an alternative portal that helps researchers to gather low-cost yet high-quality data from
diverse samples of participants, making it a relatively affordable and reasonable choice for this
exploratory study [250, 251]. Therefore, the bereaved samples we collected from the Mturk
were expected to be generalizable to the population.

5.2.3 Data extraction
Figure 5.13 The responses when participant hovers and clicks on the slider
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The raw data entries were stored and encrypted in MySQL database. We selectively extracted
611 rows of data from the database. Email addresses were not extracted or decrypted. Each data
entry was assigned a unique ID number associated with the original data, which was entered in
SPSS for further analysis.
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5.2.4 Analysis

Step two: purposefully selecting the variables through univariate logistic regression

To infer the variation of the dependent variable and evaluate the contribution of each
independent variable, we adopted regression analysis. It was difficult to merely utilize PG-13
score as a dependent variable because the diagnosis required “yes” on two more questions (#3
and #13). In the end, we had to use PGD diagnosis as a binomial variable. Logistic regression
is a robust analysis method widely adopted in many classification studies that aim to predict
the membership of the binomial or ordinal dependent variable (in this case, we used binary
logistic regression) [252, 253]. The aim of the analysis was to find a model that best describes the
data given the minimum number of variables included (parsimony). Five different steps were
conducted to (1) prepare the data, (2) purposefully select the variables, (3) fit the multivariate
model, (4) examine the assumptions and then (5) assess the performance of the model. Below we
explain how these steps were conducted.

Several univariate Logistic Regressions were conducted to extract the predictors that
exhibit potential predictability (at the significance level of p-value > .25 and 95% confidence
interval) of the membership of normal and PGD grievers [255, 256]. The purpose of using a

Step one: preparing the data for analysis with necessary correction and splitting
We checked the data to avoid incomplete information in the variables by using the
contingency tables to check if the data collected could fulfil all the possible combinations of
the categorical variables. We then compared the proportion of PGD grievers in this sample to
the theoretical proportion in Lundorff et al.’s study (2017) [51], which reported the prevalence
of PGD to be 9.8% among the grieving population. The prevalence of PGD in our study was
4.9%, which was completely represented by the Mturk participants. However, it would result
𝑦𝑦
in PGD participants being under represented𝑦𝑦in the analysis process. Given that ignoring the
theoretical prevalence of an event could sharply underestimate the probability of rare events
𝜏𝜏
[254], we weight the data to compensate the difference
between
= PGD fraction in the sample
𝜔𝜔#the
𝜏𝜏
𝑦𝑦
𝑦𝑦 the population
𝜔𝜔# = fraction and the sample
and the population [254]. Given
fraction . The weight
𝑦𝑦
of the probability that the event will happen is 𝑦𝑦 , and the weight of the probability that the

𝜏𝜏
(1 − 𝜏𝜏)
𝜔𝜔& =
. The weight
was calculated with
(1 variable
− 𝜏𝜏)
𝑦𝑦
(1
− 𝑦𝑦)
𝜔𝜔& =
𝜏𝜏
− 𝑦𝑦)
𝜔𝜔(1
# =
𝑦𝑦 to the normally grieving participants and 2
the following equation, which gave a weight of 0.94
to the PGD participants.
(1 − 𝜏𝜏)
𝜔𝜔+ = 𝜔𝜔# Y+ + 𝜔𝜔& (1 − Y+ )
𝜔𝜔& =
𝜔𝜔+ = 𝜔𝜔# Y+ + 𝜔𝜔& (1 − Y+ )
(1 − 𝑦𝑦)
(1 − 𝜏𝜏)
𝜔𝜔& =
𝑦𝑦)
After weighing the data, we randomly split(1
the−sample
into two groups that contained
respectively 60% and
40%
the data for fitting the model and cross-validating the model. The
𝜔𝜔+ =
𝜔𝜔# Yof
+ + 𝜔𝜔& (1 − Y+ )
distribution of gender, age, type of loss,
employment status, and relationship to the deceased
𝜔𝜔+ = 𝜔𝜔# Y+ + 𝜔𝜔& (1 − Y+ )
was checked before the analysis was performed to make sure all the groups contained enough
samples to perform the analysis.
event will not happen is 𝜔𝜔# =
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cut-off level of .25 instead of the traditional significance level was to avoid ignoring potentially
essential variables for the multivariate analysis, which can be justified by literature [257, 258].
Step three: fit the multivariate logistic regression model
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient was performed to investigate and remove the highly
correlated items. The model was fitted with the variables extracted from step two with 60% of
the participant’s data. In this process, we adopted Backward Likelihood Ratio (LR) stepwise
method to find the best model that described the data since this study aimed to explore
the variables and Backward LR was preferable [253, 259, 260]. Gender and age were always
included in the multivariate logistic regression analyses disregarding whether they were
significant in the univariate analysis because the study was still at a stage of exploring the best
variables. The interaction between variables that demonstrated theoretical values should also
be considered in the analysis (e.g., post-loss perceived financial difficulty with unemployment
status).
Step four: examine the independence, linearity and collinearity
Most of the assumptions were checked in the data preparation phase such as correlation
and frequencies of variable combinations. At this step, we were only interested in the variables
that contributed to the model and had to ensure these variables did not violate the assumptions
or perform necessary transformations. Linearity between continuous variables and the
dependent variable was tested by inputting the continuous variables and the interactions of the
variables and its logarithm value into the logistic regression. Multicollinearity was examined
by performing multiple linear regression in SPSS and check the tolerance (should not be < 0.1)
and VIF value (should not be > 10). In the end, independence was tested by examining the
overdispersion of the model with the dispersion parameter (the ratio of chi-square and degrees
of freedom should not be > 2 or < 1). Goodness-of-fit was tested by checking if the Hosmer and
Lemeshow value was not significant at the level 0.05 [253].
Step five: assessing the model performance
The internal validation of the model was examined by cross-validating the predicted result
among the selected samples and unselected ones. The performance of the model was evaluated
by the Area Under the Curve from ROC Curve.
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5.3 Results
A total of 829 users requested the personal login link, and 778 signed the informed consent
form but some dropped out in the middle of the study. Overall, data from 611 participants
who completed mandatory measures were used in the final analyses. From this, 30 participants
screened positive for PGD (i.e., were bereaved for >6 months, endorsed significant functional
impairment, and scored >44 on the PG-13). In general, around 4.9% of the participants screen
positive for PGD. The demographic data of the participants and the deceased loved ones was
reported in section 5.3.1. The three models fitted with only background predictors, background
predictors with risk factors, and background predictors with risk factors and outcome predictors
were reported and compared in the following sections.
The dependent variable (PGD confirmed) were given more weight to correctly represent
the probability (9.8% PGD among all the grievers) suggested by the literature review [51]. The
weighted dependent variable was used in fitting the models, and the models built were crossvalidated on the raw (unweighted) data. Since the probability of PGD happening is higher due
to weight correction, the implication might be that risk factors would be given higher odds
ratio (the further odds ratio is from one, the stronger association it has toward the dependent
variable [261]) and predictive factors would be given smaller odds ratio.

5.3.1 The Socio-demographic data of study participants and the deceased
More than half of our samples were female participants (64%). The mean age was 39 years old.
The details of the socio-demographic data are displayed in Table 5.9 (some continuous variables
are displayed with standard deviations, referred to as SD).

Figure 5.14 Flow of participant numbers in each stage of the study
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Table 5.9 The socio-demographic characteristics of sample population (n = 611)

Participants social-demographic factors

Participants social-demographic factors
Years of formal education

Age in years mean (SD)

38.77 (11.676)

Gender
Male

222 (36.3%)

Female

389 (63.7%)

Nationality

Less than 12 years

51 (8.3%)

13 to 16 years

394 (64.5%)

More than 17 years

166 (27.2%)

Employment status
Employed full-time (greater than 30 hours per week)

414 (67.8%)

Employed part-time (less than 30 hours per week)

82 (13.4%)

United States of America

590 (96.6%)

Not currently employed, not looking for work

39 (6.4%)

Other nationality

21 (3.4%)

Not currently employed, looking for work

27 (4.4%)

Full time student

12 (2%)

Other

37 (6.1%)

Country of residence
United States of America

605 (99%)

Outside USA

6 (1%)

Relationship to the deceased
Child

156 (25.7%)

Grandchild

138 (22.6%)

Spouse or partner

79 (12.9%)

Friend or coworker

70 (11.5%)

Parent

47 (7.7%)

Relative

38 (6.2%)

Brother or sister

37 (6.1%)

Other

45 (7.4%)

Marital status
Married

282 (46.2%)

Single

230 (37.6%)

Widowed

50 (8.2%)

Divorced

49 (8%)

Religion
Christianity

283 (46.3%)

Atheism

77 (12.6%)

Agnostic

56 (9.2%)

Not Applicable

55 (9%)

Catholic

39 (6.4%)

None

15 (2.5%)

Spiritual

14 (2.3%)

Buddhism

10 (1.6%)

Protestant

8 (1.3%)

Roman Catholic

7 (1.1%)

Hinduism

6 (1%)

Islam

6 (1%)

Judaism

6 (1%)

Baptist

3 (0.5%)

Jewish

2 (0.3%)

Other types of religion

24 (3.9%)

In a committed relationship
Yes

415 (67.9%)

No

196 (32.1%)
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5.3.2 Model 1 with only background factors

Factors related to the deceased
Age of the deceased (mean (SD))

55.29 (25.80)

Gender of the deceased
Male

315 (51.6%)

Female

296 (48.4%)

Time since death in months (SD)

25.22 (20.972)

For how long did the griever know the
deceased in years (SD)

26.64 (15.77)

The first model was fitted only with the socio-demographic factors (n=10) and factors related
to the deceased (n=6). The univariate result is displayed in Table 5.10. The variables that were
considered insignificant predictors in this step were griever’s age, griever’s gender, years of formal
education, importance of spirituality, number of other loss experiences in the past three years,
and how long ago the deceased died. The rest of the variables were included in the stepwise
multivariate analysis, which resulted in seven variables in the model one. Model one is displayed
in the table 5.11. The true positive rate of training samples was 50% but dropped to 0% for the
unselected samples. It was unable to identify any PGD cases in the unselected samples, and the
AUC value was 0.574 (see Table 5.20). The contingency table for the cross-validation is presented
in Table 5.12.
Table 5.10 Odds ratio of background factors with 60% samples for fitting model and 40% for
cross-validating (n=379 selected cases / 232 unselected cases)
Variables

Types of loss
Natural anticipated death (e.g., old age,
terminal illness)

281 (46%)

Natural sudden death (e.g. heart attack,
unexplained illness)

169 (27.7%)

Fatal accident (e.g., motor vehicle
accident, drowning, electrocution, fall)

74 (12.1%)

Suicide

30 (4.9%)

Homicide

11 (1.8%)

Medical malpractice (e.g., wrongful death
following birthing, surgery, or other
procedure)

13 (2.1%)

Other

33 (5.1%)

Frequency of contact with the deceased
before the death

N

Odds ratio (95% CI)

Socio-demographic factors of the bereaved (n = 10)
Griever age in years

379

0.998 (0.970-1.027)

Male

246

Ref

Female

133

1.004 (0.505-1.996)

Spouse or partner

53

Ref

Child

87

0.271 (0.107-0.685)**

Parent

27

-

Grandchild

97

0.371 (0.161-0.854)*

Brother or sister

26

-

Griever gender

Relationship to the deceased

Everyday

27 (4.4%)

Relative

22

-

2-7 times per week

310 (50.7%)

Friend or coworker

38

0.152 (0.033-0.707)

Every other week

79 (12.9%)

Other

28

-

Once per week

66 (10.8%)

Once per month

60 (9.8%)

Bereaved spouse (binominal)

53

4.652 (2.287-9.461)***

Less often than once per month

67 (11%)

Socio-demographic factors of the bereaved (n = 10)
Marital status
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Variables

N

Odds ratio (95% CI)

Single

147

Ref***

Married

165

0.497 (0.202-1.222)***

Divorced

31

1.379 (0.422-4.513)

Widowed

36

4.828 (2.068-11.271)***

Variables

N

Odds ratio (95% CI)

Opposite gender

191

1.868 (0.942-3.701)*

Recency of death

379

0.821 (0.639-1.055)

Natural anticipated death (e.g., old age, terminal
illness)

170

Ref**

Natural sudden death (e.g. heart attack,
unexplained illness)

101

1.424 (0.591-3.427)

Homicide

6

13.667 (2.973-62.830)**

Suicide

20

-

Fatal accident (e.g., motor vehicle accident,
drowning, electrocution, fall)

51

2.971 (1.203-7.340)*

Types of loss
In a committed relationship
Yes

249

Ref

No
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3.064 (1.564-6.000)**

Employment status
Employed full-time (greater than 30 hours per
week)

252

Ref

Employed part-time (less than 30 hours per week)

50

0.301 (0.070-1.301)*

Not currently employed, looking for work

20

0.776 (0.172-3.506)

Medical malpractice (e.g., wrongful death
following birthing, surgery, or other procedure)

11

6.074 (1.612-22.885)**

Not currently employed, not looking for work

24

0.641 (0.144-2.861)

Other

20

-

Full time student

9

-

Other

24

0.641 (0.144-2.861)

Frequent contact with the deceased

379

0.661 (0.484-0.902)**

How long the grievers know the deceased

379

0.992 (0.971-1.013)*

Less than 12 years

30

Ref

13 to 16 years

238

0.809 (0.262-2.499)

More than 17 years

111

0.660 (0.192-2.274)

Frequency of religious activity

379

1.098 (0.892-1.351)

Importance of faith/spirituality

379

0.930 (0.740-1.168)

Multiple prior losses

379

0.990 (0.794-1.235)

Years of formal education

* p < .25, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
the first cut-off value of .25 is suggestive for exploring potential variables
Table 5.11 Model 1with background factors (n=379 selected cases / 232 unselected cases)

Model 1 variables

Background factors related to the deceased (n = 6)
Deceased age in years

379

1.008 (0.995-1.022)*

Background factors related to the deceased (n = 6)
187

118

Relationship to the deceased as a spouse

9.053 (2.976-27.542)***

Relationship to the deceased as a grandchild

6.041 (1.960-18.618)**

Being in a committed relationship

6.224 (2.401-16.072)***

Cause of the death due to fatal accident

3.172 (1.170-8.603)*

Frequency of religious activity

1.199 (1.01-1.424)*

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
Table 5.12 The contingency table for cross-validating the performance of Model 1

The deceased gender opposite to the bereaved
Same gender

Adjusted Odds Ratio (95% CI)

Ref
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Sample size

60% selected
samples

True condition of PGD
Predicted
condition

PGD

No PGD

PGD

5 (TP)

5 (FP)

50%

No PGD

15 (FN)

353 (TN)

96%

Overall % correct

73%

Sample size

40%
crossvalidating
samples

% Correct

True condition of PGD

% Correct

Predicted
condition

PGD

No PGD

PGD

0 (TP)

6 (FP)

0%

No PGD

10 (FN)

215 (TN)

96%

Overall % correct

48%

The confirmed risk factors suggested by the reviews but were not supported by our
study were insecure attachment style, low social support, high pre-death dependency to the
deceased and high neuroticism. Out of the 28 independent risk factors, seven were considered
significantly correlated to PGD. Model 2 further included three background factors (age of the
bereaved, being a spouse of the deceased, and the frequency of contact with the deceased predeath).
The cross-validation result of Model 2 exhibited a significant increase of model
performance. The true positive rate was 76.1% for the training samples and 44.4% for the
unselected samples for Model 2. The AUC value was 0.833 with 95% percent confidence
interval between 0.731 and 0.935, suggesting that Model 2 demonstrated good specificity and
sensitivity.
Table 5.13 Odds ratio of bereaved-related risk factors measured respectively by BRISQ and CGRF with 60%
samples for fitting model and 40% for cross-validating (n=379 selected cases / 232 unselected cases)

***TN: True Negative, TP: True Positive, FN: False Negative, FP: False Positive

5.3.3 Model 2 with background factors and bereavement risk factors
We included two risk factor measurements, BRISQ and CGRF, in our study. To select variables
for multivariate analysis, we performed the reliability test to examine which questionnaire had
a better reliability. The reliability tests were satisfactory with BRISQ receiving 0.909 and CGRF
0.799 in Cronbach’s Alpha. Hence, the data from these two questionnaires were used to fit the
best model, but in case the variables were measured in both questionnaires, the data from BRISQ
would be used first.
Table 5.13 presents the variables examined from both questionnaires. Some of the
variables were measured by only BRISQ or CGRF. Predictors were separated into three groups:
intrapersonal predictors (n=13), interpersonal predictors (n=10) and bereavement-related
characteristics (n=6). The code in the bracket indicates the item number from the BRISQ
or CGRF that was/were administered to measure the predictor. Some of the predictors were
measured by several questions and were included as a single variable in the univariate logistic
regression.
The second model was fitted with the significant predictors extracted from the univariate
analysis and the significant variables from the background variables. Griever’s age and the
deceased’s age were recoded as categorical variables to avoid causing excessively large and
abnormal Odds Ratio (abbreviated with OR in the following paragraphs). The model two is
presented in Table 5.14.
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Univariate regression [BRISQ]
Odds Ratio (95% CI)

Univariate regression [CGRF]
Odds Ratio (95% CI)

Intrapersonal predictors (n = 13)
[CG01]
High neuroticism
[BRISQ10][CG02]
History of mental illness pre-loss
(ex. Depression or adjustment
disorder)

1.669 (1.268-2.197)***

2.621 (1.813-3.788)***

1.402 (1.098-1.790)**

[CG03]
Believe in therapy

1.835 (1.315-2.559)***

[CG04]
Negative interpretation of the grief

3.048 (2.122-4.379)***

[CG05*CG06]
Religiosity / spirituality

1.009 (0.964-1.057)

[BRISQ24][CG07]
Economic decline / financial
difficulty

1.889 (1.454-2.454)***

1.952 (1.404-2.713)***

[BRISQ31*32][CG21]
Difficulty reconstructing meaning
post-loss

1.269 (1.195-1.347)***

4.397 (2.579-7.947)***
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Univariate regression [BRISQ]
Odds Ratio (95% CI)

Univariate regression [CGRF]
Odds Ratio (95% CI)

Intrapersonal predictors (n = 13)
[CG25]
Discovering the body

Univariate regression [BRISQ]
Odds Ratio (95% CI)

3.056 (1.998-4.673)***

Univariate regression [CGRF]
Odds Ratio (95% CI)

Interpersonal predictors (n = 10)

[BRISQ09]
Perceived difficulty in coping with
loss

1.464 (1.088-1.971)*

[BRISQ05*BRISQ06*BRISQ07]
[CG14]
Insecure attachment style

1.017 (1.006-1.029)**

1.959 (1.446-2.617)***

[BRISQ21]
History of suicidal ideation

1.302 (1.019-1.664)*

[BRISQ18] [CG15]
Poor family dynamics

1.210 (0.947-1.546)*

1.459 (1.148-1.853)**

[BRISQ25]
Feeling angry about the loss

2.212 (1.632-2.996)***

[CG16]
Low technology use

1.135 (0.811-1.558)

[BRISQ26]
Feeling empty or emotional numb
post-loss

4.872 (3.051-7.729)***

[CG17]
Others are frequently concerned
about how the bereaved is grieving

1.571 (1.185-2.083)**

[BRISQ28]
Feeling guilty about the loss

1.997 (1.530-2.607)***

Illness/death-related predictors (n = 6)
[CG18]
Suddenness of death

1.294 (1.025-1.635)*

0.388 (0.210-0.715)**

[CG19]
Perceived preventability of the
death

1.399 (1.082-1.809)*

Interpersonal predictors (n = 10)
[CG08]
Lack of emotional closeness to the
deceased
[BRISQ13][CG09]
High pre-death dependency to the
deceased

1.547 (1.211-1.976)***

2.184 (1.557-3.063)***

[BRISQ11] [CG20]
Multiple concurrent losses /
traumatic events

[BRISQ12] [CG10]
Problematic relationship with the
deceased

1.020 (0.766-1.358)

1.046 (0.798-1.371)

[CG22]
Lengthy illness
1.518 (1.134-2.031)**

1.457 (1.034-2.052)*

[CG11]
Unresolved regret to the deceased

1.051 (0.831-1.329)

[BRISQ14][CG23]
Perceived suffering while the
deceased was dying

[CG12]
Caregiver burden

1.317 (1.039-1.670)*

[BRISQ17][CG24]
Perceived unpreparedness of the
death

2.108 (1.420-3.129)***

2.635 (1.545-4.494)***

[BRISQ04][CG13]
Social isolation or low social
support

2.114 (1.572-2.842)***
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1.567 (1.227-2.001)***

1.656 (1.233-2.225)**

2.607 (1.851-3.672)***

0.803 (0.610-1.058)*

* p < .25, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
the first cut-off value of .25 is suggestive for exploring potential variables
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Table 5.15 The contingency table for cross-validating the predictive power of Model 2

Sample size
Table 5.14 Model 2 with background factors and bereavement risk factors (n=379 selected
cases / 232 unselected cases)
Model 2 variables

Adjusted Odds Ratio (95% CI)

60% selected
samples

True condition of PGD
Predicted
condition

PGD

No PGD

PGD

16 (TP)

5 (FP)

76.1%

No PGD

5 (FN)

331 (TN)

99%

Overall % correct

Age

% Correct

87.55%

<= 30 years old

Ref*

31 – 45 years old

0.61 (0.011-0.336)**

46 – 60 years old

0.149 (0.026-0.873)*

>= 61 years old

0.011 (0.000-0.567)*

Bereaved spouse (binominal)

12.533 (2.787-56.360)**

Frequent contact with the deceased before
death

0.515 (0.272-0.975)*

History of mental illness pre-loss (ex.
Depression or adjustment disorder)

4.418 (1.708-11.428)**

Multiple concurrent losses / traumatic events

0.274 (0.122-0.613)**

Perceived suffering while the deceased was
dying

0.138 (0.049-0.387)***

Feeling angry about the loss

3.183 (1.642-6.169)**

Difficulty reconstructing meaning post-loss

1.559 (1.274-1.908)***

Feeling empty or emotional numb post-loss

6.908 (2.264-21.071)**

The third model was fitted by adding the third group of predictors, the bereavement-related
outcome variables. The univariate logistic regression result suggested that the diagnosis of
MDD, PTSD, resilience degree and meaning-making post-loss demonstrated significant
predictability of the membership of the outcome variable. Among the four variables, MDD and
PTSD demonstrated a correlation higher than 0.7 in the Pearson correlation test. To determine
which variables to keep in the model fitting, we conducted several logistic regressions with
different stepwise methods (forward and backwards) to determine which variable contributed
to predicting the outcome variable. The PTSD variable was then selected for the multivariate
logistic regression. The result of univariate logistic regression is presented in Table 5.16.

Discovering the body

2.465 (1.296-4.687)**

All of the significant predictors in Model 2 remained as significant predictors in model
three (see Table 5.19 for comparison between three models and variables). The adjusted ORs

Sample size

40%
crossvalidating
samples

True condition of PGD

% Correct

Predicted
condition

PGD

No PGD

PGD

4 (TP)

5 (FP)

44.4%

No PGD

5 (FN)

209 (TN)

97.6%

Overall % correct

71%

***TN: True Negative, TP: True Positive, FN: False Negative, FP: False Positive

5.3.4 Model 3 with background factors, bereavement risk factors and bereavement outcome factors

in Model 3, despite adding PTSD variable, were also comparable to Model 2. The performance
evaluation indicated that Model 3 had 64% true positive estimation of training samples and
40% of unselected samples (see Table 5.18). The AUC value of Model 3 was 0.831, indicating a
slight drop in performance after adding PTSD variable.

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

The complete overview of three models is presented in Table 5.19. For the convenience of
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comparing, the exact p-value is displayed in digits rather than indicated by the asterisks. Table
5.20 displays the ROC assessment of three models.
Table 5.16 Other bereavement outcome factors (n=379 selected cases / 232 unselected cases)
Bereavement outcome factors (n = 5)

Odds Ratio (95% CI)

Factors

Odds Ratio (95% CI)

History of mental illness pre-loss (ex.
Depression or adjustment disorder)

5.611 (1.891-16.646)**

MDD (CESD-R)

39.778 (4.098-386.064)**

Difficulty reconstructing meaning post-loss

1.649 (1.292-2.105)***

PTSD (PCL-C)

42.108 (9.971-177.827)***

Discovering the body

2.863 (1.34-6.117)**

Resilience (CD-RISC-10)

0.942 (0.906-0.979)*

Feeling angry about the loss
3.361 (1.59-7.106)**

Integration of Stressful Life Experieces

0.768 (0.711-0.829)***
Feeling empty or emotional numb post-loss

12.188 (3.18-46.714)***

Multiple concurrent losses / traumatic
events

0.188 (0.070-0.507)**

Perceived suffering while the deceased was
dying

0.081 (0.022-0.291)***

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

26.807 (2.776-258.871)**

Posttraumatic Growth Experience
Relating to others

0.920 (0.700-1.208)

New possibilities

0.856 (0.635-1.154)

Personal strength

0.772 (0.585-1.017)

Spiritual growth

0.865 (0.703-1.065)

Appreciation of life

0.841 (0.636-1.112)

Total score of PTGI

0.990 (0.975-1.005)

* p < .25, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

Table 5.17 Model 3 with background factors, bereavement risk factors and bereavement outcome factors (n=379 selected cases / 232 unselected cases)

Factors

Table 5.18 The contingency table for cross-validating the predictive power of Model 3

Sample size

Odds Ratio (95% CI)

<= 30 years old

Ref*

60% selected
samples

31 – 45 years old

0.036 (0.004-0.304)**

Overall % correct

46 – 60 years old

0.092 (0.012-0.704)*

>= 61 years old

0.004 (0.000-0.557)*

Bereaved spouse (binominal)

20.297 (3.193-129.001)**

Frequent contact with the deceased before
death

0.306 (0.128-0.730)**

Age

126

True condition of PGD

% Correct

Predicted
condition

PGD

No PGD

PGD

16 (TP)

9 (FP)

64%

No PGD

4 (FN)

328 (TN)

98.8%
81.4%

Sample size

True condition of PGD
Predicted
condition

PGD

No PGD

127

% Correct
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40%
crossvalidating
samples

PGD

4 (TP)

6 (FP)

40%

No PGD

5 (FN)

206 (TN)

97.6%

Overall % correct

68.8%

***TN: True Negative, TP: True Positive, FN: False Negative, FP: False Positive

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Odds Ratio
P value
(95% CI)

Odds Ratio
P value
(95% CI)

Odds Ratio
P value
(95% CI)

Background factors

Table 5.19 Three models with 60% samples for fitting model and 40% for cross-validating (n=379 selected
cases / 232 unselected cases)

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Odds Ratio
P value
(95% CI)

Odds Ratio
P value
(95% CI)

Odds Ratio
P value
(95% CI)

Frequency of
religious activity

1.199
(1.011.424)

0.038

0.515
(0.2720.975)

0.042

0.306
(0.1280.730)

0.008

History of mental
illness pre-loss
(ex. Depression
or adjustment
disorder)

4.418
(1.70811.428)

0.002

5.611
(1.89116.646)

0.002

1.559
(1.2741.908)

<0.001

1.649
(1.2922.105)

<0.001

Frequency of
contact with the
deceased preloss

Background factors
Age

Bereavement risk factors

<= 30 years old

Ref

0.011

Ref

0.019

31 – 45 years old

0.61
(0.0110.336)

0.001

0.036
(0.0040.304)

0.002

46 – 60 years old

0.149
(0.0260.873)

0.035

0.092
(0.0120.704)

0.022

0.011
(0.0000.567)

0.025

0.004
(0.0000.557)

0.029

Difficulty
reconstructing
meaning postloss

12.533
(2.78756.360)

0.001

20.297
(3.193129.001)

0.001

Discovering the
body

2.465
(1.2964.687)

0.006

2.863
(1.346.117)

0.007

>= 61 years old

Relationship to
the deceased as
a spouse

9.053
(2.97627.542)

<0.001

Relationship to
the deceased as
a grandchild

6.041
(1.96018.618)

0.002

Feeling angry
about the loss

3.183
(1.6426.169)

0.001

3.361
(1.597.106)

0.002

Being in a
committed
relationship

6.224
(2.40116.072)

<0.001

Feeling empty or
emotional numb
post-loss

6.908
(2.26421.071)

0.001

12.188
(3.1846.714)

<0.001

Cause of the
death due to
fatal accident

3.172
(1.1708.603)

0.023

Multiple
concurrent losses
/ traumatic
events

0.274
(0.1220.613)

0.002

0.188
(0.0700.507)

0.001
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Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Odds Ratio
P value
(95% CI)

Odds Ratio
P value
(95% CI)

Odds Ratio
P value
(95% CI)

Bereavement risk factors
Perceived
suffering while
the deceased
was dying

0.138
(0.0490.387)

<0.001

0.081
(0.0220.291)

<0.001

Bereavement outcome factors
Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder

26.807
(2.776258.871)

0.004

Table 5.20 Comparing the Area Under the Curve (AUC) with ROC test

Model

AUC value (95% CI)

Model 1

0.574 (0.458-0.690)

Model 2

0.833 (0.731-0.935)***

Model 3

0.831 (0.729-0.933)***

*** significant at p < 0.001

5.4 Discussion of the Quantitative Findings
Despite the relatively low percentage (4.9%) of PGD grievers in our sample, data from our
sample generates compelling results about PGD risk factors. With a proper weighting of the
PGD grievers’ sample, the dataset allowed the extraction of equations to adequately explain the
predicted probability of the binomial outcome variable (PGD confirmed) [254]. Overall, 15 out
of 50 candidate variables exhibit potential predictive ability across three models. These variables
are bereaved being younger than 30 years old, being a spouse of the deceased, being a grandchild
of the deceased, cause of the death due to fatal accident, frequent religious activity, less frequent
contact with the deceased pre-death, history of mental illness, difficulty reconstructing meaning
post-loss, discovering the body, feeling angry about the loss, feeling empty or emotional numb
post-loss, multiple concurrent losses/ traumatic events, perceived suffering while the deceased
was dying, confirmed PTSD symptoms.
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The advantage of this study is the transparent model fitting process that enables detailed
comparison of different groups of predictors and evaluation of performance on each model.
Conducting logistic regressions analyses often involves several attempts of fitting the models,
adding/removing variables and observing the predictability of the model, which are the
necessary steps to build the best model for describing the dataset. This technique has been used
in other studies to evaluate the performance of the models and select the best models [262265]. Since this study also possess an explorative nature to evaluate the candidate variables
suspected and validated by field practitioners and researchers, the transparency of the model
fitting processes can enhance the study reproducibility.
Below, a comparison of the three models, detailed predictor results, and the equation
used to build the algorithm in Model 2 (which was selected for further implementation in the
predictive algorithm in EtG) are presented.

5.4.1 The imperative need for a PGD risk factors measuring instrument.
Although a variety of validated bereavement-related measurements exist [37, 49, 238-241, 246,
266], our findings reinforce the imperative need for a scale specifically designed to measure PGD
risk factors.
When we compared the performance of items on the BRISQ and the CGRF to risk
factors measured by other grief-related questionnaires (e.g., ISLES-SF) and non-grief-related
questionnaires (e.g., CESD-R), a decrease in predictability in Model 3 indicated that adding
factors found on these measures did not contribute to the differentiation between normal
grievers and PGD grievers. Furthermore, most of the 16 highly predictive factors in our models
were measured by the BRISQ [236] and CGRF. Given that the bereaved often experience
fatigue and difficulty concentrating, administering the least number of questionnaires capable
of capturing PGD predictors can be more efficient. Thus, results from this study can be used
to revise the BRISQ and CGRF by, for instance, omitting items that proved non-significant in
predicting PGD in our sample.

5.4.2 Not many socio-demographic factors are effective predictors.
Using a three-model fit, we found that the bereavement risk factors most accurately predicted PGD
(see Model 2, Table 5.14). Among all the 10 socio-demographic factors proposed (disregarding
the six factors related to the deceased), four were significant predictors. The fact that many of
the socio-demographic factors failed to predict PGD indicated that the development of PGD,
although in coherence with literature [129], was influenced more by the presence of bereavement
risk factors [128, 218], except if the griever was the spouse of the deceased [137]. Low levels of
education was shown in previous studies to be a potential risk factor [267] but is not supported
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by our study. Marital status showed significant correlation in the univariate logistic regression
but the predictability was diluted when controlled with more variables. Age was only a significant
predictor when other risk factors were present (Model 2 and Model 3). Our findings suggested
that many of the socio-demographic factors (e.g., gender, educational level, employment status,
marital status) did not increase a griever’s risk of developing PGD.

5.4.3 Model 1 fitted with the background factors being the poorest performant model
The AUC value between 0.5 and 0.6 indicated that this model is a very poor model and is not
applicable to yield any inferential to the dependent variable. The goodness-of-fit (Hosmer and
Lemeshow) test of Model 1 is valid, but the ROC curve still suggests this unfortunate fact,
meaning that the researcher should refrain from using Model 1 as a screening method since it
fails to demonstrate relevant sensitivity and specificity.
Even though Model 1 will not be considered in building the screening app, it does exhibit
some interesting insights for inferential statistics. One notable implication is the relative
static characteristic of variables in Model 1, which are highly difficult to be moderated by
psychotherapy. It suggests that these variables could be monitored both pre- and (immediately)
post-death. Although our study yields some inconsistent findings in comparison to previous
studies, such as gender [268-270] and (low) educational level [267], it is suggestive that these
two variables are still included in the future studies. Except implementing the variables in
screening model fitting, psychologists might find them helpful to identify sub-syndromal
grievers, who may also benefit from professional guidance. Furthermore, the circumstances
of loss are highly diversified, and researchers should note that different types of grief may not
share the same risk factors. To stop exploring these potential predictive factors could instead
discard opportunities to understand the possible conditions that turn these potential predictive
factors into risk factors.

5.4.4 Model 2 fitted with background factors and bereavement risk factors
being the most performant model
Adding the bereavement risk factors enhances the performance of Model 2 and could yield up to
76% true positive screening and the AUC value indicates that the model is good (0.833). Model 2
appears to be the most performant model. It includes 12 variables, nine of which are bereavement
risk factors, showing that the bereavement risk factors exhibit much higher correlation to PGD.
Out of the 29 proposed bereavement risk factors, 26 factors are potential covariates based on the
univariate logistic regression, and only nine appear to be significant covariate in the multivariate
logistic regression. The factors included in Model 2 and Model 3 are highly identical, with
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Model 3 including one more factor, indicating potential saturation of the model. There are two
insights based on this finding. First, in the circumstance of fitting a screening model, it is less
meaningful to include as many variables as possible. Although many variables could be relevant
for inferential statistics, and many psychologists would target on identifying as many related
variables as possible, these variables do not necessarily contribute to calculating a performant
model. The proof is the drop of performance in Model 3 after adding PTSD symptom. The
second insight is that bereavement risk factors demonstrates strongest correlation to PGD, and
at least nine of them (see the risk factors in Model 2) are possible to be applied across a variety
of loss experiences.
The change in the background factors is also worth heeding. Being a grandchild, not
being in a committed relationship, frequent religious activity, and death due to fatal accident
are excluded in Model 2, and age and the frequent contact with the deceased pre-death are
included. It suggests that the covariance of age and frequency of contact are significant with the
presence of bereavement risk factors. The exclusion of other three factors is understandable.
Since a great number of participants were the grandchild of the deceased, it could be due to
the sampling bias that being a grandchild of the deceased is over-represented. Not being in a
committed relationship implies that the bereaved is lack of support from partner, but does not
suggest that he/she fails to seek support from other social figures. Previous literature also failed
to reach a consensus regarding the cause of death as a predictor of PGD [234, 271, 272]. There
is also not a clear categorization of types of cause of death. For instance, unnatural death does
not necessarily correlate to traumatic death or violent death. Death due to fatal accident also
does not suggest that the process of dying is traumatic. Therefore, the predictability of death
due to fatal accident might be diluted when adding stronger predictors.
Two confirmed risk factors are identified in Model 2 (being a spouse of the deceased and
discovering the body) [128]. Discovering the body is proven to be one of the strongest covariate
of PGD, especially for female grievers who see the body at the suicide scene [237, 273]. Our
study fails to support four out of six confirmed risk factors (for a review of the six confirmed
risk factors, see Burke & Neimeyer, 2012, p.6). We further discuss this inconsistent finding in
section 5.4.7. The next section discusses the evaluation of Model 3.

5.4.5 Model 3 fitted with most of the variables yet yields the opposite effect
in performance
Model 3 includes almost all the same variables in Model 2 and further adds one more highly
significant predictive variables (see the univariate analysis at Table 5.16), but the cross-validation
result shows that the variation explained by Model 3 has decreased. The advantage of Model 3
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is that it confirms most of the potential covariates, but with the cost that adding these variables
confuses the classification algorithm.
Two insights are worth noting. The first is that bereavement outcome factors, disregarding
their high relevancy to the PGD symptoms, demonstrate less effect in predicting PGD than
the risk factors. The second insight has been discussed in section 5.4.1. Most of the existing
measures of bereavement outcomes do not specifically target on risk factors measuring, and a
measure related to bereavement risk factor is of imperative necessity.
The contribution of Model 3 is that it further intensifies our confidence that screening PGD
with risk factors in Model 2 could be a valid approach.

5.4.6 Comparison of the three models.
Judging from the performance evaluation, Model 2 demonstrates good performance in screening
PGD despite having fewer predictors than Model 3, with Model 1 performing the poorest.
Although background variables are included in all models, only four demonstrate significant
correlation with PGD development. Thus, a greater number of variables did not enhance the
ability to screen PGD, and may instead hamper the ability to discriminate a particular variable’s
contribution. Predictors that are significant in more than two models include: demographic factors
(age, being the deceased’s spouse), factors related to the deceased (frequency of contact with
the deceased pre-death), intrapersonal risk factors (history of mental illness pre-loss, difficulty
reconstructing meaning post-loss, bereavement risk factors, discovering the body, feeling angry
about the loss, and feeling empty or emotional numb post-loss), illness/death-related factors
(multiple concurrent losses / traumatic events, perceived suffering while the deceased was
dying), and the two factors based on interaction of variables (importance of spirituality following
violent/non-natural death, perceived financial difficulty while unemployed). Most of the factors
that contributed to the prediction of PGD are intrapersonal risk factors.

5.4.7 Inconsistent findings
Of particular interest, our results fail to substantiate some widely accepted, previously confirmed
risk factors of PGD, such as low social support [55, 189, 190] and insecure attachment style
[35, 274, 275], high pre-death dependency [35, 222] and high neuroticism [56, 225]. The only
difference between the confirmed and potential predictors is that the confirmed risk factors are
supported and empirically proven to be PGD risk factors, and they should be strongest among
other proposed risk factors. The fastest and most unlikely conclusion to draw from our finding is
that these confirmed risk factors may not be a covariate of PGD, but then we also risk ignoring
the hidden opportunities to reconsider the reasons lying behind the inconsistency of findings.
Therefore, below we discuss the potential cause of this inconclusive finding.
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Low social support has been shown to be a significant risk factor in numerous studies
[55, 136, 147, 149, 150, 189, 190, 276-278] but was an insignificant predictor in our study.
A straightforward explanation is that confounding variables are not measured and because
of this, a relationship between the proposed risk factors and the outcome variable are not
detectable. For instance, social support can be measured using single items or with validated
questionnaires. In this study, we measure social support by asking if the grievers wished for
more support from family or friends (BRISQ) and if the grievers had other important figures to
share their feelings with (CGRF). Using single items as our study might have limited our ability
to capture various dimensions of social support, which potentially served as a confounding
variable. Another interpretation of the result is that social support might only predict PGD
if the griever felt it was needed or if they were dissatisfied with the support received [188].
Another proof is the exclusion of the variable, in a committed relationship. Being in a
committed relationship does suggest that the bereaved can seek support from their partners,
but it is only a small part of the big social support picture. This variable is a significant covariate
in Model 1 but is excluded after more risk factors are present, showing that it demonstrates
potential to predict PGD but confounds with other more correlated covariates. Therefore, in
measuring social support and other psycho/socio/spiritual phenomena that tend to be complex,
the use of measures specifically designed to capture nuanced aspects of these issues [279, 280]
versus individual items might be warranted.
Similar to social support, attachment style is a multi-dimensional psychological concept
that likely is best measured using a specified measure to avoid the occurrence of confounding
variables [281, 282]. In this case, insecure attachment style is used as an overarching variable
that represented pathological attachment styles, in general. To accurately judge the relation
between attachment style and the development of PGD specific types of insecure attachment
style, such as avoidant and ambivalent, should be assessed.
On the contrary to the previous two variables, high pre-death dependency is proven a
strong risk factor when the bereaved is the spouse of the deceased, and the bereaved relies
strongly on the deceased pre-death [35, 222]. This variable has a different layer of implication.
The original variable in the review paper is pre-death “marital” dependency to the deceased,
suggesting a marital relationship between the griever and the deceased. In our study, we
rephrase the variable to examine whether it remains a significant covariate for non-spousal
bereaved and the result fails to support its relevancy. Furthermore, being a spouse is a
significantly strong predictor across all three models, which makes separating the dependency
issue and the spousal risk difficult and the applicable conditions narrowed. It is better to
examine pre-death dependency with non-spousal bereaved, and more evidence would enable
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us to conclude the possibility of it confounding with being a spouse of the deceased.
The last insignificant confirmed risk factor is high neuroticism. It is interesting because
high neuroticism was considered potential predictor of Depression [283-285] and PTSD
[286, 287], two mental disorders that were highly correlated to PGD. Furthermore, instead of
high neuroticism, history of mental illness pre-loss is a significant predictor in Model 2 and
3. This finding suggested that high neuroticism might exhibit higher correlation to the “risk
factor” of PGD. In other words, high neuroticism can be the covariate of history of mentalillness rather than to PGD. It explains why high neuroticism is a significant predictor in the
univariate logistic regression (p<.001) but is excluded in the presence of history of mental
illness. To validate this finding, more studies are needed to clarify the relationship between high
neuroticism and other risk factors.

5.4.8 Variables that have adjusted ORs under lower than 1
Interestingly, some of the proposed factors show ORs lower than 1, implying that one unit increase
in each of these factors indicates the odds decrease for the exposed individual. Hence, these factors
might suggest a negative association to PGD. According to Model 2, potential protective factors
included: frequent contact with deceased pre-death (adjusted OR 0.515), multiple concurrent
loss/traumatic events (adjusted OR 0.274), perceived suffering while the deceased was dying
(adjusted OR 0.138). Judging from the interview result in Chapter 3, the grievers wish to spend
more time with the dying loved one. Hence, the more frequent contact with deceased pre-death,
the less the grievers might experience complication of grief. In particular, multiple concurrent
loss/traumatic events and perceived suffering while the deceased was dying are proposed in
the risk factors questionnaires, but exhibit negative correlation with the dependent variable in
the multivariate models. This unexpected result argues for a reconsideration of the items used
to measure them. Our previous reasoning was that the more concurrent loss/traumatic events
the bereaved experienced in addition to the loss, the higher possibility that the bereaved was
overwhelmed and prone to develop PGD. Similar to this reasoning, the more the bereaved
perceived the deceased was suffering while dying, the higher susceptibility to developing PGD.
Our model indicates a completely opposite tendency. Below are possible explanations.
The first explanation is that we have ignored the reasoning in reality. For instance, if a
mourner perceived that the loved one suffered while dying, death might be viewed as bringing
final peace and end of suffering to the loved one. However, due to the limitation of study
design, the average time we collected the data is 25.22 months post loss. If given this amount
of time, mourners may reappraise their perception of the dying process, say, from empathizing
with the pain of the deceased to convincing themselves that the deceased is no longer suffering.
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According to the diagnostic criteria of PGD, if grievers develops PGD, they should experience
difficulty to reconstruct meaning for a long period. Due to the cross-sectional design of our
study, we cannot conclude immediately that perceived suffering is a risk factor or protective
factor. It is better to evaluate this factor at two time points (within six months and after six
months) to help us draw a more confident conclusion.
The second explanation is due to the scale of the questions. As section 4.6.3 suggests,
the wording of the question can cause confusion on the scope of the variable. Experiencing
multiple traumatic events “simultaneously” with the death of loved one can be quite different
than experiencing these events “before” the death of loved one. The possible reasoning is
that experiencing multiple challenging events altogether will overwhelm the grievers, but
not when the events are happening following or before the death of loved one. If the events
occurred before the loss, mourners are expected to be more resilient towards life challenges.
The language used to measure this variable does not suggest these events happening at the same
time.
A more statistical explanation is these variables are protective factors when other risk
factors are present. In section 5.4.7, pre-death dependency does not demonstrate significant
association with the dependent variable because the marital condition is not present. The
evidence is that these two variables do yield significantly positive association in the univariate
logistic regression, but show negative association when other risk factors are added. With the
presence of other risk factors, grievers who manage to (1) frequently contact the deceased
pre-death, (2) survive other traumatic events before losing a loved one, and (3) believe that the
deceased are no longer suffering might indeed adapt to the fact better.
However, these explanations are not applicable to age. Although age demonstrates adjusted
ORs lower than one, since all of the age groups exhibit potential correlation to PGD, we have to
consider their relative relationship. The rest of age groups except the reference group (age under
30 years old) all exhibit adjusted ORs lower than one, suggesting that the odds will decrease
when exposed to these variable groups. This makes the reference group at relative risk (the odds
remains unchanged with exposure), meaning that age under and including 30 years old could
be a risk factor. It also adheres to the reviews that younger age of the bereaved can be at risk of
developing PGD [128].

5.4.9 Limitations on the analysis method
Our preference was that all 50 variables, after removing the highly correlated ones, would fit into
one model. Additionally, as estimated by a power analysis, 300 participants was deemed ample
to yield sufficient analytical results. In our case, however, through MTurk we collected twice that
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number of respondents. Furthermore, SPSS was unable to adequately analyze the large amount
of data stemming from the high number of variables/participants because of the large number
of categorical variables. For calculating OR, at least four groups of cases must exist: exposure
to a variable with outcome, exposure to a variable with no outcome, no exposure to a variable
with outcome, and no exposure to a variable with no outcome. If one of the groups is missing,
the calculation will fail. Our MTurk sample could not satisfy all of the possible combinations of
the categorical variables. With more variables, especially categorical variables, included in the
analysis, it required a much larger sample size (rule of thumb may yield an ideal sample size of
900, but it is suggestive to add more samples by carefully review the options in the categorical
variables) to fulfill all the possible combinations of groups. Therefore, we opted to analyze the
factors by groups.
Additionally, in cross-validating the three models, due to the variation of the numbers of
valid cases in each group of variables, the number of included cases varied slightly. For instance,
there were only 24 PGD grievers included in the first model due to the participants indicated
missing value and 29 included in the second and third model, resulting a higher chance to yield
a radically large or small percent of correct due to having less samples (e.g., 2 out of 4 correct
makes it 50% correct). However, the algorithm of SPSS will fail if the samples collected are not
capable of covering all the potential combination of variables (see 19.4.2 Incomplete information
from the predictors from the book of Field, 2013) . The model calculation process did not throw
an error and this suggests that the sample successfully fulfill the goodness-of-fit assumption.
Therefore, the influence of sample number variation on the validity of the model could be
considered minimum.

5.5 Qualitative Findings
In the completion page of the app, we also designed a section in which we invited comments or
feedback from participants. It was optional channel to express the feeling of participating in the
study and also assisted us to gauge to what extent participants were interested in the study. Out
of 620 participants who visited the completion page, 271 provided extra comments, which means
almost 43% of the participants spontaneously offered opinions. It was surprisingly encouraging
for us, and allowed us to understand participants’ experiences of using the app. The qualitative
findings were more insightful for the HCI field, and in this section, we will focus on discussing
the qualitative findings that were related to user experiences.

5.5.1 Positive messages
Perhaps due to the financial compensation, we received superabundant thank you messages.
Fortunately, lots of the comments were quality comments and provided great nuances about
the participants’ experiences on the navigation and feedback. This section presents some of the
positive comments provided by the study participants.
Feeling emotionally challenged in the process. Participants indicated that taking the survey
reminded them the positive and negative memories about the loved ones. Some of the participants
specifically mentioned that they cried through parts of the study. This finding is highly aligned
with our design purpose, to stimulate the bereaved to revisit and reappraise their grief. Despite
the fact that the process was emotionally stressful, participants also thought that the questions
were thought provoking and helpful in pointing out the perspectives that they never thought
of. It has proven that well designed questions play an important role in thought changing and
could potentially lead to reassessing of the behaviors or coping style. Some of the comments are
listed below (the Uid numbers are corresponding to the ids the participants were assigned in the
MySQL database):
“It was a very interesting experience. I cried through part of it. my mom was my best
friend and two years after her death it is still hard to deal with the loss. I think that
completing this survey and the feedback it gave me did make me feel a little better
about how I am handling it.” – Uid676 (60 years old female, lost mother)
“Very interesting study and this could be a helpful application. It helped me look at
areas of my friends death that I hadn’t looked at before, some I hadn’t even connected
that it could be because of her death.” – Uid215 (55 years old male, lost friend)
“It was a little helpful for me, but also made me reflect on some negative emotions I
did not really want to consider. Overall, I felt it was probably worthwhile for me.” –
Uid122 (27 years old male, lost great grandmother)
“This was a really nice experience. I sort of relived going through my grandmother’s
death, yet I also got to experience a lot of nice memories from when she was alive. I
thank you for allowing me to take part in this experience!” – Uid337 (19 years old
male, lost grandmother)
The app worked smoothly and the interface was user-friendly. It seemed that the modifications
on the navigation features and interface were basically successful, since a lot of participants have
reported enjoying the smoothness of the interface. Participants also generally enjoy the navigation
feature of highlighting the next section and breaking down questionnaires into different groups.
Feeling reassuring and informative through reading the feedback. The feedback was frequently
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regarded as insightful, interesting, educational, thoughtful or eye opening. Furthermore, although
it was not the focus of the study, one participant did reflect on the comments and realized that
he/she might need help.
“This was very interesting and informative in regards to how poorly I am doing after
my father’s passing. Unfortunately, I have realized most of this but have failed to seek
treatment. I wish there would have been a section just to explain what happened to
me.” – Uid528 (39 years old female, lost father)
“I think it help me learn somethings and maybe I do need to get help now.” – Uid340
(38 years old female, lost mother)
Many participants also felt that they have learned something about themselves and believed
it was a comforting and therapeutic process. One participant mentioned that the scientific
confirmation about her grief situation was especially helpful for his/her healing process.
“this is a wonderful thing. even though I feel strong and feel my healing and acceptance
taking place…this study questionnaire is an amazing thing and should be shared with
many people. it made me feel a sense of confirmation not through spiritual eyes only,
but even through science, it is like science and faith crossed and confirmed that each
are useful and real and both can help continue the healing and the understanding for
humans as we are with this life in this world that we have been momentarily given.” –
Uid527 (43 years old female, lost son)
“I think GIFT is very interesting. I appreciated all the post-survey feedback and I felt it
was accurate and helpful. Although I still grief everyday, I did not think or worry that
I had depression or PTSD so seeing the feedback validated my thoughts. The feedback
also offered helpful advice which I will seriously consider.” – Uid125 (46 years old
male, lost partner)

5.5.2 Complains and negative comments
Lengthy study. The study generally took 23 to 25 minutes to complete. According to the modern
standard, it might be too lengthy especially for a sensitive and emotionally triggering survey like
GIFT. Although the researcher expected that the feedback would relieve the stress of doing the
study, a few participants still pointed out that they thought the study took too long to complete.
Feedback was at the surface level. One participant was annoyed by the feedback and thought the
questionnaire did not apply to her. It might be a single case, but it should be included for future
reference.
“I don’t understand what the point of this is. What’s the gift? A better understanding
of myself? I don’t know that I actually got any take away points from the assessment
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scores. Having a sense of okay, I guess i’m not depressed enough for this program to be
worried about me is nice, but what am I to make of it beyond that? Also, as someone
who has done lots of personality assessments, these seem pretty surface level. It’s hard
for me to take the assessment score in a meaningful way when there are only 10
questions and half of them don’t apply because I’m not religious.” – Uid89 (37 years old
female, lost father)
Compensation not worth the time and the emotional turmoil. From the perspective of IRB, higher
payment was not encouraged and should not be the main motivation that the participants were
participating. The ideal circumstance was that participants were interested in the subject and felt
spontaneously motivated to join, which was quite rare in practice. A few participants mentioned
that the payment was too low for such as long study and for experiencing this degree of emotion
triggering.
“Just that it was very long and emotional for the pay.” – Uid597 (36 years old male, lost
friend)
“Your pay is garbage. How can anyone support themselves with 2 or 3 dollars an hour
of pay? It is shameful.” – Uid557 (35 years old male, lost son)
Although the compensation was not satisfactory from the participants’ point of view, it did not
necessarily hamper the quality of the data gathered from the study. Our concern was that higher
compensation might also cause participants to lie to participate in this study. It was a dilemma
that we might have to seek to balance in the future.
Collecting too many redundant information. One participant indicated that although he/she
liked the app, there were information that he/she thought unnecessary to give, such as gender,
age or race. The information collected were necessary for the exploratory analysis of risk factors,
but the final deliverable would omit unnecessary questions (and questionnaires). In addition to
that, Amazon also strictly forbids the collection of email address, username or password, which
caused us to modify the login system in the middle of the study. It was a valuable experience
learned from the study.

5.5.3 Potential future development- Story sharing and networking
Although we did not expect to receive participants’ grief stories, many of the participants shared
their stories spontaneously in the feedback messages. Some of them shared really private details
about their loss experiences and wrote really quality comments. It seemed relatively unusual
to give private stories to unknown strangers, especially when the participants were basically
interacting with the app (website). However, we did receive the quality sharing such as personal
as the following two:
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“Answering these questions was somehow very comforting, as was seeing the results
you provide. I am two days away from the 2nd anniversary of my sister’s death, and
am very tender about her loss right now, the timing is special to me. I am still feeling
her loss every day. I lost both my brothers and my sister in a very short span of years,
I am the Last of the Mohicans and that is not a happy thing. I’ve also had other
significant losses in the same time frame, my closest friends are suddenly also passed
away. I have been feeling like I know more people in Heaven than I do here, now. This
study took me through the many stages and reactions I lived through, the questions
were sensitive and on target. Thank you. I just need to thank you for the comfort this
has given.” – Uid243 (67 years old female, lost sister)
“My friend was murdered by 2 people he sold drugs to. They tried to rob him of his
drugs and his money and when he wouldn’t give it up they shot him, stole his things
anyway and ran. This happened out of the blue and took me for a loop, I never
imagined this would have happened at all - despite what is in the news about him in
my hometown he was one of the nicest people I had ever met. I was a little wary about
taking this survey but pouring my emotions and thoughts into a survey with questions
as if it KNEW me helped a little. I feel better than I did before I took this survey. I don’t
have any legit feedback on how this application worked, but if someone is reading this
then thank you for somehow finding me when I needed it.” – Uid380 (21 years old
female, lost friend)
It was an interesting phenomenon for us, since it was a discovery that we did not expect. It also
implies the potential combination of EtG and My Grief Journal, an unused prototype developed
at the second stage of the previous study (see Chapter 4). There was a need for participants to
share their stories, and it seemed to be made easier by an online communication. Combining
this insight with the comments of the participants from the protocol analysis study (see the
discussion in Chapter 4), we could conclude that grieving users have a need to share stories and
also read other grievers’ stories. Perhaps they also wish their stories to be read. In addition to
sharing the stories. One participant also suggested to have a chance to hear other people’s stories
and support others.
“Great to give some direction with where we go in our grief process. I would like to
hear some stories from others so that maybe we can network and support each other in
our grief.” – Uid135 (38 years old female, lost brother)
The deployment of GIFT has proven good potential of empowering the bereaved, but we also
observed users requesting for more functions such as reading others’ stories or sharing their
results. It shows that users would need more functions to fulfill their various needs in bereavement,
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which will require a large-scale portal to attend these needs. Developing GIFT is one of the steps
in building the screening algorithm for EtG, and designing a holistic bereavement service portal
is not included in the scale of this research. However. the qualitative insights can contribute to
the future development of a more holistic self-monitoring system for bereavement and give EtG
a more guaranteed starting point for UX design.
The quantitative findings would be implemented on EtG as the predictive algorithm. What
we learned from the participants’ feedback is that the participants were still nudged to revisit,
reassess and reconsider their behaviors, thoughts and circumstances during the bereavement.
Interacting with a PSS like GIFT would inevitably yield effect on the grievers’ thoughts or
behaviors and we could expect that so would interacting with EtG yield the similar effect.
The feedback from the participants showed more positive effects than negative, and more
therapeutic effects than agonizing, suggesting that providing meaningful feedback regarding
the grievers’ bereavement circumstances, when implemented in a non-clinical context and on
EtG, still has a potential to yield a positive influence to the bereaved.

5.6 General Discussion
5.6.1 Reflection on sampling through Mturk
A big lesson learned from testing an application on Mturk is that researcher should never require
participants to register or gather participants’ email address on Mturk. We had to modify the
login system to utilize participants’ Mturk ID instead of email address, or else Amazon would
remove the task. It was a big problem for this study because of the way GIFT was designed.
Future researchers should always avoid violation of Amazon’s policy before designing a data
collection system.
Some studies have supported the quality of data gathered from Mturk and concluded that it
is a cost-effective approach to gathering a good variety of samples from the general population
[250, 251, 288]. However, the findings in this study posit a different concern for studies which
aim to evaluate severe grieving samples. Our primary intention is not to assess the quality of
sample gathered from Mturk, but since all of our study participants are recruited from Mturk,
and the prevalence of PGD grievers is almost half of the suggestive prevalence from the metaanalysis, this fact should concern future researchers. One of the biggest worries was that users
from Mturk could twist their answers to participate in this study. In this study, the system
record showed that two users intentionally modified the relationship between the deceased and
the time the deceased died to participate in this study. Fortunately, this proportion was very
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low. The second problem is that around one out of ten participants tend to click through the
questionnaires. For the participants who complete the questionnaire in an unusually short time
(e.g., spending less than one minute on the background information questionnaire), we need to
check the answer carefully. In our case, only a few of them are obviously questionable answers.
Most of the data are still reasonably good. These concerns do not necessarily endorse Mturk
immediately as a good source for gathering grievers’ opinions but support its vast potential
to collect quality data with proper system design and safeguard from researchers. If more
bereavement-related studies are to be conducted on Mturk, the sample from this study would
be a nice reference for considering Mturk as a recruitment approach.

5.6.2 A critical path towards the development of a preventive intervention
for PGD
Not surprisingly, the ultimate goal of predicting PGD in the early phase of bereavement is to
develop effective preventive interventions. Although previous studies indicated that the effect of
preventive interventions on PGD remains invalidated, one of the possible reasons could be the
lack of instruments to screen potential prolonger grievers at the first six months [9]. Establishing
a valid method for screening PGD can be a critical path towards preventing it. Furthermore,
as suggested by the results of this study, there could be more than one approaches to predict
PGD. In the process of developing a predictive model, the researcher also identified other
non-clinical needs such as the need to assist grievers’ decision making, or the need to build
effective communication between family members. These needs might not be of interest to
psychotherapeutic fields but can be insightful for further design of supporting technologies.

5.6.3 Conducting factor analysis (principal component analysis) to further
reduce the dimension of predictive factors
Although we examined the correlation and multicollinearity before including the variables in the
model and combined or removed the highly correlated variables, it is more suggestive to conduct
a factor analysis or principal component analysis to extract the critical components measured
by the questionnaires. More efforts are needed to enhance our understandings of the effective
predictive factors, but the data gathered from this study would also serve as a great base for the
exploratory data analysis of BRISQ and CGRF.

5.7 Implementing the Screening Method in EtG
GIFT marks a step forward to building the screening algorithm for PGD, which constructs
the major contribution of the thesis, an internet-based self-screening app for screening PGD
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in the early phase of bereavement. To develop a screening method that targets lay users,
psychological outcomes, and professional jargons need to be translated into a more appealing
and understandable form. For researchers that aim to evaluate the predictive variables, adjusted
ORs and the p-value (sometimes the 95% CI) are frequently reported [261, 265, 267, 289]. These
findings are reported in section 5.3 and discussed in section 5.4. It is meaningful viewing from
inferential statistics’ point of view but can be hard for nonresearchers to interpret. For instance,
an OR of 74 on the spouse variable means that the OR of a griever developing PGD is 74 times
as large as for spousal grievers than for non-spousal grievers. OR could not directly refer to the
predicted probability, and is frequently misinterpreted by the researchers [261]. Instead, when we
calculate the probability of developing PGD from a spousal griever and a grieving daughter with
Model 2, provided that the exposure to other risk factors remain unchanged (e.g., violent death,
unemployed and feeling financial pressure, emotional numb, etc.), the probability of spousal
grievers to develop PGD is 36% and grieving daughter 1% (the equation is described below). In
our opinion, this result will be much more interpretable and reader/user-friendly.
The advantage of EtG is that it simplifies the complicated calculation process and present
the result in a more interpretable manner for lay readers. This section concentrates on how to
translate the psychological results into a usable internet-based PSS.

5.7.1 The formula for implementation in EtG
Model 2 is selected for further implementation in the EtG algorithm because of its thorough
inclusion of risk factors and best performance in the cross-validation and ROC curve assessment.
The extracted formula from Model 2 to calculate the predicted probability ρ of PGD existing is
as below.
The program first calculates the logarithm of the odds of the predicted probability y*
and utilize the y* to calculate the predicted probability of the outcome variable happening. It
resulted in the following equation for calculating y*. The β (coefficient) value of each covariate
is the inverse of its adjusted OR and is displayed in Table 5.21 for reference.
y*= bereaved_spouses* 2.528 + age_between_31_to_45 * (-2.804)+ age_between_46_to_60 *
(-1.902)+age_above_61*(-4.522) + frequency_of_contact_with_deceased*(-0.663)+mental_
illness_history*1.486+multiple_concurrent_losses*(-1.295)+perceived_suffering_
while_deceased_was_dying*(-1.978)+feeling_angry *1.158+feeling_emotional_
numb*1.933+difficulty_reconstructing_meaning*0.444+discovering_the_body*0.902+(13.901).
Then the variable y* was implemented to calculate the estimated probability ρ of PGD
happening with the following equation (for the explanation of this equation, see equation
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𝑦𝑦 ∗ = 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏_𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∗ 2.528 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏_31_𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡_45 ∗ −2.804 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏_46_𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡_60
∗ −1.902 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_61 ∗ (−4.522) + 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓_𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜_𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐_𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∗ (−0.663) + 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚_𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ 1.486 + 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚i𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝_𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐_𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ∗ −1.295
+ 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝_𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑_𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∗ −1.978 + 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓_𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ∗ 1.158
+ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓_𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∗ 1.933 + 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟_𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗ 0.444
+ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑_𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ∗ 0.902 + (−13.901).
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4 of Peng et al., 2002, p.5) . In the equation, we first exponentiate y* with the SPSS default
calculating function exp(y*). The rest of calculation can easily be done.
𝜌𝜌 =

exp (𝑦𝑦 ∗ )
exp (𝑦𝑦 ∗ ) + 1

Case No.

531

83

83

Somewhat

Very

Very

Feeling empty
of emotional
numb

Rarely

A great deal

Occasionally

A moderate
amount

A great deal

Difficulty
reconstructing
meaning postloss

Quite a bit *
Very much

Very much *
Very much

Slightly *
Slightly

Quite a bit *
Quite a bit

Very much *
Very much

Discovering
the body

Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

Agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Incercept

-

-

-

-

-

β = 1.933
2

531

Extremely

Table 5.21 Predicted probability of 4 cases
540

2

Slightly

β = 1.158

26

540

Feeling angry
about the loss

If the estimated probability ρ of PGD happening is larger than 0.50, the system would
determine that the griever is at a higher risk of developing PGD. A table for example cases is
presented in Table 5.21.
Case No.

26

Bereaved
spouse
β = 2.528

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Age between
30 to 45

No

No

No

Yes

No

Age between
46 to 60

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Age above 61

No

No

No

No

No

Predicted
probability

0.24

1.00

0.00

0.17

0.84

Frequency of
contact with
deceased predeath

2-7 times
per week

Everyday

2-7 times
per week

2-7 times
per week

Everyday

0

1

0

0

1

History of
mental illness

Quite a bit

Somewhat

Somewhat

Quite a bit

Quite a bit

Predicted
result
1 = PGD
griever
0 = Non PGD
griever

1

1

0

0

1

Multiple
concurrent
losses/
traumatic
events

Somewhat

Quite a bit

A little

Quite a bit

Quite a bit

Actual result
1 = PGD
griever
0 = Non PGD
griever

Perceived
suffering
while
deceased was
dying

Not at all

β = 0.444

β = -2.804

β = 0.902

β = -1.902
β = -4.522

β = -0.663
β = 1.486

β0 = -13.901

5.7.2 Designing the research deliverable, Empowered to Grieve (EtG)

β = -1.295

Very

Slightly

Very

Extremely

Following the implementation of the predictive algorithm and analyzing the participants’
experiences, the insights gathered from deploying GIFT have provided useful design implications
for EtG. These implications are listed below. The deliverable is shown in Figure 5.15 to 5.18.
Reduce the questionnaires required for the prediction. The inclusion of nine questionnaires
has resulted in some complains, suggesting that a lengthy session is highly undesirable. It is
suggestive to select the questions more targeting on the critical variables for calculating the

β = -1.978
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predicted probability. EtG should remove the socio-demographic questionnaires but only keep
the key questions such as the relationship with the deceased loved one. The questions could be
integrated into the risk factor questionnaire.

Figure 5.17 The feedback displayed with visual result

Figure 5.15 Welcoming page of EtG

Figure 5.18 Downloadable figure with feedback

Figure 5.16 Total 16 questions of the questionnaire

However, since some participants also welcome more questionnaires that helped them to
understand different perspectives of bereavement, other questionnaires, which if are publicly
accessible and can be allowed to administer through EtG for a larger population, and feedback
can be made optionally available for users who might be interested.
Generate a report that can “take away.” EtG does not require the users to create a profile since
it is not designed primarily for data gathering and analyzing. If the users do not keep the report
in their profiles, the report should be in the format that they can download, send or print. The
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basic take away points should include the predicted susceptibility to PGD, potential feedback
and suggestions for the users, and the useful information or links to supportive resources. EtG is
currently administered as a web application. Although it can be accessed through every kind of
(personal and mobile) devices provided a browser is installed, there should be an easy way to save

adding more variables, the predictive power of the model could both increase or decrease, and
some variables that were significant could confound with other variables and were excluded
in the equation. Therefore, this study is of great advantage in identifying the most significant
variables while taking into consideration of most of the currently identifiable candidate variables.

and share the report. The format that can best contain all the feedback is a pdf report, but it is
unappealing if users wish to share the result on a social network or another platform. Therefore,
EtG should offer an infographic with the visualized scale and other essential information in a
jpeg format. There should be a one-click button to export or share the report on different social
networks or platforms.

Out of the 50 candidate variables, 15 variables are included in the final model, suggesting
that less than half of the proposed variables demonstrate significant associations with PGD.
Among the 15 variables, 11 variables are proposed as PGD risk factors and almost all of the
PGD risk factors validated by the models are in line with the previous literature (see the
review of Burke and Neimeyer, 2012) except three variables, frequency of contact with the
deceased pre-death, multiple concurrent losses/traumatic events (included as a Loss-oriented
stressor in Stoebe et al., 2006, p.2444) and perceived suffering while the deceased was dying
(included as one of the risk factors in Lobb et al.’s (2010) review). These three variables appear
to demonstrate a negative association with PGD, which is different to the fact that they were
proposed as potential stressors and risk factors in previous literature [129, 218, 274]. More
studies would be needed to examine this inconsistent finding.

5.7.3 The practical consideration of implementing EtG in the real world
EtG is currently a single function app that serves to screen PGD in the first six months of
bereavement and provides a user-friendly translation of psychological measurements and
feedback to the bereaved lay users. It is a step toward empowering the bereaved in the very
early (perhaps even beginning) phase of bereavement. However, according to the participants’
feedback of using GIFT, the bereaved could benefit from a more versatile website that offers
various functions that attend their needs, and, as they move forward in the coping process,
enables their coping activities (see the meaningful activities discussed in Chapter 3 for more
examples). It can also be expected that EtG could include more functions in the future following
the primary feedback the bereaved receive and provide more personalized coping suggestions
that could mediate the necessary coping activities. A more straightforward way is to embed EtG
in a more holistic and mature bereavement support portal as part of the service. It is true that
we as researchers often develop applications with genuine kindness, but we should be cautious
to presume that users will spontaneously intend to use EtG and trust the feedback. Another
possible approach is to introduce EtG into a clinical or psychotherapeutic environment since it is
a potential channel to approach individuals who might need it. In this way, we could make EtG
valuable not only in the research context but also in a practical context.

5.8 Limitations and Future Research Opportunities
In this study, we examined 50 potential predictive factors for PGD with GIFT, an Internetbased data gathering instrument designed to gather participants’ bereavement experiences and
feedback on UX of the self-monitoring app. The major contribution of this study was the many
variables included and evaluated. Many previous studies [51, 128, 129, 170, 189, 190, 217-221,
265, 267, 289, 291-295] have attempted to predict PGD with several risk factors but none of
which had included as many factors as our study. The findings also clearly indicated that by
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Our study fails to support the significant correlation between PGD and the other 35
variables, and several explanations can be given. The first explanation is that these variables
confound with the 15 significant variables, resulting in possible spurious finding in previous
studies. The second explanation points to the difference of measuring instruments. Three
of the questionnaires used in our study are in development and are possibly different to the
measurements administered by other researchers (for the discussion, see section 5.4.7). The
third explanation has to do with the cross-sectional design of the data collecting strategy.
Although our candidate risk factors are either factors that are highly static or hard to be
moderated by psychotherapy, the time we collect our data is in average 24 months post-loss.
It limits us from drawing a firm conclusion based on the level of the variables at time zero (or
in the past). Therefore, a longitudinal study or a study that measures at least two time points
are highly recommended to be a follow up for this study. Even though, the contribution of this
study is to unfold and explore as many variables that possessed potential to predict PGD based
on reviewing previous studies [128, 218] and the field experiences. It has to be emphasized that
bereavement, or PGD, is a multidimensional experience, and conducting specific studies that
target on a certain type of loss experiences would help to facilitate a more precise and nuanced
evaluation of various types of risk factors.
The generalizability of our study should also be clarified for a clear interpretation of this
study result. First, this project is carried out in the Netherlands and the United States (after
the pilot study, we specified to recruit participants within the United States on Mturk), and
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most of the participants are native English speakers, or at least proficient in English. Therefore,
the study result may not be completely applicable for the bereaved from the different cultural
background such as the Asian bereaved. Second, most of the findings derived from our study
are based on the cross-sectional data collected after six months of bereavement. Although
studied factors are believed to demonstrate static interactions with the outcome factor and also
supported by other literature [128, 218, 236, 295], our findings still can face a certain degree
of limitation in generalizing the findings to the group bereaved less than six months. In some
situations, the level of these factors could fluctuate. For instance, the participants might be in
the middle of psychotherapy, resulting in a lower level of difficulty in meaning reconstruction.
Such case could reduce the rate of individuals sampling positive of PGD symptoms and cause
false negative classification and underestimation of the risk factors in the screening method.
However, we tried to cope with this bias by utilizing the statistic method to correct the data,
reducing the risk of underestimating the level of risk factors. Our screening method is also has
limited application to delayed grief because it assumes the grief level either stay the same or
drop at the beginning of loss [296].
Another limitation of this study is that the applicability of the predictive model with the
individuals who have experienced multiple losses still needs further evaluation. In the current
model, the calculation was based on the risk factors associated with a single death event. It is
hard to conclude that the impact of risk factors would remain the same even though grievers
experience multiple deaths of loved ones. More investigations on the applicability of the
predictive model should be conducted for individuals who suffer from multiple deaths of loved
ones.
This study implements an unconventional setting to gather the insights that answer the
research question. On the one hand, we aim to build an empirically-validated regression
model for providing more meaningful feedback to the bereaved (lay users). On the other hand,
we need more insights on the user experience perspective to assess the benefit/challenge of
providing feedback to the bereaved. It is hard to achieve both in one study, and the primary
focus was developing the screening method. To deepen our knowledge of the experiences and
attend to users’ needs in monitoring their bereavement processes, a detailed user study and a
more systematic measurement of user experiences should be conducted. Grievers are sensitive
users and tend to suffer from emotionally triggering questions, confusing interface or negative
feedback. All of these aspects, on top of a precise and robust predictive model, should be
heeded and monitored continuously.
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Conclusion

Below we review the major findings/contributions of the project critically and reflect the lessons
learned in the process. We look into the following four themes that summarize this dissertation’s
contribution in different aspects: insights into HCI fields, insights into psychology fields, ethical
considerations and study design, and insights into administering an online questionnaire study
on MTurk.

6.1 Insights into HCI field
In Chapter 3, we argue that technology is a mediator for many activities and offers access to
various support resources. We further propose two opportunities for designing technology that
support the bereaved in the early phase of bereavement, empowering decision-making and
enabling meaningful activities. Based on our findings in Chapter 4 and 5, the empowerment
process should precede the enabling process. Below we summarize and discuss the critical
findings.

6.1.1 More needs to fulfill in addition to attending the mental disorder
Our study in Chapter 3 uncovers many other potential needs that can be fulfilled through
technology. These needs are also identified and studied by other researchers. For instance,
dealing with the digital legacy [11-13, 194-196], seeking social support on the internet [55, 59,
297], making the dying process less suffering through technology [298, 299], and keeping the
spiritual/emotional bonds with the deceased through social network [19, 20, 61].
Technologically-mediated bereavement activities are in general common but frequently
limited to utilizing the personal devices and internet services. Many actions do not necessarily
require technological mediation but have a potential to be mediated by technology. Take EtG
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as an example, all of the questions can be administered through a paper-based questionnaire
or psychotherapist. It is hard to determine which approach would be better to empower the
grievers’ decision-making since the assessment is highly subjective due to different preferences,
cultural background and using habits. However, EtG does offer much faster and more precise
calculation on the predictive model, easy and wide access through connected devices, and
scalability and potential to be integrated into a larger portal depending on the different phases
of bereavement support. Furthermore, it is a relatively low commitment to gather necessary
minimum information to make a critical decision in the beginning phase of bereavement.
These reasons would support the necessity and benefit to have a support system like EtG, and
so can HCI researchers identify various new experiences or benefits in developing other types
of supportive technologies.
With the growing integration of technology and digital activities in our everyday lives, we
can expect more and more bereavement needs being mediated through technology and varied
experiences being introduced by utilizing popular technologies (e.g., VR and AR). A primary
thought is that technology does not ostracize other means of bereavement support but should
explore to work hand in hand with various resources. The reason is that there are needs that
best served by technology (e.g., connectedness, responsiveness and preciseness) and needs that
best supported by institutes, therapists or other resources (e.g., rituals, personalized counselling
and social empathy). The following three aspects would benefit further design of technology in
attending the needs of the bereaved:
(1) the aspect that technology can perform outstandingly in offering support to the
bereaved (e.g., organizing digital legacy and continuing bonds with the deceased on social
networks)
(2) the aspect that technology should be incorporated into other supportive processes (e.g.,
EtG or other technologically supported Cognitive Behavioral Therapy)
(3) the aspect that should primarily be fulfilled by other supportive resources (e.g, treating
suicidal ideation or the social support from other important figures)
Even though the third point does not always require technological solution, it still could
benefit from its involvement. Since personal devices and internet are highly integrated in
our everyday life activities, studying the needs of the bereaved contribute valuable insights in
further design of more personalized and versatile bereavement support with technology.

6.1.2 Conducting activities that will exhibit (positive) changes on the bereavement experiences
Our study diversifies grievers into two types, coping through the natural grief mechanism and
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coping through the assistance of psychotherapy [33, 36]. Both types of coping strategy should be
applied to the group that will benefit from them [121]. Therefore, the decision whether a clinical
intervention is necessary should be made earlier with the expectation to lead to a personally
meaningful outcome.
EtG is targeting on helping the bereaved to make clinically-related decision. Hence, it does
so by providing a predicted probability of suffering from PGD and a suggesting message of
whether the griever may benefit from professional intervention. From the pilot study (Chapter
4), we have observed grievers’ confusion about whether they were grieving in a proper manner,
and internet resources could provide a primary feedback that nudge further action. One of
the critical components that facilitates empowerment, according to the empowerment model
proposed by Cattaneo and Goodman (2010), is knowledge [169]. In our understanding and
in the bereavement context, knowledge indicates the relevant information that supports
the grievers’ decision making process, disregarding from which resources the knowledge
is gathered. From our studies, we also frequently observe individuals seeking advice or
information from the internet, friends or professionals. In this regard, knowledge provided
by EtG is the predicted probability of developing PGD in the long run (including the possible
implication of this probability). It does not make the decision for the grievers, but inferring
from our qualitative findings in Chapter 5, some grievers indeed realize that they need clinical
support after using GIFT. This interaction pattern endorses the possibility of EtG supporting
the clinically related decision making in the bereavement context. Although it is not within the
scope of the study, the empowerment effect can be further validated by conducting a follow-up
study to track their behaviors.
Considering that the bereaved report many needs except decision making, more
convenient services can also be added to connect grievers with the necessary resource such
as self-help websites or homepage of a psychotherapist. For instance, GIFT is designed to
be a prototype for self-monitoring of grief experiences. With proper study and algorithm
implementation, the app can provide sophisticated answers. If the system detects an individual
having difficulty reconstructing meaning post-loss, some writing exercises can be suggested
based on the meaning reconstruction therapy. What has been specifically implemented in GIFT
is the suicidal detection function due to the ethical requirement of the IRB. The system tracks
the users’ answer in the questionnaire and immediately determine the location of the user to
link to the suicidal hotline information page. More reactions in responding to a specific answer
can make the system more intelligent and informative, but these responses require a close
collaboration with psychotherapists and more insightful studies of the correlations between risk
factors and coping strategies.
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Carrying out the activities that are needed after making the decision to adopt a specific
coping strategy is also critical since it is where the change will happen. Gaining a sense of
self-efficacy is of significant value at the beginning of confronting the life challenges [168,
207] since it allowed the grievers to actively target on the aspects that can be managed by
the individuals and sustain the effort of coping with the grief [98, 105, 164-167]. GIFT and
EtG are similar in providing the necessary knowledge for decision making, which facilitates
further empowerment process but are not directly intervening the empowerment and coping
processes. There are more to be done in empowering the bereaved to self-monitor their
bereavement and even cope with it. The possible directions are, but not limited to, providing
suggestions to cope with risk factors, probing actions or reminders to work with grief, feeding
personalized knowledge based on the grief experiences, monitoring the progress of coping
activities, and connecting with the professionals to collaboratively administer therapy. Having
a clinical psychologist in the team is of imperative importance for the development of a more
“intelligent” and clinically useful system.
Although the bereaved are stakeholders of their bereavement processes and could take the
responsibility to decide their coping activities, it does not necessarily mean that the bereaved
need to go through the process alone and unsupported. Individuals are highly associated to
the community and society to a certain extent that their activities, thoughts and emotions are
interconnected with the community and the broader circle/network of human beings. Our
project concentrates on the bereaved internet users, supporting the coping activities through
internet is where technology can certainly intervene with its advantage of the fast and often
free access to ample resources of stories, experiences and guidelines and the anonymous
nature of testing and exchanging new thoughts and strategies without straining regular social
relationship or compromising the existing self-identity [11, 17, 20, 55, 59]. The characteristic
of self-efficacy is frequently regarded crucial for empowerment [300-303]. It could also imply
that the feeling of losing control or not knowing what to do could disturb the bereaved’s coping
process. The other supporting figures, resources or technologies often act as facilitators that
support the bereaved to regain self-efficacy and make the personally meaningful (note: in an
alternative to the “right” or “best”) decisions.

6.1.3 The bereaved’s online empowerment experiences
The goal of empowerment in bereavement is to lead to a more personally-meaningful decision
in coping with the grief since grief is a highly personal experience and the needs to cope with
it could vary for different individuals. The decisions made could exhibit great impact on the
coping result, as reported by the interviewees in Chapter 3. Therefore, offering a systematic
decision architect to help the grievers find a desirable choice. The advantage of integrating the
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empowerment thinking and predictive model is that the designers not only motivate the bereaved
to take the stake but also ensure that the coping outcome would adhere to what the bereaved
expect. Regarding the necessity to have technical interventions, the same statement applies to
designing a self-management or self-monitoring PSS. Empowerment experience does not have
to be mediated through technology, but considering the convenience, precision, accessibility
and low commitment advantages provided by technology, it is only more advantageous to try to
mediate empowerment experience through technology. Furthermore, burgeoning studies have
supported the positive effect of utilizing a self-management PSS in the digital health (eHealth or
Health 2.0) for the individuals [304-308].

each risk factor, and some of our findings are inconsistent with previous studies, the approach
of fitting three models can provide a good inference for potential covariates of PGD. The finding
of this study validates 15 covariates of PGD out of 50 candidate variables. Also, our process of
entering variables by group generates many insights into identifying the potentially significant
covariates from less significant ones. For instance, most of the demographic variables are not
supported by our study to be significant covariates of PGD in comparison to the risk factors.
Some of the variables exhibit a reverse association to PGD from univariate logistic regression to
multivariate logistic regression. This fact suggests that the variables might be protective factors
when other risk factors are present.

The study result in Chapter 3 indicates that internet bereaved users frequently utilize
internet to seek social support, read other grievers’ stories, learn from grieving support
resources and conduct their mourning activities. Chapter 4 and 5 investigate the participants’
willingness and experiences to seek support on the internet. When GIFT was deployed in the
pilot study (Chapter 4), three out of five participants indicated that they had experiences of
searching for the information on the internet and reading others’ stories of coping with grief.
We then deployed GIFT through MTurk to collect data necessary for the predictive models
building. Around 43% of the participants provide 271 pieces of spontaneous feedback to our
system. Many participants indicate indirectly that they feel reinforced by the feedback and the
questions are thought-provoking. Our study result has proved two points. First, the internet
users can and are willing to be empowered through using an internet-based self-monitoring
PSS. In fact, it was not the system itself that empowered the grievers, but the thought-provoking

6.2.2 Seven variables that exhibit high correlation to PGD

questions and feedback. It does not matter whether the questionnaires were administered
through paper-based tests or internet-based PSS, as long as the questionnaires and feedback
were well-designed, it can empower the participants. Second, it is even more suggestive to
implement an Internet-based screening PSS rather than a paper-based questionnaire since the
system can be more responsive to the potential risks (suicidal ideation), and provide a quick
link to necessary, maybe also authentic, support resources. Furthermore, some participants
wished to share the results with their other friends or family members or share their stories
anonymously, which can be easily completed and programmed with technology but can be
hard to implement physically (e.g., anonymity).

6.2 Insights into Psychology
6.2.1 The further narrow down of potential variables
Although the aim of the thesis is to develop a screening method (system) rather than validating
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Seven proposed predictors (without considering the two conditional predictors) appear to
demonstrate a high correlation to PGD based on evaluating the three models in Chapter 5. The
criteria of identifying these factors are (a) being a significant predictor at p < .001 level in the
univariate analysis and (b) being a significant predictor in all of the model fitted (when added
in a model, it never falls out of the group of significant predictors). The predictors that fulfill
these criteria are (1) being a spouse or partner of the deceased, (2) history of mental illness preloss, (3) multiple concurrent losses/traumatic events, (4) feeling angry about the loss, (5) feeling
empty or emotional numb post-loss, (6) difficulty reconstructing meaning post-loss, and (7)
discovering the body. Age is excluded because it was added at the beginning but only started
being a significant covariate in Model 2 and 3.
In our study, we attempted to sample as many types of bereavement as possible in hopes
to extract the risk factors that were significant regardless of the types of bereavement. It is clear
that some risk factors are only applicable to a particular type of bereavements, such as predeath marital dependency or caregiver burden. The resulted seven variables should be viewed
as the risk factors in most of the bereavement conditions. The implication is that these factors
should be examined and added in the analysis due to their theoretical values for future studies.

6.2.3 Insignificant confirmed risk factors in the predictive model
Four out of six confirmed risk factors are not supported by our study (see Table 4.1 for the
confirmed risk factors). The only two confirmed risk factors endorsed partially by our study
are (1) being a spouse of the deceased and (2) discovering the body. Unsurprisingly, these two
factors are also part of the seven strongest predictors discussed in the previous section. However,
the four confirmed risk factors are excluded in all three models. There are three explanations for
this inconsistent finding. First, some of the variables should be evaluated more thoroughly such
as social support and attachment style. It could be invalid to measure these variables through a
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single question. Furthermore, there might be more aspects of attachment style or social support
that could specifically contribute to predicting PGD. Measuring these two variables with one or
two questions could result in getting the surface level understanding of the real cause. Therefore,
the study should be designed to measure the variables properly to ensure more perspectives
are considered. Second, pre-death marital dependency can be only applicable to the spousal
bereaved. One thing to note is that we have modified the question to only measure pre-death
dependency on the deceased to make it applicable to different types of losses. The study result
proved that a confirmed risk factor could be insignificant when implementing it on predicting
the PGD among different types of grievers. The third reason is that there are confounding
variables. The example identified in our study is that neuroticism was not included, but history
of mental illness appeared to be one of the seven strongest predictors across three models. The
interesting thing is that neuroticism is regarded potential predictor of several bereavementrelated mental illness such as Depression[283-285] and PTSD [286, 287], and the history of
mental illness does exhibit a significant positive association with PGD. It indirectly suggested
that the predictability of neuroticism should be carefully evaluated and history of mental illness
could be the confounding variable.

6.2.4 Predictors that are only significant risk factors under certain circumstances
We have stressed the benefit of having different models to predict PGD and provided evidence
that confirmed risk factors might not apply to every type of loss in the previous sections. More
studies regarding specific risk factors in various types of losses are needed to contribute to more
targeting predictive models. The example in the previous chapter is pre-death dependency, which
might be valid only in the circumstance that the bereaved are in a marital relationship with the
deceased. Therefore, when we fit the model without considering the condition, our result fails to
support the validated factor.

definition of the prolonged grievers indicates that they could suffer from severe yearning and
social dysfunctions, and suicidal ideation. Here we address two tensions, the potential to induce
suicidal ideation and the risk of experiencing severe emotional distress after participating in the
study.
Regarding the first tension, special attention was placed on questions asking about the
suicidal ideation, since a potential ethics concern could arise, whether asking about suicide
and related behaviors could induce suicidal ideation. The study of Dazzi et al. (2014) suggested
quite oppositely, talking and acknowledging about suicide might reduce the ideation. In the
case of EtG, even though the study indicated that suicidal ideation might not be enhanced
or induced through asking relevant questions, we still programmed the warning notice for
users showing a certain level of suicidal ideation. It is only suggestive for the researchers in the
bereavement studies that suicidal ideation should be cautioned.
However, the ethics tension we intend to address is how to gather the data with empathy
to the potentially clinically bereaved individuals. In the last two studies, we administered the
app with feedback at the end of each questionnaire. Providing feedback does not necessarily
contribute to the study, except sustaining the participant’s interests and prompting them to
share their experiences with us. The feedback feature makes the data collection system slightly
different from the ones administered by other studies such as Qualtrics, Google forms, or
surveyMonkey. Based on this experience of conducting a sensitive survey of the internet, this
slightly innovative approach of gathering a questionnaires data is regarded user-centered and
positively experienced by the participants. The potential challenges are that developing process
can be lengthier and the feedback provided to the participants could also raise ethical concerns.
We have made this conscious choice being more inclined to satisfy the user-centered design
requirements. It is up to the researchers to weight the pros and cons of designing a system like
GIFT and utilizing it as a data collection tool.

It is highly possible that more conditional risk factors do exist, but to confirm their
predictability require further empirical studies to provide theoretical validity and avoid
ignoring the potential confounding variables. It is suggestive that future studies attempt to
define control variables before examining the independent variables. Possible control variables

6.4 Insights into administering an online questionnaire study on

could be ethnicity (which is controlled in our study, too), type of loss, or age.

Recruiting participants to answer the questionnaires can be challenging for many researchers,
and administering questionnaire studies on the internet has become an inexpensive and efficient
alternative. MTurk is one of the platforms that allow researchers to recruit a decent number of
participants for their studies with a relatively low cost. Previous literature has supported MTurk’s
potential as an inexpensive platform to gather quality data [250, 251, 288], but also indicated that

6.3 Ethics Considerations and Study Design
Plenty of ethical concerns can arise when we study the potentially clinically bereaved. The
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the quality of data gathered relies heavily on the study and system design. Here we present some
insights garnered from conducting the GIFT deployment study through MTurk.

6.4.1 The necessary functions to be included in the program
Check the overall start time and end time. In the study presented in Chapter 5, we recorded
the start time and ended time of each questionnaire and of the whole session of answering all
questionnaires. The time we have noted become a standard of checking which participants might
click through and which participants were carefully answering the questions. The process of
approving the Turkers’ answer has proven that time is a very effective indicator of quality data
(we checked it with the timestamps stored in MySQL database). For instance, if a participant only
spends less than one minute on a questionnaire that mostly requires four minutes, it is very likely
that the participant is clicking through and the data could be questionable. MTurk also provides
a similar function, but it measured the time participants accepted the task until they submitted
the completion code. Some participants tend to schedule several tasks together, and it results in
false perceptions that they could spend more than 10 hours doing the task. Therefore, a system
record is more suggestive for the researchers who need quality data.
Program several attention checkers and provide immediate warning. Attention checker is a
favorite way to evaluate if participants are answering the questions seriously [248, 288, 309-311].
However, Qualtric (an online questionnaire system that is frequently utilized with MTurk) also
post an article warning the potential harms of using attention check [312]. From our pilot study
of GIFT in Chapter 4, grievers are easily triggered and annoyed by any inappropriate wordings,
repetitive questions or weird questions. Therefore, the attention checkers we programmed were
based on some common mistakes we identified by administering the questionnaires to pilot
testers. For instance, one of the questions asked about the user’s relationship with the deceased.
The answer was often opposite. Participant clicked on being a “grandma” of the deceased, but he
was the grandson of the deceased. For the complete attention checkers, please refer to the details
in Chapter 5.
In our case, attention checkers should be programmed in the way that they would warn
the participants rather than discontinue the study because we wish to gather quality data rather
than rejecting participants due to misunderstanding the questions. The chance that participants
lied about experiencing the death of a loved one is unknown, but considering the large
(and maybe quality) amount of data the researchers could gather by clarifying the potential
misunderstandings in a questionnaire, it is much worth letting the participants be aware of the
potential answers that might fail them.
Store each entry of the questionnaire answer separately. Each entry of questionnaire answer is
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stored as a new row of data in the MySQL table. It allows the researchers to keep a clear track of
any changes users might make on their answers. The way to differentiate each entry is to store
the complete answers in the database when the user clicks “submit” button. The next time user
submits an answer, it should be stored as a different entry. In this way, we successfully identified
two participants who might be lying by changing their answers to fit the study requirements.
Create a personal session with MTurk ID. Unlike the other online questionnaire systems that
only allow participants to answer the questionnaires once, we intend to allow participants to log
in several times and review their progress or continue where they left in the study. Considering
that we implement nine questionnaires in GIFT, and our participants easily decide to discontinue
if the system annoys them. Storing the in-progress data can be critical to avoid losing data and
confusing the participants. Asking users to create an account is a severe violation of MTurk’s
policy, and it resulted in our task being reported and discontinued. We later modified the
system to require MTurk ID, which is an alternative “ID” that Amazon allowed requesting
in the task. Surprisingly, some of the participants also tried to self-censor their MTurk ID by
mixing uppercase and lower cases in their MTurk ID (usually MTurk ID is created with capital
letters). Other participants accidentally copied a white space, causing problems to login with
their “correct” MTurk ID. Researchers should consider removing the space and capitalizing all
the letters with the following commands:
For javascript
function processID(input) {
return input.toUpperCase().replace(/\s/g, “”);
}
For PHP
function processID($input) {
return strtoupper(preg_replace(‘/\s/g’, “”,$input));
}
Add a completion code. Completion code does not reflect the quality of data but is evidence that
the participants made it to the last step. It is suggestive that the completion code for each Turker is
unique so that the researchers can confirm the completion of each participant. We programmed
it using md5 hash function and stored the completion code together with the MTurk ID in the
same row in the database. Participants were only allowed to generate the completion code once,
and once a participant generated a completion code, a system notice will be sent to the system
administrator’s mailbox with the MTurk ID and the completion code combination. When the
participants reported the code on the MTurk portal, the researchers could easily check their ID
and the completion code pair from the system notice email.
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6.4.2 Recap: steps to evaluate the answers
To sum up, administering an online questionnaire study on MTurk can be an efficient and
inexpensive manner to gather a significant amount of data within a short period. Here we present
several steps derived from our study that could help other researchers to evaluate the answers
successfully. Note that these steps can be programmed in the system to have them automatically
checked.
•

Check the entries in the database to confirm how many times the participants have
made changes on their data and identify potential lying participants.

•

Check the overall completion time.

•

Check if any attention checkers are activated.

•

Check the match of completion code and MTurk ID.

•

Decide if the submitted HIT (Human Intelligence Task) will be approved or rejected.
In case of rejection, provide proper reasoning based on the previous four steps.

6.5 Conclusion

bereavement outcome factors (factors are derived from field practices and the reviews of Burke
& Neimeyer, 2013; Lobb et al., 2010; Stroebe et al., 2006) [128, 129, 218].
In the last phase, we questioned about how to design the screening method that offers
meaningful feedback to empower the bereaved internet users’ decision-making regarding
whether a clinical intervention is needed. GIFT was deployed through MTurk, and the data
gathered was implemented to fit three predictive models for comparison. The selected model
was fitted mostly with bereavement risk factors, proving that bereavement risk factors are the
best predictors of PGD in the early phase of bereavement.
Our final deliverable is an internet-based PSS, Empowered to Grieve (EtG), that is based
on an empirically validated PGD predictive model and demonstrates a potential to contribute
to empowering the clinically-related bereavement decision-making. To date, we have not
identified any other internet-based applications that yield the same function, and this research
is believed to be one of the forerunners in developing a screening method and successfully
translating the psychological insights into a usable and widely accessible application for lay
users (grievers).

This thesis reports our design through research project that aims to develop an internet-based
screening method that can contribute to empowering the bereaved regarding the decision of
whether a clinical intervention is needed in the first six months of bereavement. Our research
objective is motivated by the necessity to determine who will benefit from the bereavement
intervention [121] and the final deliverable requires us to translate the psychological insights into
an internet-based PSS that can be directly used and understood by the bereaved internet users.
We begin by inquiring the role technology plays in the bereavement process to understand
the bereaved internet users’ needs that can potentially be or are already attended by technology.
Activity is regarded a critical trajectory that allows technology to mediate our everyday life
experiences and well-being [132, 159, 173, 174, 177, 180]. Targeting on the activities the
bereaved intentionally conducted to cope with the bereavement, we identified 11 activities that
could potentially be or were mediated by technology. The further discussion of the findings
prompted us to focus on developing a technology that can contribute to empowering the
bereaved internet users.
Our second inquiry was how to gather the necessary data to support building the predictive
model of PGD in the first six months of bereavement. An internet-based data gathering
system, Grief Inquiries Following Tragedy (GIFT), was designed to gather the questionnaires
data related to three groups of variables, background factors, bereavement risk factors and
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Chapter 7 Reflections, Limitations and Future Work

7.1 Reflections
All of the design implications were presented in the previous chapters, and here we further
summarize some of the considerations that could work as starting considerations for the system
conceptualization and should be revisited several times during the design processes to ensure
that the system is design with thoughtfulness and sensitivity.
Acknowledge that the bereaved have “tried their best”
It is normal for the bereaved to constantly bargain with the reality. The phenomenon happens not
only in possessing the wishful thinking of “what if ” in regards to the situation the deceased died,
but also when making decisions regarding the end of life and coping activities. It could be related
to a feeling of guilt and regret. The study reported in Chapter 3 indicated many examples of
guilt and regret feelings because the grievers believed that their decision could lead to a different
outcome if they did or did not do something. The system should acknowledge that the bereaved
have already made the decision by trying their best even if the result might not be satisfactory.
It is rare that the result will be satisfactory in a bereavement context. People could feel sorry
and regret to a certain extent. Therefore, when designing for empowering decision-making, the
designers should try to acknowledge that there are no best decisions but the decision made by
trying the best of the bereaved.
A different perspective on power and gaining power
The process of empower involves gaining power, but power can be interpreted in a variety of
manners depending on the different contexts. In the bereavement context, the power should
be interpreted as the resilience and tenacity to remain hopeful and sustain the self while the
meanings of the bereavement gradually unfold. Power is the wisdom to embrace the sadness with
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hope of experiencing joy again and the courage to re-love the world and life despite the loved
one is no longer physically present. In comparison to the traditional belief of masculine power
and thorough control of the situation, knowing the limit of self, taking time to revisit and process
the distress and finding the hope to sustain the love to the world are more coherent with what
the bereaved would interpret as the strength needed to pull through the situation. The process of
empowerment, or gaining power, should be a process of self-accepting, re-learning the meaning,
and gaining hope, courage or resilience to face the life without a loved one.
This does not suggest that the system should disregard the design related to selfmanagement or control, but to implement the idea with taking the above discussion of power
into consideration. How would this be manifested in a system? This concept is similar to the
DPM, acknowledging that both restoration-oriented and loss-oriented response could have
important implications to the bereavement process, and the system design should make it
explicit in a meaningful manner. If the system tries to display a bar chart of the grief score,
make each phase meaningful by reinterpreting the scores. For instance, the higher score means
that one is courageous to hold onto the relationship despite the agony, and the lower score
means that one has allowed joy to reside within the tragic context.
Be sensitive to the possible emotional responses
The bereaved often experience emotional responses during the process of reminiscing. It is
expected that the bereave would also experience emotional moments when using the app. In fact,
we also observed emotional moments in our studies. It is important for the system to inform the
bereaved that this kind of situation might happen and to save the progress in case of abruption
caused by emotional responses.
A hidden progress bar for coping with bereavement
The old saying that “time will heal all wounds” leads to a misperception that grief will recede over
a certain period, and fails to acknowledge the (mental or behavioral) effort one needs to commit.
However, from the perspective of the bereaved, knowing that the pain will be pacified eventually
can be critical in sustaining the effort of pulling through each day and coping with the grief. Taking
the design scenario as an approach to understand the phenomenon, it is a universal principle of
implementing a “progress indicator” on the interface to inform users about the current status
of the system (percent of data loaded). In the situation that the system is functioning slowly or
needs a longer buffering period, progress indicator is highly important to make the process less
insufferable. The concept of a progress indicator is not only applied to design context, but also
frequently adopted in different fields of practice and is the core of self-monitoring .
It is not practical to design a progress bar for one’s bereavement process as we see how
linear bereavement models were criticized by the researchers. However, feeling disoriented is a
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common experience of many grievers. Knowing that they are making progress in the seemingly
overwhelming distress and the period of coping can be very motivating. Furthermore, the
bereaved also need to know that there will be an end to the agony in the future. Therefore,
design that tactically endorse a progress concept, or a monitoring feature could be especially
helpful in sustaining the hope and enhancing the engagement of coping.

7.2 Evaluate EtG in terms of the thoughtfulness of the technology
Consider how HCI researchers place immense effort to integrate psychological insights into
computer and human interaction, insights derived from psychology and user studies are
frequently highly informative and inspirational for a more user-friendly and user-centered
technology design. In this project, we collaborated with clinical psychologists and studied users’
feedback to make the technology more usable and (thoughtfully) empowering.
EtG is an internet-based web application designed to explore the opportunities of
empowering the bereaved in the early phase of bereavement. Judging from the functions of
EtG, it clearly adheres to the principle of motivating a personally meaningful goal (decide
whether a clinical treatment is needed) [169], which might hopefully lead to further action to
complete the goal. However, in the current form of EtG, it would have a limited contribution
to empower the bereaved since it does not incorporate the broader level of scope (societal level
of empowerment). The feedback from our participants also clearly endorsed this potential.
To empower the users more thoughtfully, EtG would have to incorporate a broader scope of
defining the personally meaningful goal(s) and engaging the community resources. To enhance
the relevancy of EtG to the bereaved, it is important to plan a larger scale context or portal that
can host professional bereavement support resources, including EtG. We use EtG as an example
to elaborate where the technology designer begins to approach the purpose of thoughtful
empowerment and how the abovementioned criteria allow the researcher to further map the
development of the technology.

7.3 Limitations
7.3.1 Assessing the effect of empowerment
One of our main contributions is the predictive model of PGD within the first six months of
bereavement that has been empirically studied and is implemented on an internet-based web
application. Our studies reported in Chapter 4 and 5 also showed that participants would be
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inclined to accept the suggestions provided by GIFT. The insufficient part is that there was no
follow-up study to assess the effect of empowerment due to the time limitation of the research
project. However, the effect of empowerment could be inferred from the qualitative results of the
study and it did not interfere the model fitting, which was the major study goal of the third study.
Further studies for validating the empowerment effect with different recruiting channels (rather
than MTurk) will certainly help to strengthen our initial positive findings.

7.3.2 Study samples
All of the studies included in this thesis have a major portion of participants from western culture.
In the last two studies, we recruited 99% of participants from the USA, which suggested that
the study results would currently be best applicable to the bereaved individuals who have their
culture identity towards Western culture, especially USA culture. The bereavement responses in
the normative belief and rituals after death of loved ones can vary depending on the culture, and
the differences caused by culture should also be disclosed explicitly to avoid misinterpretation
of the result. The result should be interpreted with caution and more intercultural studies would
certainly be beneficial.

7.3.3 Require a longitudinal study for further validation
To strengthen our findings, a longitudinal study can be the next step. The regression model
presented in our study is built with contemporaneous data due to the limitation of time in the
project. We try to compensate this pitfall by including the relatively static factors that can be
monitored before and after six months’ time point of the bereavement. There are two reasons
for recruiting participants who have bereaved for more than six months but less than five years.
First, the study targets on identifying participants who screen positive with PG-13, and PG13 is particularly used to screen PGD individuals after six months of bereavement. Second,
the risk factors suspected by the review papers can be up to 50 variables, and some could be
confounding variables. Before conducting a longitudinal study, it is necessary for the researchers
to clarify which variables demonstrate higher correlation. In other words, this study can serve
as a pilot study for the future longitudinal validation. Limiting the scope to collecting data from
a maximum five years before is because after this period, the memory become less accurate.
Although a longitudinal study is not planed given the limited timeframe and scope of the
research project, our findings have contributed the critical aspects for the longitudinal studies
in the future.
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7.4 Future Work

Long-term monitoring of the empowerment effect

7.4.1 Future work on the screening model
As we have discussed in section 7.2.3, a longitudinal study is necessary to validate the risk factors
and predictive model in our study. Another aspect that will benefit from a longitudinal study is
to track the effect of empowerment and its long-term impact. How many of the bereaved users
have accepted the suggestions on GIFT? Does accepting the suggestions impact their coping
outcomes? What factors are risk factors that predict PGD? More studies that include pre-loss and
post-loss bereavement process will help to provide further validation of the study results.

Empowerment should be viewed as a process, and so is monitoring. It requires a longer term
of track keeping and data gathering to evaluate the effect. The current function of EtG was to
provide immediate feedback based on the answer at the moment. However, to make EtG more
applicable to the bereavement context, a long-term process monitoring would be very beneficial.
Self-reflection is one of the critical factors of the empowerment process, and not allowing the
individuals to reflect on the effect would render the empowerment initiative futile. The developers
of EtG should implement functions such as the visual feedback such as line chart or bar chart to
display the long-term effect of the bereavement process, and allow users to interact with the chart
to review their progress.
Providing more sophisticated suggestions

7.4.2 Future work on EtG
EtG is an approach to explore how internet-based web application can be utilized to both
conduct the bereavement-related study in a more benevolent and ethically responsible manner
and empower the bereaved through nudging the clinically-related decision-making. To make
EtG really usable and useful for the bereavement context, building a mature and versatile portal
for different types of bereavement support is highly important. The aspects that require further
considerations are discussed below.
More innovative interaction experiences of using EtG
Deploying a questionnaire on the internet through a web portal is a very popular and frequently
used data gathering method for researchers. However, the new insights for an innovative
interaction experience generated through the process are limited. For HCI researchers who
look into innovating the interactive experiences, a more innovative interaction experiences
for empowering the bereaved should be of interest for further development. Considering more
technologies are introduced such as Arduino, Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR).
The interactions between a PSS and users do not have to be limited to clicking answers and
viewing the feedback. Popular implementations could include, but are not limited to, wearable
sensors for the activity monitoring, VR and AR integration of the data gathering processes or
the interventions, using personal devices to further validate the effect of the empowerment
and many more personalized bereavement interventions that can be enabled by self-learning
algorithm. It requires more creativities and knowledge of users’ needs and experiences to explore
their application in different fields and the new interactive patterns with them. With so many
opportunities unfolded by the new technology, researchers and designers can certainly make
good use of it and target on creating various innovative interaction experiences to empower the
bereaved.
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The predictive model of EtG is straightforward currently. It receives data from the user and
performs the calculation of the predicted probability and then provides feedback. A bereavement
process is highly personal and complex. If EtG would be implemented in a real-life context, it
would have to be “smarter” in responding to different phases of bereavement needs and providing
more personalized and sophisticated suggestions. For instance, for users who answer that they
might suffer from discovering the body, EtG could suggest the method such as meditation and
redirecting the attention. It should also allow the users to predict the outcome of conducting
a certain coping activities and reflect on the effect of following the suggestions. A more
sophisticated algorithm is necessary to respond to a variety of bereavement needs and customize
the best suggestions for the grievers.
Link to more supportive resources
The most ideal scenario of supporting the bereaved is when the system and the clinical practitioners
can work hand in hand to provide fast and accessible screening and more personalized and
professional treatment. Since EtG is developed for all of the grievers, it would be beneficial to
link grievers to further supportive resources should they need any. The examples of supportive
resources should be divided into two groups: normal grievers and PGD grievers. For normal
grievers, they could benefit from more useful reading materials, online forums or general
information about grief process. For the PGD grievers, a location based search for therapists and
immediate access to emergency support should be prioritized in addition to the other materials.

7.4.3 Future work on the bereavement-related studies
Targeting treatings
Studying the risk factors allows the researchers to narrow down the possible symptoms that can
be induced by experiencing a certain type of risk factor(s). As we have learned from the previous
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studies and literature, interventions that do not target on the clinical bereavement symptoms
could fail to warrant a positive treatment effect and hamper the bereavement process [45-47].
Offering a more targeting intervention can also make use of the supporting resources prudently.
To design a more targeting intervention would require a deeper understanding on the risk
factors and the different types of symptoms that could occur provided certain risk factors are
present. More careful examination on each risk factor validated through our study and the
association with the various PGD symptoms is highly recommended.
Indicated preventive interventions
To date, there has not had effective ways of providing interventions for PGD symptoms and
impairement in the first six months of bereavement [9]. Therefore, a most straight forward
future research opportunity that is associated with the predictive model is the development
and validation of preventive intervention for PGD in the early phase of bereavement. Building
an effective screening method is one of the corner stone towards developing preventive
interventions. Although more studies with more specific groups of grievers are certainly required
to further examine the model maturity, it does indicate that the researchers could have a primary
understanding of the expected long-term development of the grief severity in the early phase of
bereavement.
More questions also arise with the development of preventive interventions. For instance,
are the validated PGD treatments equally applicable when they are applied in the preventive
context? Will providing preventive intervention accelerate the pace of returning to normal life
functioning or shorten the bereavement period? When will be the golden window to receive
best effect of preventive intervention? These are all interesting and potential future directions
for research and development.
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Appendix 2. Study Questions for Protocol Analysis
GIFT Protocol Analysis Script
(To be conducted following completion of GIFT;
directions are in italics; questions are numbered)
“Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study and brief interview. The purpose of this
research is to get your feedback on the perceived usefulness and difficulties of using the GIFT app,
in general, and the comprehensibility and relevance of the grief self-monitoring statements. Your
input will contribute to making this app more user-friendly and meaningful to future users. I will
audio-tape your responses. First, though, it is important that I set a few guiding principles. For instance, in offering your feedback to specific questions, I want you to know that there are no wrong
answers or comments. And, because I am very interested in protecting your privacy, these sessions
are kept confidential—everything we share here stays here and is not to be shared outside of this
room. This idea of confidentiality extends to me, the researcher, as well. I will not use your real
name in my notes, transcriptions of the audio recording, or anything that stems from this session.
Are there any questions about any of those things?

8. What, if anything, was challenging for you in using GIFT?
9. To what extent do you think the questionnaire result(s) delivered by GIFT were trustworthy?
REPEAT questions 2-5 in relation to the feedback the participant received from the GIFT app.
[Final Questions]
We have a few final questions for you. First:
10. What have we missed?
11. Is there anything that you didn’t get a chance to say?
12. And, finally, what is one word or short phrase you would use to describe your experiences
of using GIFT?
Great! Your help with this is invaluable to me, and I really appreciate the extra time and effort
you put toward helping us in this way.”

1. OK, before starting, I would like to understand if you have had other experiences of seeking
support or searching for grief related information on the Internet?
If yes:
• would you mind sharing a bit of your experiences on using the Internet to understand
your grief or to seek for support?
•

What kind of information or websites did you consider helpful?
If no:
Do you have a specific reason that you didn’t turn to the Internet for support in the past?
[Transition Statement]
Now, I’d like your comments on topics specifically related to our study. For instance: I’d like to
have you look back at three of the questionnaires that you filled out when completing GIFT: the
Background Information, the CGRF, and the BRISQ questionnaire These questionnaires asked
you to tell us a little about yourself and also to respond to a number of items related to your loss
experience. We want you to help us evaluate these questionnaires because we want to know how to
improve them to ensure that they ask meaningful questions of bereaved individuals. For example:
2. Which item(s) were hard to understand? (i.e., confusing or difficult wording, unsure what
was being asked)
3. Which questionnaire(s) did you think were particularly relevant to you? (i.e., on target,
meaningful, relevant to cultural background)
4. Which questionnaire(s) do you think might be particularly relevant to other grievers?
5. Which questionnaire(s) would you say were least relevant to you?
6. Which questionnaire(s) would you say might be least relevant to other grievers?
7. What do you feel are the potential benefits of using GIFT?
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Appendix 3. Questionnaires for GIFT study: Background information
1.

Information about me:
My gender: a) Male b) Female c) Other

d.

15-16 years

e.

17- 20 years

f.

More than 20 years

2.

My age: year of birth (the system calculates the age automatically)

3.

I am my deceased loved one’s (check one) :

a.

Employed full-time (greater than 30 hours per week)

4.

My nationality (e.g., American, Italian, Australian) _______________________

b.

Employed part-time (less than 30 hours per week)

8.

My employment status? (choose one)

a.

spouse

m. aunt

c.

Not currently employed, looking for work

b.

partner/fiancé

n.

uncle

d.

Not currently employed, not looking for work

c.

boyfriend

o.

stepmother

e.

Full time student

d.

girlfriend

p.

stepfather

f.

Other, please explain ______________________________________________

e.

daughter

q.

sister

f.

son

r.

brother

g.

mother

s.

cousin

h.

father

t.

sister-in-law

i.

grandmother

u.

brother-in-law

j.

grandfather

v.

friend

k.

grandson

w. coworker

l.

granddaughter

x.

other

The faith tradition with which I most closely affiliate (e.g., Buddhism, Judaism,
Christianity, Islam, Secular/Nonreligious/Agnostic) __________________________
______

9.

10. On average, I engage in personal or public religious activities pertaining to my
faith/spirituality… (e.g., personal prayer or reading of sacred text, attend synagogue
meeting, religious festivals, Bible study group, spiritual retreat) (Choose one)
a.

Never

b.

Once per year

c.

At least twice per year

d.

At least once per month

5.

My country of residence (e.g., New Zealand, USA, Argentina) ___________________

e.

At least twice per month

6.

My marital status is: (choose one)

f.

At least once per week

a.

Single, not in a committed relationship

g.

At least twice per week

b.

Married, or in a committed relationship

h.

Daily

c.

Separated

d.

Divorced

e.

Widowed

7.

11. I consider faith / spirituality…

My years of formal schooling, from early childhood to present:
a.

0-8 years

b.

9-12 years

c.

13-14 years
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a.

Totally irrelevant

b.

Somewhat important

c.

Not very important

d.

Very important

e.

Extremely important
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12. Other than the deceased loved one I am currently grieving, in the past 3 years, I have
also experienced the death of ___ loved ones (family members or close friends).

c.

every other week

d.

once per month

13. Other than the deceased loved one I am currently grieving, my most recent loss of

e.

less often than once per month

a family member or a close friend to death was approximately ____years

or _____

months ago.
Information about my deceased loved one (please focus on only

one loss for this study):

1.

My loved one’s first name: _______________(use first name only)

2.

His or her gender: a) female b) male c) other

3.

My loved one died ____years or, if less than one year, ____months ago.

4.
5.

Appendix 4. Questionnaires for GIFT study: Risk Factor Questionnaire
For each of the following items, please answer Yes or No to indicate whether it is more true or
not true for you.
A. Personal Factors * reverse score to capture RF
1. I consider myself a rather nervous person.
2.

I struggled with mental health problems even before the loss (e.g., depression,
anxiety).

My loved one’s age at the time of his/her death was_______years or, if less than one
year, _____months old.

3.

I believe that professional counseling or grief therapy could help me with my loss.

4.

I’m troubled by my own reactions to this loss.

My loved one died of :

5.

Religion/faith/spirituality plays a major role in my life. *

6.

I have philosophical beliefs that I rely on to deal with this loss. *

a.

Natural anticipated death (e.g., old age, terminal illness)

b.

Natural sudden death (e.g. heart attack, unexplained illness)

c.

Homicide

d.

Suicide

2.

I relied heavily on my loved one when he/she was alive.

e.

Fatal accident (e.g., motor vehicle accident, drowning, electrocution, fall)

3.

When my loved one was alive there was often conflict between us.

f.

Medical malpractice (e.g., wrongful death following birthing, surgery, or other
procedure)

4.

I have regrets about my relationship with my loved one that I cannot now resolve.

g.

Terrorism

h.

Natural disaster (e.g., earthquake, hurricane)

i.

Other (please explain ______________________)

6.

7.

7. My limited income is a source of stress for me.
B. Relationship to the Deceased
1. I felt emotionally close to my loved one. *

5.

I often felt emotionally and physically overwhelmed by caregiving for my loved one
before the death.
C. Relationship to Others
1. I have no one I can talk to openly and honestly about my grief.
2.

I feel uncomfortable letting people get close to me emotionally.

Before my loved one died, I knew him/her for _____years or, if less than one year,

3.

Most of my family seems distant, unsupportive, or disconnected in relation to my loss.

_____months.

4.

I use technology to stay connected with people (Facebook, email, texts, phone). *

Before my loved one died, I was in contact with him/her (choose one):
a.

2-7 times per week

b.

once per week

5. Friends or family members are frequently concerned about how I am grieving.
D. Death-Related Factors
1. My loved one died suddenly and without warning.
2.
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I believe that my loved one’s death was preventable.
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3.

I feel overwhelmed by the number of losses of significant people that I have
experienced recently.

4.

I have struggled to make sense of the loss, or to find any meaning in it.

5.

My loved one might have lingered for too long before the death.

6.

I worry that my loved one suffered while dying.

7.

I was unprepared for my loved one to die.

8.

I continue to be troubled by images of my loved one’s dead body and/or the death
scene.

Appendix 5. Introduction to Empowered to Grieve (EtG)

Empowered to Grieve is the deliverable of this thesis. It is targeting on the
bereaved internet users who have experienced death of a loved one within six
months. Users are expected to answer a set of questions related to their loss circumstances and receive the feedback regarding whether a clinical intervention
is needed or not.
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The introduction page would specify the types of users the app would benefit.
This app does not require login. Users would simply click on start and enter
their information.

The questionnaire will automatically scroll down to the next question. Since
all 16 questions need to be answered to yield a prediction result, users are only
navigated to the next question after the previous one is answered (e.g., the
above figure shows that question 7 is the last question, but after user answers
question 7, question 8 will be appended below).

The input layout of the questions is similar to GIFT, and we implemented the
Material Design style from Google Design.
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In the last question, users could view the result based on the answer they have
provided. The feedback will be displayed and the probability of predicted outcome will be animated above the feedback.
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The final outcome can be downloaded as a jpg file.
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